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ABSTRACT 

Martha Gage Elton, Ph.D. 

Department of History of Art, May 2004 

University of Kansas 

This dissertation is a biographical study of the American artist Bertram 

Hartman (1882-1960). Hartman was born in Junction City, Kansas, to a German-

American family. After graduating from high school in 1900, he studied at the 

School of the Art Institute of Chicago, where he completed a traditional course of 

study in both fine and commercial arts. In 1911 he traveled to Munich, Germany, 

where he enrolled at the Royal Academy. There, he was influenced by the Jugendstil 

movement, and he developed an imaginative, decorative style of painting, as well as 

an interest in the integration of arts and crafts. In 1913 Hartman married Gusta 

Frank, whom he met in Munich. The couple then moved to New York, where they 

spent most of the rest of their lives. Hartman met other early modernist artists in 

Greenwich Village where the artistic ferment in the 1910s and 1920s encouraged 

experimentation in the arts. He had a gift for cultivating friendships with luminaries 

such as John Marin, William and Marguerite Zorach, Ernest Hemingway, Louis 

Untermeyer and others. Hartman was not only an easel painter, but also created 

batik designs and commercial art, including magazine illustrations, as well as 
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mosaics and glass windows for New York architecture. Shortly after returning from 

a sojourn in France and Austria in 1925, Hartman focused his career on easel 

painting. He struggled financially due to the economic downturn in the 1930s and 

gradually his career sank into an eclipse. This study attempts to shed light on, and 

call renewed attention to, Bertram Hartman's career and work. 
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I began my research focusing on Hartman's early years in Junction City, 

Kansas. Newspaper files and records in the Kansas State Historical Society in 
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nor could I determine how he ended up in New York. Then, as I sought more 

information on Hartman's later years, I began to find that he was involved in many 

early modernist activities in New York. Dr. M. Sue Kendall, whom I met when she 

was a guest in a University of Kansas seminar on regionalist art, was a great help to 
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I have introduced each chapter with an image that best typifies Hartman's 

work in the years covered in that chapter. Then I follow a traditional methodology, 

trying to trace the trajectory of Hartman's career chronologically. This is a 

biographical study that also takes into account the cultural history of the times in 

which Hartman lived. I proceeded as an historian, searching for original documents, 

texts, and photographs. I was very fortunate to locate the executor of Hartman's 

estate, Kurt Delbanco, who still had many papers pertaining to Hartman. · I also 

found papers from Hartman's estate in the collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., 

who also owns many of the artist's works. When I found Hartm.~n's relatives Jack 

and Jill Hartman, I was thrilled by the artist's scrapbook and other works of art in 

their possession. They introduced me to other relatives, such as Melanie Griffith, 

who also had many mementoes. 

I decided to divide Hartman's life into periods with each chapter covering an 

important segment of his life. The first deals with his youth and early studies at the 

School of the Art Institute of Chicago; I have used Hartman's own art and letters as 

well as family photographs to flesh out these years. I found James R. Shortridge' s 

book, with an essay by John Pultz, Our Town on the Plains: J.J. Pennell's 

Photographs of Junction City, Kansas (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2000) 

invaluable for the insight it provided into the prosperity of Hartman's hometown 

during his formative years. 

The second chapter deals with the real beginnings of Hartman's artistic 

career: his studies in Munich at the Royal Academy and his marriage and subsequent 
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move to New York City. Estate papers, family scrapbooks containing letters and 

photographs, family interviews, and newspaper articles helped fill in many gaps of 

missing information. 

The third chapter deals with the 1920s, which I consider to be the crux of 

Hartman's career. Again estate files, scrapbooks with letters and photographs, 

newspaper articles and family interviews proved helpful. So did old issues of 

magazines such as The Dial, and secondary books on people in his circle, such as 

William Zorach and Gaston Lachaise. Zorach' s grandson, Jonathan Zorach, had 

details about his grandfather's life and knew of Hartman. The Em.est Hemingway 

Papers in the John F. Kennedy Library, Boston, furnished the author's unpublished 

papers containing a text on Bertram Hartman and his wife. Published biographies of 

Hemingway, especially the works of Carlos Baker and Michael Reynolds, provided 

more insight for me. I have tried to include in this chapter personal information 

about Hartman's wife and his relationship with his family that I feel will help to 

explain some of his career decisions. 

The fourth chapter covers the 1930s and the beginning of the decline of 

Hartman's career with the Great Depression; it continues on with the 1940s when 

both his health and his income suffered even more. Here, I have used the same sort 

of historical sources as previous chapters. Letters of Hartman's to Isabel Lachaise, 

widow of sculptor Gaston Lachaise, and Hartman family members help shed more 

light on the artist's thoughts and actions. 
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The fifth chapter concludes the artist's life in the 1950s. Although these 

years were challenging ones for Hartman, he persisted in his efforts to produce 

works of art, paintings and even carvings, until his death in 1960. Because of his 

warm and cheerful personality, Hartman was a man with many friends up until the 

end, and they helped support the artist and his wife in the difficult last years of their 

lives. I try to assess Hartman's career and to speculate upon why he went into 

professional eclipse in his later years. I hope that this study will redress that 

injustice, and begin a new awareness of Bertram Hartman. I have found him to be a 

brave and original artist, a pioneer, who deserves to be remembered by historians of 

American art. 
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Chapter One 

THE EARLY YEARS: JUNCTION CITY AND CffiCAGO 

Bertram Hartman painted his untitled landscape [fig. 1.1] at the age of 

fourteen. He was then a freshman in high school in Junction City, Kansas. The 

scene probably represents the Smoky Hill River, which runs south of town. We see 

more of the trees and golden sky in their reflections in the quiet waters than we see 

of them above the river. This painting is predominantly tonalist in mood, reflecting a 

sense of reverie and nostalgia. The lighting is not bright, as it would have been in 

the earlier Hudson River School's studies of nature or as in impressionist paintings 

from the 1880s and 1890s. Instead the scene seems to have been painted at dusk. In 

the half-light the shapes are blurred and evocative. Such paintings were not 

uncommon at the end of the nineteenth century in America, and, as Wanda Com 

points out, they seemed to be a reaction to the "rampant materialism of the Gilded 

Age. "1 What did a young fellow out in Kansas have in common with such older 

1 Wanda Com, The Color of Mood: American Tonalism, 1880-1910 (San Francisco: 
M.H. de Young Memorial Museum and California Palace of the Legion of Honor, 
1972), 1-2. 
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painters in the East as George Inness, John Twachtman and Albert Pinkham Ryder, 

or with James McNeill Whistler in Europe? 

C. (Charles) Bertram Hartman was born on April 18, 1882, in Junction City 

and grew up during the town's "golden age," which lasted from approximately the 

late 1880s to the early 1920s. It was a time of growing, almost "giddy" prosperity 

for the town, when citizens felt in control of their own destinies, and felt close, sort 

of like an extended family.2 Junction City, which takes its name from the junction of 

the Republican and Smoky Hill Rivers, was a classic military town, located three 

miles south of Fort Riley. Fort Riley became the official training ceBterfor the elite 

U.S. Cavalry in 1886 and a construction boom followed. The Union Pacific and 

Katy (for Missouri, Kansas and Texas, or MKT) railroads had lines running 

east/west and north/south respectively. This facilitated transportation for the Army, 

boosted the town's commerce and made it possible for Junction City's more 

prosperous citizens to travel easily to the big cities and resorts throughout the 

country. The area around the town served as the U.S. Anny's chief hay supplier, 

which was a major source of wealth as well.3 

Bertram Hartman was the eldest child of John and Mary Anna Hartman. 

John Hartman had been born in St. Charles, Missouri, the son of two immigrants 

from Germany who owned a flour mill. The flour mill burned down and John 

2 James R. Shortridge, with an essay by John Pultz, Our Town on the Plains: JJ. 
Pennell's Photographs of Junction City, Kansas, 1893-1922 (Lawrence: University 
Press of Kansas, 2000), 21-23. 
3 Ibid., 22-32. 
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Hartman's mother died, so his father, Charles Hartman, took the family to 

Enterprise, Kansas in 1876. John Hartman found work as a bookkeeper and clerk in 

a tin shop and grocery store, then in a dry goods store. There, he met his future wife 

Mary Anna Seubert, daughter of a native German father and a Swiss-born mother. 

Mary Anna was a devout convert from Catholicism to the German M.E. (Methodist) 

Church and John Hartman was active in that church in Enterprise as well. 4 

John Hartman and Mary Seubert married in 1881, and moved to Junction 

City the following year. He worked as a bookkeeper for the Ziegler Hardware Store 

and subsequently the Muenzenmayer Hardware Store until 1912, wh~µ. he became 

cashier and later vice-president of the Union State Savings Bank.5 

John and Mary Hartman had ten children, two of whom died in infancy. The 

eight surviving children were Bertram (born 1882), Eda (1884), Klara (1886), Ezra 

(1890), twins Frederick (Fritz) and John (1892), Rosella (1894) and Emilie (1899).6 

The family gathered for a photograph in November 1896 [fig. 1.2]. 

In letters to his granddaughter, Ann Trimmer, Fritz Hartman remembered that 

the Hartmans' family life revolved around art and music. Father John played the 

organ in the German Methodist church, sang tenor in the male quartet, helped with 

the Jugend Band and played the piccolo in the town band. In his youth the father 

also painted watercolors of flowers. In his maturity he excelled in penmanship, 

4 Fritz Hartman in letter to granddaughter Ann Trimmer, September 15, 1970; Files 
of Ann Trimmer, Hillsborough, New Jersey. 
5 Obituary of John Hartman, Junction City Union (February 20, 1940); Files of 
Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
6 Family Group Sheet, Files of Ann Trimmer, Hillsborough, New Jersey. 
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lettering official documents and high school diplomas in Junction City. Both parents 

encouraged their children in the arts.7 

Bertram Hartman also set the example for an interest in the arts that several 

of his younger siblings would follow in their careers.8 His younger brother Fritz 

remembered how as a schoolboy Bertram Hartman would fill his textbooks with 

sketches and then resell them for a premium to students in following years.9 

Bertram Hartman's graduating class, the Class of 1900 of Junction City High 

School, put a page of his sketches, along with other mementoes, in a time capsule, 

which was opened in 2000. His sketches [figs. 1.3 and 1.4] are caricatures of a 

fellow student, older gentlemen both lean and fat, and even a character with earrings, 

wearing a necklace of animal teeth, who looks as if he may be a native of Bomeo.10 

The Senior Year Book of Junction City High's Class of 1900 features 

photographs of all twenty-two graduates [fig. 1.5]. (Hartman is on the far right) 

:Each senior was assigned a quotation of poetry (presumably by the book's editor), 

including: 

7 Fritz Hartman, "Music and Art," (December 27, 1970); Files of Ann Trimmer. 
8 Bertram was a violinist as well as an artist; Eda Hartman, another violinist, became 
a costume designer in New York where she designed for David Belasco' s stage 
productions; Klara was an accomplished pianist and taught piano at Columbia 
College in Columbia, Missouri; Ezra was a cellist with the Illinois Symphony; John 
and Fritz (both engineers) played the accordion and clarinet, respectively; Rosella 
was an artist in Woodstock, New York, who married sculptor Paul Fiene; and Emilie 
applied music to dance in her work as a physical education director in Connecticut 
9 Fritz Hartman, "Music and Art." 
1° Contents of Time Capsule of Class of 1900 of Junction City High School in Geary 
County Historical Society, Junction City, Kansas. 
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Charles Bertram Hartman-"Artists may produce excellent designs, but they 
will avail little, unless the taste of the public is sufficiently cultivated to appreciate 
them." -(Agnes Carter) Mason 

The yearbook included a Course of Study, listing in detail all classes and teachers. 

There was no art instruction in this curriculum. Junction City High did, however, 

require four years of instruction in music.11 What seems to be a sketch of Hartman's, 

''In the Garden of the Gods,'' [fig. 1.6] appears in the yearbook and shows stick 

figures climbing on and falling off of trees, representing the grade schools that the 

class attended en route to graduation. A photograph of March 1900 features young 

Hartman with classmates on a stepladder [fig. 1.7]. (Hartman is second from the 

top.) 

The Hartman family was known to be warm and loving, as well very 

religious. The parents sent all eight children to Sunday school at Junction City's 

German Methodist Church, where John Hartman, the father, was director of the 

Sunday school as well as the church organist.12 A hanging on the wall of the 

Hartman home probably exemplified the parents' philosophy: ''The Beauty, 

Blessing, Glory, Crown of the house is Order, Cleanliness, Hospitality, Godliness."13 

In later years, Bertram Hartman would rebel against the teachings of his parents' 

orderly, religious household. 

11 Senior Yearbook, Dedicated to the Class of Nineteen Hundred (Junction City High 
School, Junction City, Kansas); Files of Geary County Historical Society, Junction 
City, Kansas. 
12 Typed description of father John Hartman by Klara Hartman, n.d.; Files of Melanie 
Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
13 Letter from Melanie Griffith to the author (March 12, 2001). 
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The Hartmans' family home [fig. 1.8] still stands at 224 South Adams Street 

in Junction City. Old family photographs show the Hartmans enjoying life there and 

in the area around the town. In one, Bertram Hartman stands by a window of his 

house, about 1900, while other photos show the Hartman family with their dog and 

their friends at leisure at home and in the neighborhood [fig. 1.9]. In other photos 

from around 1900, brothers Bertram, Fritz and John dash to the Smoky Hill River in 

the buff, then play with buddies there [fig. 1.10]. In undated later photos, Bertram 

Hartman set up his easel by the river to paint en plein air in the company of a sister 

[fig. 1.11]. In more shots, Hartman surveys the Flint Hills, and then1sets up his easel 

to paint the scene [fig. 1.12]. This may be a photographic record of the artist 

painting landscapes of 1911 that will be discussed below. 

Many years later, Hartman recalled that, after graduation, he went with a 

friend through the "E.astem States north to Canada" where he boarded a steamer for 

London for a few days of sightseeing. He said he returned to America, and entered 

the Art Institute of Chicago, graduating in a "few years." He said that his "one 

ambition has always been Art-has proved it [with] many clever works of Art."14 

Bertram Hartman studied at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago from 

school year 1902/03 through 1908/09,15 and remained a resident of Chicago until 

14 Bertram Hartman in undated (apparently 1950s) autobiographical summary to the 
librarian at the George Smith Library in Junction City, Kansas; Files of Geary 
County Historical Society, Junction City, Kansas. 
15 Art Institute of Chicago, Circular of Instruction of the School of Drawing, 
Painting, Modelling, Decorative Designing and Architecture, 1903-1904, with a 
Catalogue of Students for 1902-1903 (Chicago: Lake Front, 1903); Circular of 
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191 t A photograph of Hartman dated March 1902 shows a maturing young man on 

the brin~ of leaving the small town of his youth behind [fig. 1.13]. During his first 

year in Chicago, Hartman was listed as a student in the Antique Class; from 1903/04 

through 1908/09, his name appeared among those enrolled in the Life Class.16 

This schedule was in keeping with the curriculum described in the Art 

Institute of Chicago's Circular of Instruction of 1903/04. In 1902/03 the school was 

reorganized on the "Atelier and Concours System," derived apparently from the 

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. In fact photographs of a medallion from the Paris 

Exposition Universelle of 1900 are prominently placed across from the 

"Arrangement of Classes" in the Circular of Instruction. 17 This booklet explains that 

an "atelier" was a body of students studying under one instructor. A "Concours," or 

competition with judgment of the work, was held in each atelier at the end of each 

month; students with the winning scores chose the position of life models for the 

next month. Students in the school of drawing and painting, in which Hartman was 

enrolled, progressed through elementary and intermediate drawing classes into 

Antique classes where they studied plaster casts of antique sculptures to learn 

anatomy and modeling. It took at least a year to progress to the Life classes, which 

consisted of the study of costumed and nude models. Students at this level were 

granted full privileges of the school. Separate life classes were maintained for 

lnstruction ... ,1904-1905, Circular of Instruction, 1906-1907; Circular of Instruction, 
1907-1908; Circular of Instruction, 1908-1909; Circular of Instruction, 1909-1910. 
16 Archivist Marie Kroeger in 'email to the author, March 2001. 
17 Art Institute of Chicago, Circular of Instruction, 1903-1904, 12-13. 
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advanced students. The handbook maintained that "opportunities for the study of the 

human figure, which is universally regarded as the basis of the practice of art," 

abounded at the school. It took a minimum of three years to earn a diploma; 

Hartman apparently won his in six. 

The Art Institute's system was paternalistic and protective. Long after 

Hartman attended, artist Leon Kroll (1884-1974), who taught at the School of the Art 

Institute in 1921,18 compared it to a "reformatory."19 From the school's founding in 

1882, William M.R. French (1843-1914) had served as its director and dean. His 

brother was the prominent American sculptor, Daniel Chester French .. ,William M.R. 

French, a former anatomy instructor at the Chicago Academy of Fine Arts (from 

which the Art Institute was formed), hired key instructors John H. Vanderpoel and 

Charles Francis Browne in the 1880s. Vanderpoel ( 1888-1911 ), author of The 

Human Figure (1907), a text still in general use today, taught figure drawing until 

his death. Browne (1859-1920) was the main landscape teacher at the school and 

espoused the traditional Barbizon style. He was a "mainstay of the conservative 

establishment" in the Chicago art world.20 French, Vanderpoel and Browne all felt 

18 Charlotte Moser, "'In the Highest Efficiency': Art Training at the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago," in Sue Anne Prince, ed., The Old Guard and the Avant-Garde: 
Modernism in Chicago, 1910-1940 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), 
202. 
19 Ibid., 195. 
20 William H. Gerdts, Art Across America: Two Centuries of Regional Painting: 
1710-1920; The South and Midwest (New York: Abbeville Press, 1990), 306. 
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that the human figure was the basis for academic art study because it was the 

"embodiment of perfection. "21 

Bertram Hartman's student compositions must have greatly pleased Charles 

Francis Browne as evidenced by the prizes he won for his landscape paintings in 

annual exhibitions judged by the professor [see below]. Hartman's work remarkably 

resembled that of Browne in its muted color and apparent truth to nature, or 

illusionistic reality [fig. 1.14].22 Pencil sketches of trees and foliage by Hartman, 

circa 1904, seem to reflect Browne's influence [figs. 1.15 and 1.16] as do two pen 

and ink studies of 1904 [figs. 1.17 and 1.18]. Two watercolor sketches by Hartman 

of life models, circa 1904, show the careful attention to muscular and skeletal 

structures in the figure study classes in Chicago [fig. 1.19].23 More casual caricatures 

of instructors and fellow students at the Art Institute reveal Hartman's keen eye and 

linear style [fig. 1.20]. 

In 1904, N.M. de Rijke, a fellow student, sketched Hartman in profile reading 

a flier advertising "Free lunch for poor art students" [fig. 1.21]. De Rijke seems to 

have sketched Hartman again, somewhat later. Entitled simply "Bert," the sketch 

21 Moser, 200. 
22 Spanierman Gallery, The Friedman Collection: Artists o/Chicago, with essay by 
William H. Gerdts (New York: Spaniennan Gallery, 2002), 70. 
23 Georgia O'Keeffe was a student at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 
1905-6, when Hartman was a student there. There is no indication that they knew 
each other then, however. O'Keeffe later remembered the dismal dark-green rooms 
and especially the anatomy Class and her embarrassment when a handsome nude 
male model, with a mustache, suddenly came out. She enjoyed John Vanderpoel's 
lectures on the human figure and said he was one of the "few real teachers" she had 
ever known. Georgia O'Keeffe, Georgia O'Keeffe (New York: Penguin 
BooksNiking Press, 1977), 10-12. 
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captures Hartman's handsome profile, his long hair curling at his neck and over his 

forehead, apparently lost in thought [fig. 1.22]. 

In the first two decades of the twentieth century the School of the Art 

Institute wrestled with a dilemma: whether to be primarily a trade school or a fine 

arts academy. The "illusionistic rendering" taught at the school was applicable to 

both commercial and fine art in those years. Students were familiarized with both 

worlds through commercially oriented courses in design and illustration as well as 

academic courses in anatomy and perspective.24 Bertram Hartman would face a 

similar dilemma in his career. Although he aspired throughout his life to art of the 
•I 

higher type, in many ways his real talent se~med to lie in the more practical field of 

illustration and design. 

By 1906 Hartman achieved the status of showing his work in the annual 

exhibition of the School of the Art Institute and did so each year thereafter through 

1916, after which he exhibited on an irregular basis.25 Titles of works submitted 

before Hartman left Chicago in 1911 indicate that many were paintings of the area 

around Junction City. In 1906 his painting A Kansas Moonlight won $40. In 1907 

Against the Afternoon Sky earned a $75 prize. The following year Summer 

Afternoon garnered $125. In 1909 he presented On the Banks of the Smoky Hill for 

which he won $150; he also showed the watercolor The Maiden ofChalkis. In 1910 

Hartman exhibited another watercolor, In Still Water. In 1911 he showed two oil 

24 Moser, 196. 
25 Peter H. Falk, ed., Annual F.xhibition Record of the Art Institute of Chicago, 1888-
1950 (Madison, Connecticut: Sound View Press, 1990), 412. 
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paintings, A Kansas Cottonwood and Cotton Wood [sic] Trees in Kansas. Four 

watercolors, Vanity, Scherzo, Panic and When Pan Pipes rounded out his 

submissions that year and indicated his growing interest in the mYthlcal god Pan. 

When Pan Pipes [fig. 1.23] features cottonwood trees in the foreground with Pan and 

three damsels dancing across a stage-like setting with poplars and a sky with bright 

clouds as a backdrop. The last entry in this early period of his life, before he left 

Chicago, was an oil, Summer Afternoon, Smoky Hill Valley,26 

In 1906 and 1907 the Chicago Art Institute listed Hartman's residence as 150 

North State Street (now a Borders Book Store), which is about five blocks from the 

Art Institute on 111 South Michigan Avenue.27 From 1908 until 1912 (although he 

left for study in Germany late in 1911) his residence was given as the Tree Studio 

Building.28 Designated a Chicago landmark in 1997, the Tree Studio is a group of 

three buildings consisting of the original Tree Studio built in 1894 and the Ontario 

and Ohio Street Annexes built in 1912-13.29 Judge Lambert Tree erected the 

complex to provide affordable housing and studio space for artists. The original 

building is at 601-621 North State Street and was constructed with a full-length cast-

iron arcade at ground level for small stores; the second story featured large windows 

for artists' studios. The two later additions formed a U-shaped complex. The 

26 Ibid. 
27 Yahoo! Maps, "150 North State Street, Chicago, Illinois," http://maps.yahoo.com 
(accessed July 24, 2002). 
28 Falk. 
29 Chicago Landmarks, ''Tree Street Building," 
http://www.ch.chi.il.us/Landmarksff/ffreeStudios.html (accessed July 24, 2002). 
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picturesque details of the building as well as limitation of residency to artists made it 

a "cultural oasis" for artists in Chicago.30 

Hartman sent his sister Klara a photo postcard in 1906 from Chicago, 

discussing a "Posy March" she had sent him. He thought the musical composition 

"foxy" and played it on his mandolin. A friend, apparently from Junction City, had 

arrived in Chicago to start in school there. Hartman had been posing in night school 

and the photo showed him in an "1860" costume. 

An undated sketch by a family friend known only as "Gossett" reveals the 

artistic inclinations of the Hartman family [fig. 1.24]. Klara is showh playing a 

German tune on the family spinet with a framed landscape (resembling Hartman's 

paintings of 1911 which will be shown below) marked "SOLD" on the wall. A little 

postcard tucked behind the picture with an arrow pointing to it labeled "ME" 

(Gossett) seems to portray Gossett with a sketchbook in hand. Bertram Hartman's 

great-niece Melanie Griffith has surmised that Gossett may have provided inspiration 

for Hartman's boyhood artistic endeavors.31 Gossett sent an undated card to Klara 

saying he appreciated "two fountains of joys like you are." He hoped that the 

30 National Park Service, "National Register of Historic Places Travel 
Itinerary-Tree Studio Building," http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/travel/chicago/cS.htm 
(accessed July 24, 2002). 
31 Letter, Melanie Griffith to the author (March 22, 2001). 
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fountains never went dry .32 Gossett illustrated this card with lively cartoons of the 

Hartman siblings, revealing familiarity with Junction City [fig. 1.25]. 

In February 1908, Bertram Hartman mailed a watercolor sketch of a 

landscape to his sister Klara [fig. 1.26]. With its ornamental curved lines the sketch 

showed elements of the style popular at the tum of the twentieth century, Art 

Nouveau. Its emphasis on organic lines reflected a distaste for the industrial 

products and social changes of the Gilded Age. Hartman would have had ample 

exposure to Art Nouveau, an off shoot of the Arts and Crafts movement, especially in 

Chicago, which had become in the 1890s one of the most active centt!rs of the 

movement outside England.33 The postcard also resembles Arthur Wesley Dow's 

massing of forms and tones, as advocated in his Composition (New York: Baker and 

Taylor, 1900). 

In a postcard to Eda Hartman in Abilene, Kansas, postmarked Chicago, 

February 28, 1909, Hartman gaily described a Mardi Gras party the previous 

Tuesday. He had the "best time ever" and was dressed as the god Pan. "I kept up 

my rep[ utation] for original and daring costume, as ever." On the back was a photo 

of Hartman in his costume with a lady friend dressed as a Greek girl, giving a "little 

32 Postcard, Gossett to Klara Hartman, n.d.; Files of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, 
Iowa. Gossett was apparently referring to Klara and Bertram Hartman when he 
mentioned "two fountains of joys." 
33 Lloyd C. Engelbrecht, "Modernism and Design in Chicago," in Prince, ed., The 
Old Guard and the Avant-Garde: Modernism in Chicago, 1910-1940, 122. 
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pantomime burlesque & dance that made a hit" [fig 1.27].34 Hartman had darkened 

his skin and wore a beard, fur hat with ears and fur leggings in his disguise as the 

woodland god who was part man and part goat. 

In 1910 Hartman was commissioned to paint murals for the prestigious 

Bartell House, the main hotel in Junction City. Hartman had worked there in 1901 as 

a desk clerk.35 The three murals (since destroyed) reflected the traditional academic 

training he received at the School of the Art Institute and were reproduced in the 

Chicago Sunday Record-Herald, July 31, 1910.36 Since the late 1890s there had 

been a generalrevival in mural painting in Chicago following the Wgrld's 

Columbian Exposition of 1893.37 The largest mural at the Bartell House depicted 

"Robin Hood and his Merry Fellows in Sherwood Forest," while the two smaller 

murals were of girls dancing to pipes "In Classic Times" and the "Vikings Skoal to 

the Northland" [fig. 1.28]. Almost nine decades later Susan Lloyd Franzen, whose 

parents managed the Bartell House in the 1940s, vividly remembered the murals. 

Her mother told her that Hartman's sisters posed for "In Classic Times." She quoted 

Junction City resident Stanley Pennell' s recollections of the murals. Pennell said 

that it was one of the few places in town that made any "artful try toward beauty." 

The murals were decorative in a sort of nineteenth-century, "Howard Pyle" manner. 

34 Postcard from Bertram Hartman to Eda Hartman (February 28, 1909); Files of 
Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
35 Letter, Bertram Hartman to brother John Hartman (February 11, 1957); Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
36 Clippings from Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
37 Gerdts, Art Across America: The South and Midwest, 319. 
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The i:nurals were not truly at home in the dining room among the steam tables of side 

dishes. "They deserved a better setting in a city hostelry. "38 

In 1911 Hartman returned to his Kansas home again to spend the summer in 

Junction City before leaving for study in Europe. While he was in Junction City he 

painted four landscapes now in the Geary County Historical Society. These oil 

paintings are traditional for 1911 and reflect the style of Hartman's teacher Charles 

Francis Browne. The first [fig. 1.29] is a visually satisfying landscape in which 

Hartman displayed his skill at rendering light, water and trees. This was not an 

impressionistic view; the smooth surface revealed no thick daubs of paint, nor bright 

patches of color or glimpses of leisure activity. Instead it was done in the broad 

manner of the Barbizon painters who preceded Impressionism. This and other 

landscapes done around Junction City that summer did display certain devices 

introduced by the Impressionists and their circle forty years earlier, such as cut-off 

views and unusual viewpoints [fig. 1.30], as in this view of the Flint Hills. Hartman 

also had an awareness of light and atmosphere that no doubt was heightened by his 

habit of painting en plein air on visits home. 

Hartman soon would have work he had done in 1910 published in the 

national humor magazine, Life, and must have been regarded as an up-and-comer 

around his hometown. The October 13 issue of Life, the "Plumage Number," poked 

fun at the current ladies' fashion-gigantic hats, often decorated with ostrich 

38 Susan Lloyd Franzen, "Museum Musing-Murals at the Bartell House,'' Junction 
City Union (December 13, 1998), in Files of Geary County Historical Society, 
Junction City, Kansas. 
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feathers. In one scenario Hartman depicts a plucked ostrich kicking a lady wearing 

his plumage [fig. 131]. At the same time a diminutive gent's hat flies off in shock 

as the fellow encounters a tall woman looking like an ostrich herself with her huge 

hat and foot-like skirt. These characters spell out the word, "Life." A second 

drawing in that issue lampoons the modish hobble skirt as well. A well-dressed 

lady's artificial leg has slipped off to the surprise of her spaniel. She, on crutches, 

has the right to wear such a skirt, Hartman says, implying that a two-legged woman 

could not move in such an outfit [fig. 1.32]. 

By the time these illustrations were published, Bertram Hartman had gone 

abroad. He left Junction City as the summer of 1911 neared its end, to spend two 

weeks in Chicago before departing for Europe and studies at the Royal Academy of 

Munich, Germany.39 

39 ''In Society," Junction City Union (September 4, 1911). 
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Chapter Two 

MUNICH, MARRIAGE AND MANHATTAN 

Bertram Hartman painted his oil Pearls in 1914 [fig. 2.1]. The amethyst and 

coral-colored walls of a canyon are reflected in the tranquil waters of a pool below. 

As we look more closely at the painting we see four nude women relaxing on the 

edge of the water. One is standing, two are reclining in the foreground and middle 

ground, and in the lower center a dark, mysterious figure bends over to look at her 

reflection in the lake. Three red flamingos fly overhead and three wander idly 

among the maidens to the right, the. birds adding counterpoints of carnelian to the 

· lavender water and rock. One slender tree follows the striations of the canyon walls 

nearly to the top of the painting. This mysterious painting typifies Hartman's work 

during and after his studies in Munich. It delights the senses, yet baffles the mind, as 

there is no discernible subject matter. Hartman daubed his paint on with brush and 

palette knife to create a dappled effect with his ice cream colors. The painting's 

style is Hartman's own amalgam. He used elements of "Modeme Kunst and 

Decoratiol)/~ Hartman's description of the Art Nouveau style popular at the Munich 

Royal Academy at that time, and the name of a German periodical that the Hartmans 
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read in Junction City.40 And he utilized the alla prima effect of thick paint 

application for which the Munich Academy had been known since the days of 

Wilhelm Leibl, teacher of William Merritt Chase, forty years before.41 

Hartman had enrolled at the Royal Academy in Munich late in 1911. Munich 

was then the capital of the Kingdom of Bavaria in southern Germany. In the early 

decades of the twentieth century it ranked second to Paris as a cultural center in 

Europe. In Munich, Richard Strauss was composing opera, Rainer Maria Rilke was 

creating poetry and Thomas Mann was writing Death in Venice. The kings of 

Bavaria, great art-lovers, lavished patronage on the Munich Pinakothelc, making it 

one of the world's great museums of art, and on the Royal Academy of Munich, one 

of the great art academies.42 

Hartman boasted to his family and friends in Kansas about the presence of 

astute faculty members at the Royal Academy, such as Franz von Stuck (1863-1928), 

co-founder of the Munich Secession in 1892 and an Academy professor since 1895, 

40 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Eda (Hartman), Helen (?), his mother, Mr. G. (?) 
and "S," (January 9, 1912); Files of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. Moderne 
Kunst was published in Berlin from 1887-1914, by Verlag der Bazar-Actien-
Gesellschaft. 
41 Mary Ellen Abell, "'Seeing Everything for the First Time': The Teaching and 
Aesthetic Philosophy of Edwin Dickinson," in Douglas Dreishpoon, ed., Edwin 
Dickinson: Dreams and Realities (New York: Hudson Hills, 2002), 84 n.10. Abell 
quotes William Gerdts, who said that during the time that Chase was training at the 
Munich Academy (1872-78), the modernist concept of "the primacy of method and 
technique over subject matter began to be stressed" over more traditional 
·methods-quoted from William H. Gerdts, "Munich School Modernism," paper 
presented at "Radical Departures: Aspects of the Modem in American Painting, 
1876-1939" (conference held at New York University, May 7-9, 1998). 
42 Robert Rankin White, The Life of E. Martin Hennings (Santa Fe: Museum of New 
Mexico Press, 1978), 3. 
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and A~gelo Jank (1868-1940), Academy professor since 1907, contributor to the Art 

Nouveau journal Jugend and founding member of the modernist movement Die 

Scholle in Munich.43 Hartman's Pearls, like works of Die Scholle' s members in 

particular, employed a nude or nudes of a mysterious nature, and exaggerated the 

idyllic mood of the natural scene by using contrasting pastel colors and an 

ornamental composition. 44 

Hartman threw himself at once into the merry student life in Munich. He 

stayed at the Pension Fiirman at Belgradstrasse 33 and eagerly described his 

experiences to his mother and his sisters, Klara Hartman at Christian <:;ollege in 

Columbia, Missouri, and Eda Hartman in Junction City. Throughout his life, as 

long as health permitted, Hartman would love to dance and Munich provided him 

with ample opportunities. He loved to watch the Germans dancing at the Christmas 

and New Year's parties at Pension Ftinnan. He said that comparing American 

dancing to that of the Germans was like comparing a "draft horse to a railroad train." 

In January 1912 he was anticipating six weeks of Fasching with masked balls, a "Bal 

Paris" and ''Kamival." Just before Christmas 1911 he recounted that Madame Via 

Villanz (who had been "pinched" for dancing nude elsewhere) gave a private show at 

the Academy-and Hartman was right behind the important faculty members 

43 Ibid.; Kathryn Bloom Riesinger, Art Nouveau in Munich: Masters of Jugendstil 
(Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1988), 160; Russell Gallery, "Artists' 
Biographies: Angelo Jank," http://www.russellgallety.com/library (accessed 
November 3, 2002). Die Scholle means "native soil" in German. 
44 Artnet.com., "Styles and Movements: Scholle, Die," http://www.artnetcom/library 
(accessed November4, 2002). 
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including Franz von Stuck and Angelo Jank. Later that week he was attending 

Wagner's Tannhailser and would "wrap himself around" some extra liters of good 

German "bier" at the Hofbrauhaus. Prices were cheap for the American-four cents 

for half a liter of beer, eighty marks (twenty dollars) for a month's room and board at 

the pension. In Munich, Hartman met "Mr. Ufer of Chicago" (Walter Ufer, 1876-

1936) whose huge apartment with studio, maid's room and balconies cost him and 

his wife just seventy marks.45 

Hartman revealed his talent for portraiture in a large crayon drawing labeled 

"K.B.A.B.K. Herr Halm.46 Mtinchen 1911 Dec." [Fig. 2.2] The captiqp. apparently 

referred to his drawing instructor Peter Halm, while the meaning of the letters 

"K.B.A.B.K." may refer to a classroom drawing exercise. The artist captured the 

model's pensive beauty in this portrait, perhaps one of Hartman's finest works. 

Despite the bargain prices in Munich, Hartman worried about money. He did 

pen and ink drawings, and in January of 1912, asked his sister Eda Hartman to send 

them first to Life magazine; if they rejected them, then next to the humor magazine 

Judge, then Puck magazine and last, the Kansas City Star. Three drawings had been 

45 Letter, Bertram Hartman to Eda Hartman et al. (January 9, 1912), Files of Melanie 
Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
46 Probably Peter Halm (1854-1923) who was elected to the Munich Genossenschaft 
in 1891 as a judge in the graphic arts section. Maria Makela, The Munich Secession: 
Art and Artists in Turn-ofthe-Century Munich (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1990), 167 n. 79. Halm studied at the Royal Academy in Munich between 
1875 and 1882. He was appointed Professor of Engraving at the Academy ca. 1884; 
Roy Davids, Ltd. Portraits, "Halm (Peter, 1854-1923, etcher) Etched Portrait of Peter 
Halm by Karl Stauffer-Bern (1857-1891)," 
http://www,roydavidsportraits.com/halm/htm (accessed January 3, 2003 ). 
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signed "E.S." for Ernest Seeman of Durham, North Carolina, who had suggested 

them and was therefore to get twenty-five percent of any payment.47 

Hartman praised his sister Eda for venturing into commercial art but 

encouraged her instead to create "artistic and modem new art gowns" for fancy 

occasions in Junction City. A woman in his pension, Fraulein Rutge, designed 

gowns such as the ones he and Eda had seen at home in their readings in "Modeme 

Kunst and Decoration" (referring to the German journal of the arts published in 

Berlin from 1887-1914). Fraulein Rutge had a staff to make these designs. These 

were "reform dresses" with no stays and thus the wearers had "big waj,sts." Hartman 

gave this idea a big ''Hoorah!" In fact friends of his told of a couple in Paris who 

surprised all with a new baby as the pregnancy had been hidden by generous reform 

dresses. To this story, Hartman cheered a chant popular in pre-World War I Munich: 

"Let him up, boys, he's a Socialist! ,,.is These were radical words for the folks back 

home in Junction City. Eda Hartman took her brother's advice to heart and became a 

dress designer for elegant ladies and then for David Belasco's theatrical .productions 

in New York City before her marriage in 1922.49 

47 Ibid. Ernest Seeman (1886-1979) was president of Seeman Printery of Durham, 
North Carolina (1917-1923), editor of Duke University Press (1925-34); writer and 
social critic. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Southern Historical 
Collection,"Ernest Seeman Papers," http://www.lib.unc.edu (accessed November 3, 
2002). 
48 Letter of Bertram Hartman to Eda Hartman et al. (January 9, 1912); Files of 
Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
49 Email to the author from Ann Trimmer (Bertram Hartman's great-niece) of 
Hillsborough, New Jersey (June 2003). 
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. According to family members, Hartman chose to study in Munich, rather than 

Paris, because of his German heritage.50 The Hartmans frequently spoke in German 

in their Junction City home and at the German Methodist Church there. Hartman 

could understand the classes taught in the native German, and he mixed comfortably 

with the local people and enjoyed the German culture with which he was familiar 

from his childhood. 

Despite his comfort in Munich, Hartman on occasion felt restless there; early 

in 1912, for instance, he expressed the hope to go to Paris to study the following year 

if his money held out.51 A friend, whom he referred to as Mr. Bohler, wrote from 

Japan in March 1912 to offer Hartman his studio in Vienna free of charge for two or 

three years. Bohler had sent Hartman a letter of introduction to the publisher of the 

magazine Jugend, Dr. Hirth Oenes, the "biggest patron and financier of art in 

Munich." 

Despite these enticements, Hartman continued to revel in the student life in 

Munich. He was anticipating a visit in the summer of 1912 from his sister Eda 

Hartman and "Mr. G." {possibly Mr. Gossett, the family friend and cartoonist in 

Junction City). Hartman regaled his sister Klara with tales of Fasching, which 

began January 27 with an Omar Khayyam Fest at Hartman's pension. On that 

occasion, he danced a combination Ruth St. Denis cobra dance and Bauch Tanz 

(belly dance) until mid-morning when he took his English girl home to her "Free 

50 Conversations with Jack and Jill Hartman of El Cajon, California, in 2001; 
conversations with Melanie Griffith of Cedar Falls, Iowa, in 2001. 
51 Letter of Bertram Hartman to Eda Hartman et al. (January 9, 1912). 
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Metho~ist mother." He bragged about three weeks of dancing, drinking and a new 

girl every night. He loved to dance more than anything; he drove his partners wild 

with kisses or bites on the ear as they whirled and spun. He was forgetting about 

Hazel Crow, his old girlfriend in Junction City, thousands of miles away. Hartman 

thought himself a fickle fellow who tired of a girl as soon as he got close enough to 

propose.52 

A Changing Graphic Style 

Bertram Hartman drew a fanciful announcement for "Circus Pawnee Bill" -a 

party with the Pawnee Bill theme-appearing at his festive Munich residence, the 

Pension Filrman in March 1912 [Fig. 2.3]. This is the first evidence of the 

decorative style he adopted in Munich, a style influenced by the Jugendstil, 

Munich's version of Art Nouveau. The organic lines of the figures (a dachshund, a 

lithe circus lady with a fashionably clipped poodle atop her bending torso, a graceful 

flamingo-all perched on a slack wire,53 watched by an owl) are sinuous and long. 

The effect is a flat and two-dimensional design, with little effort at perspective 

except for the posts holding the slack wire. Before 1907, the Pawnee Bill Circus was 

known in the United States as Pawnee Bill's Wild West Show. Hartman may have 

52 Letter of Bertram Hartman to Klara Hartman (March 11, 1912); Files of Melanie 
Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
53 Thanks to Professor David C. Cateforis for pointing out the difference between a 
slack wire and a tightrope. 
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seen this show with his father and brothers in Kansas circa 1900.54 Pawnee Bill, who 

began his show in 1888, changed the name of his show to Pawnee Bill's Great Far 

East and Wild West in 1907 (to account for members of the troupe from Asia and 

Africa as well as the United States and Europe), before merging with Buffalo Bill's 

show in 1908. The shows traveled together at home and abroad until 1913.55 It is 

possible Hartman may have seen the show in Munich as well; if so he may have seen 

Alfredo Rossi's ''Marvelous Musical Elephants" included in the combined show .56 

Hartman always loved circuses and may also have seen the Circus Krone, the largest 
\ 

circus in Europe, which opened in Bremen in 1905 and moved to Munich after 
•I 

World War 1.57 This circus, which traveled around Germany, was (and is still today) 

famed for its menagerie, especially its performing elephants, and would have 

provided Hartman with many examples of tigers, dogs, plumed horses as well as 

people from such places as India, the &st Indies, Russia, and Africa that he used in 

his art during the decade of the 1910s.58 

54 Memoir of Fritz Hartman in Flies of Ann Trimmer, Hillsborough, New Jersey. 
55 Glenn Shirley, Pawnee Bill: A Biography of Major Gordon W. Lillie (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1958), 161-90. When the two shows joined up they 
were known as "Pawnee Bill's Great Far East combined with Buffalo Bill's Wild 
West." 
56 Allen L. Farnum, Pawnee Bill's Historic Wild West Show: A Photo Documentary 
of the 1900-1905 Show Tours (West Chester, PA: Schiffer Publishing Co., 1992), 
127. 
57 "Chronicles of Circus Krone in Key Words,"http://www.circus-
krone.de/en/krone/chronik.html (accessed March 15, 2004), 
58 Frieda Sembach-Krone, Circus Krone, Eure Gunst-unser Streben: Eine 
autorisierte Auft.eichnung von Hellmuth Schramek (Munich: Ehrenwirth, 1984), 5-
86. 
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The illustrations that Hartman sent to the United States reflect this change as 

well. Eda Hartman successfully sold her brother's works to the humor magazines 

Life and Judge while he was studying abroad. The drawings reveal Hartman's keen 

interest in fashion, perhaps further inspired by Fraulein Rutge in his pension. One 

can also detect his increasing interest in stylization and elongation of figures. In a 

March 1912 issue of Life,59 Hartman spells out the name of the magazine in 

pictographs with a seal as ''L," a fox and bird as "i," a flamingo with head between 

its legs as "f," and a heron with a fish in its beak and a mink at its feet as "e" [fig. 

2.4]. On the left a huntress with a rifle wears checkered jodhpurs, buttop.ed boots 

and a fashionable safari hat. Assisting her is an African native with ostrich plumes 

on his head and seat, and holding spears and a shield with a row of H's for Hartman. 

To the right of Life is a smiling modish lady in a hobbled ermine coat and a fur hat 

that serves as a nest for an exotic bird. The huntress takes aim at this alarmed bird or 

at the bird flying above the fox. 

In an August 1912 issue of Judge magazine, Hartman portrays two stylish 

damsels passing through U.S. Customs by a dock [fig. 2.5]. The inspector lets the 

travelers right through, surmising nothing could be concealed in those revealing 

gowns. Hartman credited this to his friend Ernest Seeman and drew it in Munich.00 

Hartman's drawing became ever more stylized, perhaps inspired also by a 

trip to Paris sometime in 1912. In Hartman's illustration in another August 1912 

59 Life 59 (March 7, 1912): 471. 
00 Judge 63 (August 10, 1912): 5. 
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edition of Judge, entitled "Their Stock.in' Trade," a lovely chanteuse lifts her skirt to 

show a bit of thigh over her silk stockings [fig. 2.6]. Behind her is a line of chorus 

girls with decorative, elongated coiffures, and black-stockinged legs that resemble 

black piano keys against the keyboard-like vertical lines of the stage curtain serving 

as backdrop.61 In "Single Thought" [fig. 2.7], an illustration for a September 1912 

edition of Judge, signed as done in Paris, a Chinese girl with bound feet is aghast at 

high-heeled shoes of the fashionable French woman beside her. One thought occurs 

to each about the other: "How can she walk?"62 Hartman's style now appears flatter, 

and more like a textile pattern. The peacock feathers in the Parisienne'~ hat are 

rhythmic and curving and completely two-dimensional. 

Marriage 

Sometime late in 1912, Bertram Hartman met Henriette Augusta Frank, 

known as "Gusta. ''61 Ernest Hemingway later described the meeting in an 

unpublished essay called "Gusta." Hemingway, who met the Hartmans in Paris in 

the following decade, wrote that Gusta Frank met Hartman at a party at his artists' 

pension in Munich. She had been warned against going there by her friends since it 

61 Judge63 (August 24, 1912): 4. This drawing was credited to "G," possibly Mr. 
Gossett the cartoonist friend from Junction City. 
62 Judge 63 (September 21, 1912): 9. This drawing was also credited to "G." 
63 Henriette Augusta Frank was born April 1,1885, in Konstanz, Germany on the 
Boden See (Lake Constance). Birth Certificate of Henriette G. Frank, in Papers of 
Bertram Hartman, Files of Kurt Delbanco, Executor of the Hartmans' Estate, New 
York, New York. 
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was a '.'wild place." She loved the way Hartman spoke German with the Bavarian 

dialect and slang. Everyone in the pension loved him. After the party Hartman 

offered to take her home and she shook her head, saying she was going to stay with 

him. She married him six months later in Geneva while on a walking tour.64 

Hemingway wrote that Gusta Frank had been working as an assistant for the 

most fashionable photographer's studio in Munich. She sorted and filed the plates 

and was fast and efficient. She was petite and very dark and "Jewish looking," in 

Hemingway's words. She had left her home in the Boden See because of her 

mother's strict discipline and had come to Munich. She was a paradox.1to 

Hemingway. She disliked her job at the photographer's because of the required 

discipline. The work there came closest in her mind to what she had revolted against 

at home. Yet as much as she hated to work, sorting the photographic plates and 

locking them away was the only thing she would ever get any enjoyment doing.65 

Gusta Frank went to the pension dance because she believed it would be 

bohemian. That was the sort of life she had left home for. So she stayed with 

Hartman and went to her apartment to fetch her things the following day. She never 

returned ~o the photographer's and, said Hemingway, never did any more work.66 

Bertram and Gusta Hartman were married in April 1913, in Geneva, as 

Hemingway recounted. Hartman had left Munich for good; the Fiinnans charged 

64 Item 553b, Schruns Notebook, Ernest Hemingway Collection, John F. Kennedy 
Library, Boston, MA. 
65 Ibid. 
66 Ibid. 
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him no .rent his last month in their pension there, since he made them some lanterns, 

and gave him a farewell roast beef dinner that lasted from eleven at night until three 

in the morning. In a letter to Eda Hartman from Geneva, Bertram Hartman made no 

direct mention of his bride, but only of his '~ealous mother-in-law." For his sister's 

enjoyment he included an imprint of his latest woodcut (a skill he had learned at the 

Royal Academy of Munich) [fig 2.8]. This depicts a stylized female in Egyptian-

style semi-profile with a flying flamingo behind her; both the woman and the bird 

are silhouetted against the geometric rays of the rising or setting sun. He also 

included a sketch for some sort of a program entitled "Arabian Nights"Uig. 2.9]. 

This featured a shirtless swami with notations for colors-black skin, yellow and red 

pantaloons, yellow turban and sandals and lavender sky.67 

A honeymoon photograph captures the newlyweds at the foot of Mt. Blanc in 

France in April 1913 [fig. 2.10]. Soon after the Hartmans would leave Europe for 

the United States and residence in New York City. According to surviving family 

members, the staunchly Methodist Hartman family back in Junction City was not 

pleased with Bertram Hartman's choice of a Jewish wife. Gusta Hartman never 

visited Junction City and had little to do with the Hartman family during her forty-

seven years of marriage to Bertram Hartman. 68 

67 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Eda Hartman, from Geneva, Switzerland (April 4, 
1913); Files of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
68 Conversations of the author with Jack and Jill Hartman of El Cajon, California, 
December 2000, and with Melanie Griffith of Cedar Falls, Iowa, in March 2001. 
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Paintings in the Munich Period 

Signed and dated 1911, the gouache and watercolor painting Nile Fantasy 

[fig. 2.11] reveals Hartman's increasing interest in idyllic dreamscapes, often with 

sexual overtones. A large boat with a peacock-shaped bowsprit floats down an 

imaginary Nile River, its graceful sail mirrored in the peaceful waters, along with the 

nude body of a longhaired young female passenger. Two poplars in the distance 

·emphasize the painting's vertical elements. This choice of a location rep.ected the 

interest in ancient Egypt, widespread in the culture of the day (see below). There 

were possible sexual innuendoes as well in Hartman's painting. Water was often a 

substitute for the mirror in turn-of-the-twentieth-century art. A woman's reflection 

in the water mirror was proof of her identity; when the reflection was smooth, with 

the surf ace of the water unbroken, she was virginal. But when the water's surf ace 

was broken, the woman was violated.69 Even back in Junction City, Hartman and his 

siblings were part of the generational trends in thinking. In 1912, Hartman spoke 

familiarly with his sister Eda and their mother in Junction City, about the magazines 

Jugend and Moderne Kunst; it was apparent that the family read these journals in 

Junction City.70 And it is safe to assume that Hartman also had ample exposure to 

69 Bram Dijkstra, Idols of Perversity: Fantasies of Feminine Evil in Fin-de-Siecle 
Culture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 133. 
70 Letter of Bertram Hartman to Eda Hartman, et al., (January 9, 1912); Files of 
Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
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fin-de-siecle images during the decade he spent in Chicago, since Chicago, as was 

mentioned in the previous chapter, had been an important center of Art Nouveau and 

the Arts and Crafts movement since the 1890s.71 

An undated painting, probably of the same time, is referred to by its owner, 

Melanie Griffith (Hartman's great-niece), as the "pornographic boat" [fig. 2.12]. A 

carving of a nude woman is splayed across the bow of the vessel; the ship's central 

keel pierces her sexually. This scene is mirrored in the quiet waters of some 

unknown grotto, along with the image of the striped sail on which is painted the head 

of a cat. The pastel colors belie the undercurrent of sexual violence in tJ1is at-first 

tranquil picture. The water in this picture may symbolize "the source of evil," water 

as the womb of the earth, where knowledge lay, often among writhing snakes, such 

as in Giovanni Segantini's ''The Source of Evil" of 1897 [fig. 2.13].72 The water in 

Hartman's work bears witness to the carved woman's deflowering by the keel/penis 

of the vessel. The cat's head on the sail may allude to the theme of the woman as 

cat, another favorite theme of the day. Women were often compared to cats, since 

both supposedly shared lazy, predatory habits.73 

·In The Embrace, a gouache work signed and dated Miinchen 1912, a slim 

male figure in a black "bodysuit" holds a creature with a leopard's lower body and a 

human's (presumably feminine) torso and head [fig. 2.14]. Though this reproduction 

71 Engelbrecht in Prince, ed., The Old Guard and the Avant-Garde: Modernism in 
Chicago, 1910-1940, 122. 
72 Ibid., 138-39. 
73 Ibid., 296 . . 
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. of the painting is not in color, one can see the staccato application of paint-with 

daubs of paint defining not only the leopard's spots but also the stage and backdrop 

for the scene. The sphinx-like figure remarkably resembles a similar creature 

portrayed by Pamela Colman Smith in 1907 [fig. 2.15] that was shown at Alfred 

Stieglitz's Little Galleries of the Photo-Secession at 291 Fifth A venue in New York 

that year. This was Stieglitz's first showing of non-photographic art. It is possible 

that Hartman read about Smith in Stieglitz's journal Camera Work but unlikely that 

he attended one of the three exhibitions of Smith's work at Stieglitz's gallery in New 

York in 1907, 1908 or 1909. Hartman was in Munich in 1912 when Smith had her 
• 1 

last showing in New York of her synaesthetic watercolors, in which she attempted to 

put drawings of music onto paper.74 It is interesting that Smith signed her works 

with a hieroglyph, just as Bertram Harbnan would do in the 1910s.75 

74 Melinda Boyd Parsons, To All Believers-The Art of Pamela Colman Smith 
(Wilmington, DE, and Philadephia: Delaware Art Museum and Falcon Press, 1975), 
9-12; Charles C. Eldredge, American Imagination and Symbolist Painting (New 
York: Grey Art Gallery and Study Center, 1979), 81-86 and 164-65. 
15 In the nineteenth century Romantic artists such as Eugene Delacroix compared the 
forms of nature and art to hieroglyphs. Delacroix wrote down his thoughts in his 
Journal in 1853, but had developed his ideas in the 1830s. He believed the artist 
could detect in the physical world metaphors for things seen and felt. He called 
these metaphors hieroglyphics, which were more expressive than cold representation. 
Henri Dorra, Symbolist Art Theories (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1994), 4 and 316 n.14. With increasing attention paid to forms in art, the artist 
became known as a decipherer; Charles Baudelaire said, ''We can not but arrive at 
this truth that everything is hieroglyphic ... Well, what is a poet-I take the word in 
its widest sense-if not a translator, a decipherer?" Much later, the artist Emile 
Bernard described writing as the "drawing of a thought." G.-A. Aurier, apologist for 
the Nabis, compared Paul Gauguin's art to the hieroglyphic texts on ancient Egyptian 
obelisks. Both successfully translated ideas into lines or forms. Jeffery Howe, The 
Symbolist Art of Femand Khnopff(Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1982), 47-54. 
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~he Belgian Symbolist Femand Khnopff conjoined the leopard's lower body 

and the human upper torso to form a sphinx in several works, including his famed 

Des Caresses of 1896 [fig. 2.16]. Khnopff' s Egyptological studies, begun in 1879, 

influenced his art heavily. The occultism that pervaded art and literature at the turn 

of the twentieth century formed an environment friendly to the hieratic art of Egypt 

Even before Khnopff' s sphinx, Franz von Stuck had painted his Kiss of the Sphinx 

(1895) [fig. 2.17]. Hartman undoubtedly knew the latter's painting and had probably 

seen reproductions of Khnopff's work if not the painting itself, for before World War 

I there were close ties between German and Belgian art; Khnopff was a m.ain bridge 

between the two cultures. Khnopff exhibited in Munich and Berlin in the first 

decade of the twentieth century, as well as in St. Louis; Missouri.76 

The spotted cheetah, whose body resembles that of Khnopff' s sphinx and 

Hartman's as well, was known for its speed and danger. In India cheetahs were used 

to hunt deer and the deer was known as a symbol for the human soul.77 Sphinxes 

were popular in tum-of-the-twentieth-century art, not only as half-bestial 

representations of the female but also, in the words of Bram Dijkstra, as "idols of 

perversity." Women of the day were widely believed to be dangerously erotic, ready 

to victimize unwary males with their bestial sexual appetites.78 In a curious reversal 

of Hartman's image, the Czech Symbolist artist Frantisek Bilek portrayed a black 

male sphinx overpowering white swooning females in an image of 1902 [fig. 2.18]. 

76 Howe, 9-10, 39. 
77 Ibid., 48. 
78 Dijkstra, 325. 
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The juxtaposition of pale female with black male figures (albeit satyrs, not humans) 

was a favorite theme of Franz von Stuck, as seen in his Scherzo of 1909 [fig. 2.19]~ 

Hartman was probably familiar with Stuck' s works of this type, as well as similar 

works by Arnold Bocklin, of whom Stuck was a follower.79 

Hartman's Exotic Fantasy (originally called Erotic Fantasy by the artis~, 

dated Mtinchen 1913, again features a leopard [fig. 2.20]. This animal's body is 

pressed up against a standing nude woman. Their stage is a beach; overhead fly four 

flamingoes. Hartman uses pleasing and decorative pastel colors as he employs his 

characteristic staccato method to apply the paint, giving the canvas an almost textile-

like effect Hartman has incorporated the asymmetrical design of the frame, which 

he apparently made by hand (as was his habit according to relatives), to add to the 

overall design of the painting. What are we to make of this image? Above all the 

effect is sensual with the contrast of opposites-fur and flesh, bestial and human, 

orange and blue. It is highly sexual, with the suggestion of strong attraction between 

the animal and the woman. Women at the turn of the twentieth century were thought 

to have an instinctive attraction to animals, since evolution had supposedly not been 

able to take the animal out of woman as it had successfully in men. Charles Darwin 

had perceived of the lion as a polygamist. Large cats were frequently shown with 

women in art of the day in suggestive poses. Mythology was an accepted vehicle for 

79 Ibid., 279-80. 
80 Bertram Hartman File 90.127, "Sterling Notebook with Catalog of Paintings by the 
Artist," Department of Prints and Drawings, Spencer Museum of Art, University of 
Kansas, Lawrence. 
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describing sexual activity in that day. Author Jose-Maria de Heredia, in Les 

Trophies (1893), graphically described the union between Ariadne and a tiger in a 

bacchanalian debacle on the island of Naxos. Artists picked up the theme, such as 

Leon Victor Solon in his "Bacchanale" of circa 1903 [fig. 2.21].81 Could Hartman 

have also been depicting Ariadne and a feline lover on Naxos in his Exotic Fantasy? 

Hartman returned to the theme of the boat in Two Natures of 1913 [fig. 2.22]. 

The dark male figurefrom The Embrace reappears on the stem of another vessel. 

This figure strikingly resembles an indigo blue representation of Odysseus in Arnold 

Bocklin's Odysseus and Calypso of 1883 [fig. 2.23]. In Hartman's work, the man, a 

female passenger and the flat sail are reflected in the calm waters of a mysterious 

canyon. Hartman emphasizes the painting's dreamlike aspects by devoting two-

thirds of the space to the reflection so that we can judge the depth of the canyon only 

by the image of the sky mirrored in the water. Again the reflection of the naked 

woman in the calm water would call to mind her virginity, while the upright figure of 

the male may suggest the possibility of approaching intercourse between the two 

passengers in the boat. The male's priapic form, echoed by the shape of the 

peacock's head on the bowsprit of the ship, the stiff mast, and the almost vaginal 

clefts in the canyon walls add to the feeling of sexual excitement in the scene. 

Nudes in a Fantastic Landscape of 1913 features two unclothed males and a 

female in a filmy peignoir scampering across a stage-like landscape behind two 

exotic birds [fig. 2.24]. A row of poplar trees and a low mountain range provide the 

81 Dijkstra, 291-92. 
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background scenery for this enigmatic scene. Hartman employs his intermittent 

thick brushstrokes to add to the decorative effect of the painting. Hartman later said · 

that works such as this, with dancing figures, trees and peacocks, were influenced by 

the "formal gardens" he saw in Europe.8'2 Hartman's student pension in Munich was 

near several parks, including the Englischergarten, the Luitpoldpark and the 

Olympiapark.Kl These parks are still known today for their beautifully designed 

landscape architecture, as well as the ornamental birds, such as peacocks and swans, 

that dot their lawns and lakes. 

The placement of parallel maidens in a park-like setting was a fatpiliar device 

in the work of other artists of the day, notably the Swiss Symbolist artist Ferdinand 

Hodler, as in his The Chosen One of 1897 [fig. 2.25]. The American artist Arthur B. 

Davies frequently placed nudes in fantastic landscapes or parks, as in his work of 

1910, Maya, Mirror of Illusions [fig. 2.26]. 

The source of Hartman's staccato technique of paint application has been 

attributed to the Munich painter and omamentalist Carl Strathmann (1866-1939).tW 

Strathmann' s paintings were not traditionally illusionistic but were decorative, 

frequently studded with colored glass and stones. This technique foreshadowed the 

8'2 Unidentified clipping, possibly from the Paris Times (1925); from the Artist's 
. Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. Hartman told the 

reporter in Paris he had been inspired by the French gardens, as would be expected 
for him to say, especially after World War I, when he would not mention the gardens 
of Germany due to lingering prejudice against that country. 
83 Mapquestcom,"Belgradstrasse 33, Milnchen BAYERN 80796 DE," 
http://www.mapquest.com (accessed January 30, 2004). 
S4 Robert Kashey of Shepherd's Gallery, New York, in Memo to Charles C. Eldredge 
(October 26, 1978); Files of Charles C. Eldredge, Lawrence, Kansas. 
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work of Gustav Klimt of the Viennese Secession. Strathmann' s graphic work of the 

1890s was influenced by the Symbolists Fernand Knopff and Jan Toorop. Later in 

that decade he turned more and more to the applied arts, designing patterns for 

textiles, rugs, menus and wallpaper. The bizarre nature of his subject matter can be 

seen in his Design/or a Plate (circa 1897) [fig. 2.27] with a serpent and tree culled 

completely from fantasy. Strathmann's flattened compositions, twisting lines, pure 

color (often withjewels) and decorative design patterns along with themes from 

myth, literature and the imagination may have inspired the young Hartman. 

This writer also sees similarities between Hartman's style and tha,t of the 

Munich painter Hans Olde (1855-1917) who was associated, along with Strathmann, 

with the Munich Freie Vereinigung, a progressive faction that split from the Munich 

Secession in 1895.85 Olde's oil on canvas work of circa 1903, Grand Duchess 

Caroline von Sachsen-Weimar uses a real subject, but portrays her in a hieratic 

manner, moving through an Arcadian setting [fig. 2.29]. The birch trees resemble 

Hartman's trees in oils of that era, such as Nudes in a Fantastic JAndscape [fig. 

2.24] and English Garden (Englischergarten, a park near Hartman's pension) of 

1912 [fig. 2.29]. The dog's pose in Olde's Grand Duchess Caroline closely 

resembles that of the doglike creature in Hartman's oil on canvas of circa 1913, 

Arcadian Scene [fig. 230]. The dappling of paint in Arcadian Scene calls to mind 

Olde's oil on canvas of circa 1893, Sleigh Ride [fig. 231]. A sleigh seems to be 

85 Maria Makela, The Munich Secession: Art and Artists in Turn-of the-Century 
Munich (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), 180 n.5. 
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sealed in a bell jar with artificial snow, like a toy that someone has shaken for effect 

Olde has created a protective bubble removed from all the exigencies of daily life.86 

A major influence on Hartman appears to be Franz von Stuck, the powerful 

professor at the Munich Academy, even though Hartman was not one of Stuck' s 

personal students.87 (The American painter E. Martin Hennings, who had gone to 

Munich from Chicago shortly before Hartman, also claimed Stuck as his teacher, 

even though he was not on the official list of students either.~ As was said earlier, 

Hartman mentioned Stuck admiringly in a letter home in January 1912.89 Stuck 

studied the techniques of design and architectural drawing at the 

Kunstgewerbeschule in Munich from 1878 to 1881. This inspired Stuck's later 

interest in designing his own frames, such as that of the famous Die Suende or Sin of 

1893 [fig. 2.32], as well as his own house, Villa Stuck on Munich's 

Prinzregenstrasse. 90 Stuck' s interest in the union of architecture, painting, furniture 

design, interior design and sculpture created in Villa Stuck a Gesamtkunstwerk, or 

total work of art. He designed everything in the villa from the original plans to the 

architectural ornament and furnishings. Stuck' s joining of these arts inspired other 

86 Ibid., 117-19. 
87 A list of the students Stuck taught over the years appears in Horst Ludwig, Franz 
von Stuck und Seine Schiller: Gemalde und Zeichnungen (Munich: Villa Stuck, 
1989), 20-21. Only one, Walter Louis from Chicago, was American. 
88 E. Martin Hennings Papers, 1886-1956, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C., Reel 3249; Ludwig, 20-21. 
89 . Letter from Bertram Hartman to Eda Hartman, et al. (January 9, 1912): Files of 
Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
90 Makela, 104. 
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Jugendstjl artists such as Fritz Erler and Richard Riemerschmid.91 Villa Stuck 

contained an altar to art, crowned by his painting Sin [fig. 233]. The exterior [fig. 

2.34] was a neo-classical design reflecting his intense interest in Greco-Roman 

culture.92 The Music Room [fig. 235] featured a depiction of Orpheus and the world 

of song on the south wall. The ornamental motifs are similar to later decorative 

designs by Hartman. On the occasion of Stuck's fiftieth birthday on March 14, 1913, 

students, art lovers and artists of Munich gathered outside Villa Stuck in a torchlight 

procession to honor their master.93 Stuck painted this event in Torch Procession [fig. 

236]. Hartman was still in Munich at the time and, even if not a witness,, could not 

have failed to hear of this event that commemorated Stuck's importance in Munich's 

artistic life. 

Hartman's career would reflect a wide-ranging interest in fine and applied 

· arts such as Stuck had espoused. Besides conceiving and building his own picture 

frames, Hartman designed rugs, batiks and other textiles, stained glass, and 

architectural ornament, in addition to painting pictures in oil, watercolor and 

gouache, and murals in tempera. He was also an accomplished graphic artist and 

was skilled in woodcuts, linoleum cuts and lithography. 

91 Hiesinger, 160. 
92 . 

Eva Mendgen, Franz von Stuck, 1863-1928 (Cologne: Benedikt Taschen, 1995), 
32-34. 
93 Ibid., 68-69. 
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The eroticism of Stuck' s art may also have affected Hartman. Three-fourths 

of Stuck' s paintings involved erotic themes.94 Eroticism became an underlying 

theme in many of Hartman's works after traveling to Munich, such as "Exotic Fantasy 

[fig. 2.20], the "Pornographic Boat" [fig. 2.12] and The Embrace [fig. 2.14]. 

Hartman's works throughout the remainder of his life would regularly return to this 

theme. 

Hartman and Stuck also shared an interest in the dance. Hartman loved 

dancing and often featured it in his art. Stuck turned to it as a theme, too; his 

beautiful daughter Mary served as the model for Stuck' s veil dancers on !he north 

wall in his music room.95 Stuck frequently used mythological characters as subjects 

in his works, especially the god Pan, a very common subject at the tum of the 

twentieth century, as it symbolized new beginnings and sexual liberation.96 Pan was 

also a favorite Hartman subject, both in Chicago and Munich and afterward. 

Stuck' s Pan (1908) [fig. 237] displays decorative daubs of paint similar to the 

brushwork in Hartman's Munich works. 

Hartman's art of his Munich years appears primarily influenced by German 

artists of the Jugendstil movement and the Munich Secession. There is no evidence 

he was familiar with, or influenced in any way by, Wassily Kandinsky, Gabriele 

Miinter, Franz Marc or other contributors to Der Blaue Reiter, the almanac of the 

94 Makela, .108. 
95 Mendgen, 24-25. 
96 Ibid., 52. Thejoumal Pan, an art and literary magazine, was first published in 
Munich in April/May 1895 and Stuck designed its first cover; he was elected to its 
prestigious editorial board in 1897. 
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avant-garde produced in Munich in 1912. These artists shifted emphasis from style 

to deeper questions about the very nature of art, detaching it from the real world, and 

emphasizing its almost religious qualities. In the same year Kandinsky published his 

Concerning the Spiritual in Art in Munich. The book became an instant success and 

was widely translated. In it, Kandinsky discussed the role of art in revealing man's 

inner life and his book became a key text in the development of abstract art. 

Hartman on the other hand created art that was in the tradition of art of the tum of 

the twentieth century, art that was influenced by the Jugendstil movement. Hartman 

was not an intellectual. Even though Kandinsky was also trained at the Munich 

Academy where he was a student of Stock's, he moved on whereas Hartman did not. 

Hartman's art was ornamental and dream-like; the artist had no apparent interest in 

spiritual or quasi-religious concerns. Hartman was not in touch with the avant-garde 

in European art. He was an American trained conservatively at the Art Institute of 

Chicago who found the Munich Academy radical enough. He adapted his style 

accordingly and became for all intents and purposes, a practitioner of the Munich 

style of Art Nouveau. Now essentially a decorative artist, Hartman returned to 

America with his bride to begin a career in New York. 

New York 

The newlyweds, Bertram and Gusta Hartman, boarded the S.S. Oceania in 

Trieste on May 17, 1913. After stops including Patras, Palermo and Algiers, the ship 
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reached ~ts destination, New York City, on June 4, 1913, and the passengers 

disembarked the following day. Bertram and Gusta Hartman passed through Ellis 

Island as American citizens-he a native of Kansas, she a native of Constanz, 

Germany, naturalized though marriage. They traveled in a first-class cabin.en 

Mr. and Mrs. Hartman settled temporarily in the Chelsea area of New York 

City at 151 West Twenty-third Street.98 In addition to exhibiting his paintings, 

Hartman attempted to make a living by free-lancing, chiefly through drawings for 

Judge, which would use his services for almost a decade to come. 

In the fall of 1913 Hartman appeared with seven other painters and three 

sculptors in the first exhibition of the ''Eclectics" at the Folsom Galleries in New 

York City. He showed four of his "decorative landscapes" of 1913, Spring [fig. 

2.38], Summer, Fall and Winter. A critic of these works wrote, " .. .In the short time 

since his return from Europe [Hartman] has already proved he belongs to the class, 

hitherto very poorly represented over here, of original decorative designers.''91J 

In October 1913 Hartman appeared in the fall season opening show at the 

Montross Gallery in New York with three canvases. The New York Evening Post 

commented that Hartman "united a French method with German symbols and made 

from the mixture decorative fantasies." However, the significance of Hartman's 

en Ellislsland.org., "Ship manifests of S.S. Oceania, 5 June 1913, pages 0420 and 
0421," http://www.ellisisland.org (accessed April 1, 2003). 
98peter Falk, ed., Annual Exhibition Record of the Art Institute of Chicago 1888-1950 
(Madison, Connecticut: Sound View Press, 1990), 412. 
9CJ Unidentified newspaper clipping, Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, Files of Jack 
and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
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landscapes was tested by placement next to George Bellows' Cliffdwellers.100 In 

February 1914 Hartman exhibited fifteen fantasies including Summer and Winter in 

an exhibition at St. Mark's in-the-Bouwerie.101 In April 1914 he showed his 

decorative paintings at the Carroll Galleries in New York, including one, entitled The 

Lotus Eater, which featured a "boat upon a glassy sea with a woman aboard." The 

New York American hailed him as the "rare bird for which we have been waiting-a 

decorator with a really inventive imagination; one whose ideas resolve themselves as 

readily into forms and colors as a musician's do into melody."102 But, even with the 

favorable press he was receiving, it appears that the bulk of Hartman's income was 

derived from Judge magazine. 

Hartman the Batik Artist 

At least as early as 1914 Bertram Hartman executed designs for batiks, a 

textile technique using a wax resist applied between successive dyeings. How 

Hartman first learned about batiks is unknown. He worked with Pieter Mijer, an 

expert in the batik process and a native of Holland who spent his boyhood on Java 

where the process originated.100 Mijer was the author of a do-it-yourself guide of 

1919, Batiks and How to Make Them. (This handbook included photographs by 

100 Undated clipping, Hartman Scrapbook. Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
101 Flier, Hartman Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
102 Clipping, New York American (April 1914), Hartman Scrapbook, Files of Jack 
and Jill Hartman. 
103 Hazel H. Adler, The New Interior (New York: The Century Company, 1916), 10. 
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G.W. H~ng with whom Hartman and Mijer were photographed in Harting's studio 

in October 1914 [fig. 2.39].) Mijer gave a history of the batik process as well as a 

detailed description of how to make batiks. Mijer explained that batiks originated in 

prehistoric times in Java where the natives used the process to apply designs to 

calico.104 
_ Dutch traders from the East India Company brought the material to 

Holland where Dutch artists began experimenting with the technique late in the 

nineteenth century. (The Dutch exhibited batiks at the 1900 Paris International 

Exposition. Ateliers sprang up in Holland and one artist, Madame Pangon, produced 

shawls, lampshades, curtains and the like in her Paris salon.105
} 

Pieter Mijer wrote that batik came to the United States circa 1909. At first 

the technique was neither understood nor well received. But it soon caught on 

among amateur craftspeople as well as forward-thinking artists.106 The latter, such as 

Hartman, were attracted to the medium for its handmade qualities, as well as its 

"primitive"1m appeal, a term then made fashionable among early modern artists by 

Clive Bell in his influential book, Art (1914). Bell praised "primitive" forms of art 

and crafts for their "Significant Form," a necessary quality in his view shared by all 

104 Pieter Mijer, Batiks and How to Make Them (New York: Dodd, Mead and 
Company, 1919), 1-22. 
105 Nicola J. Shilliam, "Emerging Identity: American Textile Artists in the Early 
Twentieth Century," in Marianne Carlano and Shilliam, Early Modern Textiles: 
From Arts and Crafts to Art Deco (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1993), 54. 
106 Mijer, 24. 
l<Y7 Since this is a period study, I felt it was important to introduce the term 
"primitive,'~ which today carries a different meaning from that which it had in the 
1910s. Then it had very positive connotations. Since that was the terminology in 
use in Hartman's day, and which appeared in Bell's Art, I feel it is the appropriate 
term to use in this discussion. 
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great works of art. Bell's "primitive art" included ancient Egyptian and 

Mesopotamian art, Byzantine and Romanesque art, and tribal art, among others. 

These lacked the (lamentable) qualities of descriptive representation brought about 

by technical sophistication, and so were able to inspire the emotion necessarily felt in 

the presence of a true work of art. 1~ 

In a discussion of Hartman's batik's in House arul Garden in 1915, the writer 

noted the growing tendency for new means of unfettered expression among 

"modem" artists. These artists were looking beyond more traditional paintings on 

canvas to crafts such as batik, an ancient craft but "new" in the spirit behind it, 

meaning it appealed to the new taste for handmade, indigenous art and textiles. In 

the medium of batik, an artist could express himself as sincerely and in as "wholly 

dignified a manner" as he could with paint on canvas. •w Along with other early 

modem artists, Hartman exhibited batiks at the Sunwise Tum Bookshop at Fifth 

Avenue and Thirty-first Street in New York after the shop opened in 1916. He 

joined Hugo Robus, Marguerite Zorach, Martha Ryther and Ilonka Karasz in 

showing batiks there. Since the Sunwise Tum was inspired by the writings of Clive 

Bell, these batiks, with their handmade, Javanese appearance, appealed to owner 

Madge Jenison, as well, presumably, as to her clientele. Jenison' s assistant, Mary 

•~Clive Bell, Art (London: Catto and Windus, 1914/24), 3-37. 
iw G.G. Aschermann, ''Batiks by C. Bertram Hartman," House and Garden 38/6 
(December 1915): 14-15, 54. · 
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Mowbray-Clarke, wife of the sculptor John Mowbray-Clarke, joined Jenison in the 

encouragement of avant-garde art and literature at the bookshop. uo 

Hartman, whose batiks helped illustrate Pieter Mijer's 1919 handbook, may 

have learned the batik process from Mijer, if Hartman was not already familiar with 

it in Munich or from his visit to Paris in 1912. Marguerite Zorach may have 

introduced Hartman to it in Greenwich Village as well. She apparently learned the 

process in Paris when she studied there from 1908 to 1911, or she may have seen it 

in travels of 1911 and 1912 through the Near and Far East.111 Mijer and Hartman 

may have taught the process to Hartman's younger sister Eda Hartman, who went to 
•I 

New York about 1917 and became a dress designer. Eda became skilled in batik 

design and made a batik gown of silk voile for Lenore Ulrich, the star of David 

Belasco's play Tiger Rose in 1917. Eda Hartman applied for a patent for the design 

of the fabric and gown. The Mallinson fabric company purchased the design.112 

In conjunction with Pieter Mijer, Hartman produced batik curtains and wall 

hangings, which they sold to wealthy New Yorkers. Hartman designed the batik 

110 Roberta K. Tarbell, Hugo Robus (1885-1994) (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 1980), 43. For further information on the Sunwise Tum, see 
Madge Jenison, Sunwise Turn: A Human Comedy of Bookselling (Tarrytown, New 
York: BookseJlers House, 1993). 
111 Shilliam, 36. Zorach brought cups for holding batik dye back with her from her 
travels. 
112 Letter from Dorothy Schulz Englehart (niece of Bertram Hartman) to her daughter 
Ann Trimmer (March 11, 1980); Files of Ann Trimmer, Hillsborough, New Jersey. 
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patterns and Mijer dyed the textiles.113 No doubt this was a welcome addition to 

Hartman's income during the 1910s. Town and Country featured two silk batik 

panels by Hartman in the November 28, 1914, issue, "Spring" and "A Tiger Lily" 

[fig. 2.40].114 Three of Hartman's batiks appeared in the December 1915 House and 

Garden magazine. "Fantasy of Rhythm and Movement," [fig. 2.41] in black and 

white, exhibited the unique "crackle" effect as dye broke through cracks in the wax 

during the dipping of the material. The author of the magazine article extolled the 

beauty of Hartman's colors in the other two batiks. "Flamingo Fantasy" [fig. 2.42] 

featured vermilion birds with yellow and black beaks, and a black male figure with a 

yellow loincloth and headdress, all silhouetted against a crimson sky. ''Vanity" [fig. 

2.43] depicted a female nude flanked by a blue and green peacock and four smaller 

figures against a salmon backdrop.us Hartman contributed a marginal illustration to 

the December 1915 House and Garden [fig. 2.44], in which four sleek hounds chase 

a nimble jackrabbit across a Western plain, with three horses and riders far in the 

distance. 

Hartman's fanciful batiks shared the qualities of "primitive" art that Clive 

Bell ascribed to true art, art that spoke directly to the emotions. Not "beautiful" in 

the traditional sense, they had "significant form" in their "arrangements and 

113 Lily Rix Weeks, "A Batik Exhibition," International Studio 69 (November 1919): 
31. Batik was also popular for use in folding screens, neckties, evening gowns and 
exotic lingerie. 
114 Clipping from Town and Country (November 28, 1914); Files of Melanie Griffith, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
115 G.G. Aschermann. 
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combinations" of lines and colors (Bell felt black and white were also colors) that 

could move a viewer aesthetically. Bell believed that representation of a third 

dimension, while useful in describing forms, did not always need to be portrayed in 

art. This form of representation was "neither irrelevant nor essential to all art." 

Every other sort of representation, however, was inconsequential to Bell. The batiks 

hinted at the representation of a third dimension with related planes. However, they 

were not primarily "representational" (in Bell's own interpretation of the term), in 

that they did not narrate or document. Hartman used figures in Javanese costumes 

such as in "Fantasia of Rhythm and Movement" [fig. 2.41], or Nubian dapcers as in 

"flamingo Fantasy" [fig. 2.42]. He often employed the ancient Egyptian method of 

figure portrayal, showing each part of the body in.its most characteristic angle. The 

heads were in profile while the eyes were seen as if from the front. The shoulders 

faced outw~d and the waist and hips were twisted to show the lower part of the body 

in side view. He placed the feet on the ground line. He also distorted the 

proportions of the human and animal figures as well as trees to emphasize fluidity of 

design. He sacrificed "reality" to pattern just as did the creators of Sumerian figures 

in the Louvre that Bell said inspired a ''flood of aesthetic emotion" in both the 

ancient Chaldeon viewer and in the true lover of art of the day (1914).116 Hartman 

also used his imaginative motifs from Munich in the batiks, such as panthers, 

flamingoes, peacocks and his beloved elephants. 

116 Bell, 27-'28. 
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1916: Travels in the Western United States 

In 1916 the Hartmans left New York and took an extended travel and work 

adventure to the West Coast Hartman had sent paintings, including Two Natures 

[fig. 2.22], to the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco in 1915,117 and 

brought along or sent several more to the Post-Exposition Exhibition in San 

Francisco in 1916. Prior to the trip he must have seen pictures of the Southwest, for 

he made a pilgrimage to Canyon de Chelly in northeastern Arizona, an out-of-the 

way oasis that entailed disembarking a train at Gallup, New Mexico, then1traveling 

by horseback for two days to John Lorenzo Hubbell' s trading post in Ganado, 

Arizona.118 From Ganado he and Gusta Hartman traveled by prairie schooner to 

Canyon de Chelly119 where Hartman created Talking Rock, Canyon de Chelly [fig. 

2.45] and Spider Rock and Rainbow, Canyon de Chelly [fig. 2.46]. 120 

117 This world's fair was three years in the making and celebrated the completion of 
the Panama Canal and the 400t1i anniversary of Balboa's discovery of the Pacific 
Ocean. "History of the Panama-Pacific Exposition," 
http://www.sanfranciscomemories.com/ppie/panamapacific.html (accessed May 26, 
2003 ). Two Natures was exhibited in Gallery 68, Wall A. Official Catalogue of the 
Department of Fine Arts, Panama-Pacific International Exposition (San Francisco: 
Wahlgreen Company, 1915), 145. 
118 Donald J. Hagerty, Places of Spirit: Canyon de Chelly, 100 Years of Painting and 
Photography (Salt Lake City: Gibbs-Smith, 1996), 31. 
119 Unidentified 1916 newspaper clipping from San Diego, in the Scrapbook of 
Bertram Hartman; Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
120 Erroneously dated 1917 in Hagerty, 56. Hartman made only one trip to Canyon 
de Chelly, not two, as Hagerty states. (See Bertram Hartman File 90.127, Sterling 
Notebook with Catalogue of Paintings by the Artist, Department of Prints and , 
Drawings, Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, Lawrence). Hartman's 
broad paint handling in his Canyon de Chelly oils roughly resembles paintings of the 
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Maynard Dixon's Navajo Women Bathing, Canyon de Chelly [fig. 2.47] of 

1915 calls to mind Bertram Hartman's 1914 Pearls [fig. 2.1].121 There is a 

possibility that Dixon might have seen Pearls at the Panama-Pacific Exposition (it is 

unknown if Hartman sent Pearls there), but both works were part of a general theme 

popular at the time. Whereas Hartman's work resembled his Munich paintings, done 

before Southwestern travels, Dixon's was obviously painted in the Canyon de 

Chelly .122 The appeal of mysterious rocky canyons and females looking at their 

reflections in glassy waters apparently held wide appeal in art of the day. As has 

been discussed, women looking at their reflections in water or in mirrors.were 

common in turn-of-the-twentieth-century art, sometimes interpreted as a symbol of 

female narcissism. 

Hartman also wished to visit San Diego on the 1916 trip to the West. In 1914 

he had been contacted by a former student of Robert Henri, Alice K.lauber (1871-

1951), who was organizing the art exhibit at the 1915-1916 Panama-California 

Southwest by Lindsborg, Kansas, painter Birger Sandzen. This native of Sweden 
first saw the West and Southwest in 1899 on a trip to Mexico. He began visiting 
Colorado in 1908, and in 1915, en route to the Panama Pacific Exposition, visited 
Arizona and Nevada. His works from 1915 of the area remind one of Hartman's 
with thick daubs of sienna, aqua and lavender oil paint. Since the artists were not 
acquainted, this merely suggests a similar response to the landscape at a certain time 
period. 
121 Pearls was previously believed to be painted in 1911; Symbolists, Exhibition 
November 1970 (New York: Spencer A. Samuels and Company, 1970), 36-37. 
Hartman's own list dates Pearls three years later (Sterling Notebook, Spencer 
Museum of Art). 
122 Maynard Dixon visited Ganado as early as 1902 and 1905. In 1915 he wentto 
Ganado after viewing the Panama Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco. 
Donald J. Hagerty, Desert Dreams: The Art and Life of Maynard Dixon (Layton, 
Utah: Gibbs-Smith, 1993), 31, 46, 78-81. 
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Exposition in San Diego. This was to become the first major art exhibit in the San 

Diego area and, like the larger exposition in San Francisco, celebrated the 

completion of the Panama Canal. Klauber was chairman of the art department of the 

Exposition. With the help of Dr. Edgar Hewett, director of exhibitions, and Henri 

(who came to San Diego in 1914 to assist Klauber) she assembled an exhibition of 

work by some of America's foremost contemporary artists. Here Hartman was 

shown along with such luminaries as George Luks, Maurice Prendergast, William 

Glackens, John Sloan, Childe Hassam, George Bellows and Henri. It must have 

been "heady stuff' for Hartman. After leaving San Diego, Hartman wrqfe Klauber 

from San Francisco, thanking her for her kindness and hospitality and remarking on 

the beautiful buildings in Balboa Park. He and "Snookie" (Hartman's affectionate 

· nickname for his wife) had visited the Fine Arts Building in San Francisco. He 

lamented the "bum" architecture and the "near art" inside. They were thankful that 

Hartman garnered no medals there after viewing the paintings that had won. 123 

When he was in California, Hartman met with some success selling the 

paintings that were shown there. He showed some batiks and other works while in 

San Diego, too.124 In June of 1916 Hartman exhibited "fantastic pictures, in oil and 

water color," in Exposition Park in Los Angeles, in an exhibition sponsored by the 

123 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Alice Klauber, 1916; Alice Klauber Letters, 
1871-1951. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., 
Reel 583. 
124 Unidentified 1916 San Diego newspaper clipping, the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, San Diego, California. 
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Art Teac.hers' Association of Califomia.125 A 1980 edition of Architectural Digest 

features a distant view of a fantastic landscape by Hartman from this period, in the 

Bel Air residence of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ryan.126 A 1914 oil painting, The Stage of 

Pan [fig. 2.48], may have been sold during this western journey. It was later offered 

for sale at Christie's in September 1990, by a "Northern California Collector."m 

Return to New York from the West 

While in the West, Hartman continued to do work for Judge in which he 

portrayed vignettes from his travels. However he could not long remain an itinerant 

artist and returned to New York in 1916. The Hartmans changed residences several 

. times in the 1910s in New York, -staying close to the Greenwich Village area until 

the end of the decade.128 In the friendly atmosphere of Greenwich Village at that 

time, they befriended such early modemists129 as Marguerite and William Zorach and 

125 Clipping, undated except for year, from Los Angeles Sunday Times, 1916, the 
Artist's Scrapbook; Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
126 "A Warm and Welcoming Aura: Designer's Informal Seal of Comfort and 
Hospitality," Architectural Digest 37/4 (May 1980), 150-55. 
127 American Watercolors, Drawings, Paintings and Sculpture of the 19°' and 2rl' 
Centuries, September 27, 1990 (New York: Christie's, 1990), number 240. 
128 They lived at 96 Grove Street and 36 Perry Street in the Village. 
129 With the mention of the term "early modernist," I would like to explain how I 
interpret that phrase in relation to Bertram Hartman. Bertram Hartman perfectly fits 
into the group of forward-thinking artists described by Wanda Com as "early -· 
modernists" in the U.S. between World War I and II. So I would like to adopt 
Professor Com's definition of the early American modernists. These artists, whom 
she also calls "avant-garde," separated themselves from the academic and realist 
method of creating art. They formulated the "new visual languages of cubism, 
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John Marin, with whom Hartman would remain close associates for years. Hartman 

exhibited his Arcadian landscapes in several gallery exhibitions but seemed to rely 

upon his drawings for Judge as a main source of income. Hartman began the 

tradition of sending block-print Christmas cards to friends and family, a practice he 

would continue until old age. A 1916 card reflected the Hartmans' journey to the 

West, with the artist in a cowboy hat on horseback pulling Gusta through the air [fig. 

2.49]. Hartman apparently made a modest income by making personalized 

Christmas cards for friends and clients such as Agnes and Richardson Wright [fig. 

2.50]. The small .hieroglyph of a little dancing man that Hartman used as. his · 

insignia, seen on the Wright card, appeared subsequently in many of his designs. 

Hartman became a good friend of Louis Untermeyer and his wife Jean. The 

Hartmans sent comic postcards in August of 1917 to the Untermeyers from Lake 

Placid where the Hartmans attended the Elverhoj Colony of Artists and Craftsmen, 

Milton-on-Hudson, New Y ork.130 

expressionism and abstraction." The term "modernism" began in the late nineteenth 
century with the Symbolists and Post-Impressionists. These American early 
modernists came out of those movements. They deliberately set themselves apart in 
their mode of dressing, in the behavior and in their art from the "bourgeois 
mainstream." They sought each other's company, and thrived in a close-knit 
community. They gravitated to New York, since that city, especially Greenwich 
Village, was one of the only places available for them in which to live and interact. 
They were absorbed in art issues more than political issues or other cultural 
concerns. Most of them did not have traditional family lives; few had children, with 
the exception of the Zorachs and John Marin. Wanda M. Com, The Great American 
Thing: Modern Art and National Identity, 1915-1935 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1999), xvii-xxi. 
130 Louis Untermeyer Papers, Department of Special Collections, Morris Library, 
University of Delaware, Newark, DE. 
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In an early, undated (probably circa 1916) effort to enter the field of book 

illustration, Bertram Hartman submitted designs to the Publishers Printing Company 

of New York. These were printed in the form of a bookle4 perhaps as a prospectus 

for future work for the company, with the title "Something Different." The pages and 

front and back covers feature fantastic birds, elephants, leopards and an exotic 

dancer and African native-all familiar themes from his Munich paintings and in his 

batiks. There are no indications he was successful in the field of book illustration at 

this time [figs. 2.51 and 2.52). 

In March 1918 Hartman traveled to Milwaukee where he showed.oils and 

batiks at the Milwaukee Institute. A writer for the Milwaukee Journal commented: 

"He is a tremendously energetic and joyful person, in his early thirties, with a mad 

passion for anything that has to do with the dance, play acting, or the carnival. His 

inventiveness in matters pertaining to costume parties and his agility in all sports, 

especially skating, skiing and swimming, is well known in art circles, and he is noted 

as one of the most amazing dancers on or off the stage." Hartman showed a canvas 

entitled Dame Fashion in which a lady rode a "peacock car of amazing length." This 

painting resembled in spirit a watercolor by Hartman shown at the Institute two years 

before, Elefantasie or Elephantaisie [fig. 2.53].131 Again and again Hartman returned 

to the elephant theme. Was it because he loved pachyderms from the circuses he 

saw as a student in Munich? Or was it partly for the elephant's erotic connotations 

131 Clipping, Milwaukee Journal (March 17, 1918), the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. · 
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(being associated with other long-nosed beasts in tum-of-the-twentieth-century 

thought with suspicions of satisfying feminine lubricity through cunnilingus)?132 The 

dancing pair in the lower left of Elephantaisie looks vaguely like early drawings by 

Lyonel Feininger, another American expatriate who was in Germany about the same 

time as Hartman, although not in Munich. If Feininger' s thin top-hatted characters 

influenced Hartman, most likely it would have been through the Chicago Sunday 

Tribune, in which Feininger published two cartoon features in 1906, when Hartman 

was in Chicago. Feininger's cartoons were Wee Willie Winkie and the Kin-der-Kids. 

Feininger's "Piemouth is Rescued by Kind-Hearted Pat" from Kin-der-Kids [fig. 
. ~ 

2.54], shows an Old World chimney sweep with a top hat rescuing Piemouth from a 

double dose of castor oil, by pulling the boy up the chimney with a rope.133 

In the spring of 1918 Bertram Hartman was invited to participate in 

shows at the new Whitney Studio Club by Juliana Force, Gertrude Vanderbilt 

Whitney's assistant. Presumably Force also asked him to join the club, which was 

located in a four-story brownstone at 147 West Fourth Street off Washington Square, 

not far from Mrs. Whitney's studio in MacDougal Alley. The club was a place 

where contemporary art was welcomed. The first floor housed an exhibition space, 

and the lower level had a billiards table and library, while the top floor became a 

studio where artists sketched live models. A drawing by Peggy Bacon of one of 

these classes [fig. 2.55] may show the back of Bertram Hartman's head on the right, 

132 Dijkstra, 273-328. 
133 Ernest Scheyer, Lyonel Feininger: Caricature and Fantasy (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1964), 111-24. 
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below the nude model. Juliana Force, who later would be the director of the new 

Whitney Museum, shared with Hartman a German heritage, which she took pains to 

conceal during and after World War I.134 Whether or not Hartman took similar 

measures cannot be determined. 

In the summer of 1918 the Hartmans rented an old mill near their friends the 

Zorachs in Plainfield, New Hampshire.135 The Zorachs had sent the Hartmans a 

postcard earlier the previous summer in which they asked, "Oh! Where/Oh! Where/ 

is that boid?" [Fig. 2.56] They meant of course a stork with a baby, a baby that 

would never come for the Hartmans. A photograph from the summer of J918 shows 

Hartman sitting in his rustic studio, along with other snapshots of the area [fig. 2.57]. 

The following two summers the Hartmans went with the Zorachs and John Marin to 

Stonington, Maine. One photograph of circa 1920 shows Gusta Hartman with 

Marguerite Zorach and her daughter Dahlov [fig. 2.58]. 

In 1919 Hartman moved from his beloved Greenwich Village (where he and 

his wife had planted com in window boxes to the delight of neighbors) [fig. 2.59] 

north to the Bronx. Hartman "sold" his painting Spring [fig. 2.38] to Louis 

Untermeyer for one year's rent for an apartment at 2265 Sedgwick Avenue.136 

Hartman and Judge Magazine 1913-19 

134 Avis Berman, Rebels on Eighth Street: Juliana Force and the Whitney Museum of 
American Art (New York: Atheneum, 1990), 156-59. 
135 Photo Scrapbook, Estate of Bertram Hartman in Files of Richard Castellane, 
Munnsville, New York. 
136 Louis Untermeyer Papers. 
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Judge played a major role in Bertram Hartman's career after his return from 

Europe. It not only provided him with a steady source of income but it also exposed 

his artwork to the American public. Hartman did five covers for the magazine 

during this period as well as 173 black-and-white illustrations. The black-and-white 

format for the illustrations (the covers were in color) perfectly suited Hartman's 

curvilinear drawing style. The drawings are light-hearted, humorous, and delightful. 

Hartman's Jugendstil "whiplash" mode of putting pen to paper truly graced the 

magazine's pages. One can note general themes in his drawings, particularly love 

and eroticism. Many were influenced by his Munich experiences, especially in the 

early years of his association with the magazine. Later, as he traveled in the United 

States, his drawings reflected more American themes. After the U.S. entered World 

War I in 1917, Hartman's illustrations supported the war effort. Then following the 

war, his work for.the magazine tapered off. 

Hartman's first cover for Judge (December 17, 1913) was of a peacock boat 

reflected in calm waters, which is reminiscent of his Munich paintings, especially 

Nile Fantasy [fig. 2.11).137 A mysterious figure stands on the deck, his or her shape 

vaguely repeated in an upright paddle. The reflection comprises most of the cover, 

which is typical of Hartman's Munich style. His next Judge cover, for the May 2, 

1914 issue, called "Outre" (Outrageous, or Out of Style) [fig. 2.60], shows two 

137 Judge 65(December17, 1913). 
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stylishly dressed ladies laughing at a stork.138 This, for the "Paris Number," may 

have been a memory of Hartman's Paris encounter with a lady whose pregnancy was 

concealed by her loose clothing. Two other covers were romantic in theme, with 

lovers kissing in one and bouncing in a jitney in another, while the fifth cover 

depicted three ladies in elaborate costumes looking at a goose.139 

It is, however, in the illustrations inside Judge that Hartman excelled. 

Choosing a few to discuss is a difficult task. Probably inspired by his love of the 

circus, Hartman often used animals in his drawings. A leopard much like the one in 

Hartman's Munich painting "Exotic Fantasy [fig. 2.20] is subjected to the-charms of a 

dancer in a harem costume in a drawing from Judge in Nov.ember 1914 f fig. 2.61]. 140 

Her head is thrown back in ecstasy and body is twisted in the ancient Egyptian 

manner of figure portraiture that Hartman used in his batiks. Hartman's beloved 

elephants bear a palanquin holding two lovers in a June 1915 Judge [fig. 2.62].141 

Hartman enjoyed depicting waves for their decorative curls, and in July 1917 

Hartman presented a giant fish spewing out Jonah as Mesopotamian look-alikes 

partied under a palm tree nearby [fig. 2.63].142 Hartman loved to portray fantastic 

ladies' wear, as can be seen in a January 1916Judge illustration [fig 2.64].1
4.

1 In this, 

138 Judge 66 (May 2, 1914). 
139 Judge 69 (October 2, 1915); Judge 70 (March 18, 1916); and Judge 71 (July 8, 
1916). 
140 Judge 67 (November 14, 1914): 3. 
141 Judge68 (June 26, 1915): 3. 
142 Judge 69 (July 17, 1915): 3. 
143 Judge 70 (January 22, 1916): 3. 
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foxes and bears press their noses to the ground to look up the ballooning, fur-lined 

skirt of the plumed lady in the center. 

Whips lent themselves well to Hartman's linear style. A rich, fat suitor rests 

in a carriage (another favorite theme, no doubt for the round wheels), the smoke 

from his cigar forming Hartman's hieroglyph, in a drawing from an April 1916 

Judge [fig. 2.65).144 The object of his affections flicks a whip over the assorted 

cupids pulling the vehicle. Hartman loved to play with words. Two lovers kiss 

behind a huge dandelion while a "dandy lion" looks on in a Judge illustration from 

October 1916 [fig. 2.66].145 

Hartman also drew illustrations of the West with scenes from his trip to that 

region as well as his youth. He remembered his youthful dips in the Smoky Hill 

River in a July 1916 drawing for Judge's editorial page [fig. 2.67].146 In a September 

1916 issue of Judge, a Stetsoned cowboy resembling Hartman holds the antennae of 

a huge grasshopper like reins [fig. 2.68].147 A Conestoga wagon hauls tourists in 

Canyon de Chelly, bypassing a broken-down auto, in an illustration for an October 

1916 Judge [fig. 2.69].148 Another Ca~yon de Chelly image, for a December 1916 

Judge, shows canyon walls that dwarf the flora and fauna [fig. 2.70].149 For a January 

1917 issue of Judge, Hartman dre~ a wildly overdressed lady in Chinatown in San 

144 Judge 70 (April ~9, 1916): 9. 
145 Judge 71 (October 7, 1916): 9. 
146 Judge 71 (July 22, 1916): 3. 
147 Judge 71 (September 2,1916): 13. 
148 Judge 71 (October 21, 1916): 3. 
149 Judge 71 (December 16, 1916): 15. 
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Francisco, being mocked by local residents, whose bound feet and costumes were 

conservative in comparison [fig. 2.71).150 

With America's entry into World War I in 1917, Hartman's drawings became 
' . 

very patriotic. A September 1917 issue of Judge Magazine features Hartman's 

rendition of Uncle Sam, astride a giant eagle, brandishing a pistol in one hand and 

sword in the othe~ [fig. 2.72).151 Hartman's illustration for an August 1918 issue of 

Judge, "This War-Time Game of Submarine Peek-a-Boo" has two U.S. Navy 

midshipmen in a rowboat steered by Uncle Sam [fig. 2.73].152 They spear a German 

submarine wearing the Kaiser's helmet~ which was an ironic subject for-Hartman 

given his Teutonic background and German-born wife. In a January 1918 issue of 

Judge, Hartman's "The Star of the World Drama" has Uncle Sam introducing the 

American eagle to the European menagerie-Russian bear, British lion, and 

(probably) French peacock [fig. 2.74).1
5.l This mighty eagle with his moneybags and 

his weapons was winning the war for the Allies. Hartman was never wholly serious. 

He could not resist showing "A Greenwich Villager's Idea of the Way Uncle Sam 

Ought to Transport Our Troops" for Judge in June 1918 [fig. 2.75).154 Doughboys 

and midshipmen ride on seahorses over the bounding main in this fanciful, merry 

illustration. 

150 Judge 72 (January 13, 1917): 7. 
151 Judge72 (September 8, 1917): 3. 
152 Judge15 (August 3, 1918): 2. 
ls.l Judge 74 (January 19, 1918): 12. 
154 Judge 74 (June 22, 1918): 14. 
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~ecurring themes in Hartman's work for Judge were the fun of romance, 

exotic animals of all sorts, and costumes. The last was probably influenced by the 

work of his sister Eda Hartman, the costume and dress designer, who lived in 

Greenwich Village from circa 1917 until 1922.155 Hartman designed an 

advertisement for his sister's business, featuring a shapely beauty holding her robe 

up like wings to reveal her body [fig. 2.76]. Hartman incorporated variations of his 

personal hieroglyph at the bottom, this time with more angular lines. 

Hartman's association with Judge magazine, which would continue into the 

1920s, must have been a highlight of his life. Certainly it incorporated some of his 

finest work. By the end of the 1910s, Bertram Hartman was firmly established as a 

successful decorative artist who had the hope of expanding his horizons. 

155 Email from Ann Trimmer to the author (June 8, 2003.) 
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Chapter Three 

THE 1920s: RIDING IHGH 

. Bertram Hartman painted his oil Razing Number One Wall Street [fig. 3.1] in 

1929. In it~ modem New York skyscrapers dwarf the historic Trinity Church's dark 

Gothic Revival tower, part of the nave roof and the old Empire-style building beside 

the church. The artist looked down at the red cranes jutting out at odd angles atop 

the remains of the old One Wall Street (1907, Barnett, Haynes and Barnett). The 

cranes resemble beasts as they gnaw away at the dark stone of the old building, 

which is being demolished to make way for the fifty-story Irving Trust Building 

(1929-31), designed by the firm Voorhees, Gmelin and Walker.156 Below to the 

right, Broadway bustles with figures and automobiles. Art Deco skyscrapers form a 

backdrop to the east, and far above float billowing clouds and one small airplane in 

the bright sky. The solid geometric forms of the buildings reflect Hartman's 

continuing interest in cubism that began near the outset of the decade. The subject is 

156 This building is now the Bank of New York Building, designated a National 
Historic Landmark in March 2001. City of New York, "One Wall Street," 
http://www.ci.nyc.ny.us/html/lpc/html/designation/summaries/ I wall large.html 
(accessed October 23, 2003). 
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characteristic of his fascination with portraits of New York that started in 1921. The 

architecture itself also provided him with a source of income, as he decorated 

buildings and apartments with batiks, mosaics and stained glass. Hartman's choice 

of medium reveals his renewed commitment to oil painting late in the decade. In his 

cityscapes of the 1920s, Hartman often focused on Trinity Church, not because he 

was a religious man (which he was not), but probably because of the dramatic 

contrast of the old church's architecture with that of the new edifices of New York's 

thriving financial district 

The mood of the painting is optimistic and hopeful. The city is rising, the old 

is making way for the new. The nation is prospering, as was Hartman during the 

1920s. The dark day of October 29, 1929, when the stock market crashed, has not 

yet arrived. 

A New Publication 

In January of 1919 Egmont Arens, who later would become a prominent 

industrial designer, began a new publication under the auspices of the Flying Stag 

Press at the Washington Square Book Shop, New York. Called Playboy: A Portfolio 

of Art and Satire, this publication lasted through nine issues before its demise in 

1924.157 The opening article by M.D.C. Crawford, entitled "The Artist's Job," stated, 

157 Egmont Arens, ed., Playboy: A Portfolio of Art and Satire, numbers 1-9 (1919-24) 
(New York: Flying Stag Press at Washington Square Book Shop, 1919-24/New 
York: Johnson Reprint Corporation~ 1967). 
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"Every artist who was ever worth his salt has been contemporaneous and every art 

that was worthy and great has been understood in its own environment and needed 

no interpretation." 158 Among other topics, the first issue featured a poem by Robert 

· Henri on the dancer Isadora Duncan with a drawing by Max Weber,1
siJ drawings by 

William Gropper,1ro a tribute to Mary Pickford by Vachel Lindsay,161 and a design 

for a tapestry by Hartman's good friend from Greenwich Village, William Zorach.162 

Egmont Arens said Zorach' s design came from a card announcing Zorach' s new plan 

of "individual instruction in painting, design as applied to decoration, embroidery, 

hooked rugs, batik, etc. "163 The general artistic environment in Greenwich Village at 

the time obviously encouraged this interest in decorative arts, an interest that 

Hartman also shared. 

The third issue of Playboy was the first to include a woodcut by Bertram 

Hartman, ''The Crown." [Fig. 3.2] The forms of the hills and trees are simplified and 

modem in style and reflect Hartman's skill in carving the block. The entire issue 

was embellished with decorations of woodcuts and linoleum cuts, and the editor, 

Egmont Arens, contributed an essay on 'The Woodblock as a Tonic for Anaemic 

Art." Reproducing tiles from Westminster Abbey that were seven hundred years old, 

158 M.D.C. Crawford, "The Artist's Job," Playboy number 1(January1919), 7. 
159 Ibid., 12, 13. 
tro Ibid., 4, 17, 18, 19. 
161 Ibid., 22 . 

. 
162 Zorach later wrote that "Eggie" Arens lived across from him and Zorach's wife 
Marguerite on the "comer top floor" on Tenth Street in Greenwich Village in 1919, 
and was a special person to artists and writers. William Zorach, Art is My Life 
(World Publishing Company: Cleveland and New York, 1967), 71. 
163 Egmont Arens,"Playboys and Playgirls," Playboy, number 1(1919),34. 
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Arens compared them to woodcuts by modems like Hunt Diederich. Art had swung 

back to its starting point- ''there is a decided solidity and powerful manifest in the 

modem era." The woodcut is severe and makes no compromise, which helps to 

explain the renewed interest in it and in linoleum cuts. Unfortunately, since the days 

of Gutenberg and the early Italian craftsmen, artists had abandoned the process of 

printing and left printers to themselves. As a result there have been "exceedingly 

ugly books." But now with the rising popularity of woodcuts, this would encourage 

the artist to take a renewed interest in the printing process. He would again join in 

partnership with the printer in the reproduction of handmade books in print. Thus 

artists could use the machine to get rid of cheap and ugly products flooding the 

marketplace.164 Arens included in this "hand-made issue" woodcuts by Marguerite 

Zorach, John Storrs and Horace Brodzky, among others. Marsden Hartley 

contributed two poems, '°Two Lily Satires. "165 

Arens combined the fourth and fifth issues of Playboy into a "double 

number" in 1919 due to the high cost of paper. The first portfolio of linoleum cuts 

would be issued before Christmas; Horace Brodzky was the creator. William Zorach 

and Bertram Hartman had promised Playboy similar portfolios. (It is unknown if 

these ever came to fruition.) Arens had on his desk magazines from abroad that 

were Playboys in spirit, including L 'Eroica and Atys from Italy, Der Sturm and 

164 Egmont Arens, ''The Woodblock as a Tonic for Anaemic Art," Playboy, number 3 
(1919), 4. 
165 Playboy, number 3 (1919), 5-26 .. 
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Jugend from Germany, and Arts and Letters and The Apple from London.166 A large 

linoleum print, "Dancing Horse," by Bertram Hartman occupies the third page [fig. 

3.3]. Horse and rider meld into a pattern-the sharp angles of the horse's legs are 

countered by the rider's mechanical-looking arms. The curve of the steed's tail is 

echoed by the animal's twisted neck. The whole design reflects Hartman's new 

interest in cubism. An article on Russian Futurist embroidery by Oliver M. Sayler 

also emphasized the magazine's interest in other modem movements from Europe.167 

D.H. Lawrence contributed ''The Poetry of the Present" with an illustration by 

Abraham Walkowitz of a nude couple embracing.168 The Academy Art Shop lent for 

reproduction drawings by Rembrandt and etchings by Franz von Stuck and Luigi 

Kassimir. 169 

Arens published no issues of Playboy in 1920, but did one (number 7, ''The 

Gauguin Number") in 1921. He skipped 1922 and emerged in 1923 with his ''First 

Quarter" issue, number one. This was the seventh Playboy. Hartman contributed a 

drawing, probably done circa 1921 [fig. 3.4], to this issue that decorates a poem, 

"Cleopatra," by his friend E.E. Cummings.170 Here a nude dancer, her breasts 

hanging like rockets, bullets or bombs, rests atop a black horse. The convex curves 

of the horse's neck, woman's arms and hair and horse's tail arc into one another and 

166 Playboy, numbers 4/5 (1919), 2. 
167 Ibid., 13-14. 
168 Ibid., 7-9. 
169 Ibid., 18-19, 22 and 15-16. 
170 Ibid., 47. 
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are accentuated by the circular shape of the horse's rump. The woman's thighs, 

calves and belly repeat the shapes of her breasts. 

The ninth and final issue of Playboy appeared in July 1924. Arens 

formulated a plan to give his publication a fair trial. (Later in his life Bertram 

Hartman would adopt a similar scheme to survive.) Arens wished to form a 

supporting group, with members divided into various classes according to the 

amount they agreed to pledge. The groups, all Playboy Associates, would be 

Playboy Founders, pledging $250 or more annually for five years; Playboy Patrons, 

pledging $100 annually for the same time period; Supporting Playboys;pledging $50 

a year for five years; and Contributing Playboys, donating $25 a year for five years. 

Members would receive free special copies of the magazine along with at least one 

free, signed lithograph with each issue.171 Apparently there were few takers, for the 

magazine folded. 

The last issue of Playboy featured a tribute to Pamela Bianco by Joseph 

Stella, along with a painting by the teen-aged artist Bianco. rn Paul Strand submitted 

an essay on his friend Georgia O'Keeffe accompanied by two paintings by O'Keeffe. 

John Marin had a watercolor of a boat apparently from Maine173 and Bertram 

171 Checks were to go to Mr. Frank Crowninshield, Coffee House Club, 54 West 45°1 
Street, New York. Egmont Arens, "Playboy Writes Upon the Sand," Playboy 
Number 9 (July 1924), 2. 
172 Joseph Stella, ''Pamela Bianco: An Appreciation," ibid., 5. 
173 Ibid., 20. 
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Hartman provided a batik, 'The Huntsman," [fig. 3.5)174 to illustrate a poem by John 

Peale Bishop, "Always from my First Boyhood": 

Always, from my first boyhood, 
I have known how, lying awake in a straightened 
Nakedness-curtains of rain drawn at the window-· 
To summon from dimness beautiful bodies, 
While, over my iron pallet, the painful 
Windiness of lilacs spread an 
Impalpable coverlet. 

Bodies of young men centaured on horses: 
Pliant and tawny as leopards, they ride 
Over a ground made spongy by April and rains, 

Against the drawn lines of a forest 
Misty as rain, clouded with tom green; 
Their thighs are pressed like bronze to the gleaming 
White flanks of the horses; stirrupless, their feet 
Toe in abandon; for their eyes are upraised 
Where, blue and afar, the jutted mountains 
Renew their ancient march in the sunrise .... 

Bishop continues on about "rose-frosted beauty of women" seen with mouths 

"claret-red from some mystery," who arch their bodies toward the horsemen.175 

The painting from which this batik was apparently made is Riders and 

Hounds [fig. 3.6]. It captures the mood of the poem, although it is far less detailed 

than the batik. In both, the focal point is the horse in the center of the forest scene. 

In the painting, the rider is a female; in the batik, it is a male. The figures wear 

headpieces vaguely resembling those worn by Nefertiti or even by Russian 

174 Ibid., 39. 
175 John Peale Bishop, "Always from My First Boyhood," 39. 
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Cossacks.176 Hounds circle the horses racing through the faceted planes of the forest 

landscape. To the left and right are nude females and another male. Jagged Alpine 

trees are scattered here and there while angular birds join in the frenetic activity. 

Both batik and painting are heavily influenced by cubism with the surf ace factures, 

and Futurism with lines of force rendered as tree branches. 

Pennsylvania Academy Exhibition 1921 

From April 16 to May 15, 1921, the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts 

in Philadelphia held an exhibition, ''Paintings and Drawings by American Artists 

Showing the Later Tendencies of Art" Eighty-eight painters were invited to 

participate, including Bertram Hartman. The selection committee consisted of 

Thomas Hart Benton, Paul Burlin, Arthur B. Carles, Bernard Gussow, Joseph Stella 

and William Yarrow. Benton, Burlin, Carles and Alfred Stieglitz comprised the 

hanging committee.171 

The exhibition's artists represented several modernist groups in New York, 

and contributed 280 paintings and works on paper. Sculpture was too cumbersome 

176 Pawnee Bill's Historic Wild West Show from Hartman's youth featured a group 
of Cossack acrobats. Allen L. Farnum, Pawnee Bill's Historic Wild West: A Photo 
Documentary of the 1900-1905 Show Tours (West Chester, Pennsylvania: Schiffer 
Publishing, 1992), cover and 48. 
177 Exhibition Program in Sylvia Yount and Elizabeth Johns, To Be Modem: 
American Encounters with Cezanne and Company (Philadelphia: Museum of 
American Art of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts/University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1996), 70-79. 
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to bring from New York. Among those represented were members of the Eight, who 

still worked mainly in a figurative style~ including Arthur B. Davies, William 

Glackens and John Sloan. More avant-garde circles also were represented, such as 

Stieglitz's group (Georgia O'Keeffe, John Marin, Arthur Dove, Charles Demuth, 

Marsden Hartley); Louise and Walter Arensberg's circle (John Covert, Aorine 

Stettheimer, Man Ray, Charles Sheeler); and Leo Stein's coterie (Arthur B. Carles, 

Alfred Maurer, Max Weber).178 Hartman was not "in" any of these groups; neither 

were his friends William and Marguerite Zorach, but they shared with all the 

"modem" spirit. Elizabeth Johns points out that all the participants had jn common 

three views. First, they believed that their art portrayed inner experience. Second, 

they concurred that images reflected an ''understanding of experience arrived at 

through social exchange"-in other words, they gathered together in various settings 

and looked at each others' works, conversed, fed off of each other in various, fruitful 

ways. And third, these modem artists viewed images as "experiments rather than 

finished products." They had set aside the old ways of creating images, such as 

those taught in the academies, and looked for new ways to portray an uncertain, 

changing reality .179 

Hartman had four works in the Philadelphia exhibition, including The Crown, 

either the woodcut [fig. 3.2] that appeared in Playboy in 1919 or, more likely, an oil 

178 Sylvia Yount, ''Rocking the Cradle of Liberty: Philadelphia's Adventures in 
Modernism," in To Be Modern, 18. 
179 Elizabeth Johns, "A Wonderful Age and Its Artistic Atom-Bombs: Early 
American Modernists and Their Viewers," in To Be Modern, 26-27. 
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painting similar to Autumn with White Trees [fig. 3.7] that resembles this woodcut. 

He showed works called Moon Path, Evening Light, and Stonington, which may be 

the watercolor Stonington of 1919 [fig. 3.8]. Hartman emphasized the large rounded 

outlines of the golden rocks surmounted by dark spiky evergreens in the cove near 

Stonington, Maine. The sails of the schooner in the distance repeat the pattern of the 

perpendicular trees. The whole effect is one of two-dimensionality with emphasis on 

outline and the use of strong colors. 

Thomas Jewell Craven, another native Kansan, reviewed the exhibition for 

The Dial magazine. JS> He praised the Pennsylvania Academy for sponspring this 

show and said the public had come to accept the new art; it was no longer shocking 

and he noted that it was, in fact, closely linked to art of the past. Here and there were 

works with "the glimmering of the truth of great art." Craven believed that the 

future of American art lay in the artists exhibiting in Philadelphia, and not in 

"illustrators, imitators and literalists off ashionable exploitation." 

Craven grouped the eighty-eight artists into seven categories. He placed 

Hartman among the artists with "unrestricted rendering of natural forms in which the 

feelings of the painter are indicated in a distinctly personal manner." To get at the 

truth of this "selective art," the viewer had to acknowledge that the artist considered 

himself more important than his subject and that verisimilitude, perspective and 

formal qualities were less important than value. Others in this group included Arthur 

180 Thomas Jewell Craven, 'The Awakening of the Academy," in The Dial 70 (June 
1921), 673-78. 
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B. Carl~s, Andrew Dasburg, Preston Dickinson, John Marin, Alfred H. Maurer, 

Marsden Hartley, Yasuo Kuniyoshi and Charles Demuth, to name several. Craven 

admired this group the most.181 

In Craven' s view, other groups of artists concentrated too much on abstract 

design to be pertinent (John Covert, E.E. Cummings, Edward Nagle) or were so 

taken with cubism that their works were fragmentary and considered by Craven to be 

lacking in aesthetic value (Man Ray, Morton Scharnberg, Charles Sheeler, Max 

Weber). Still others practiced a new symbolism allied with Futurism in figurative art 

and Expressionism when it was abstract, that conveyed no message (Arthur B. 

Davies, Arthur G. Dove, Georgia O'Keeffe, Abraham Walkowitz and the Zorachs). 

According to Craven, another group was influenced by the classicism with severe 

design and careful study of the Renaissance masters; they were modem, however, in 

the perception of lines and planes, like Cezanne, and in their treatment of color, like 

Renoir (Stanton MacDonald Wright and William Yarrow. Thomas Hart Benton was 

another type of classicist who studied details of the external world like a Renaissance 

artist, but his work was not modem. The last group was similar to Hogarth in their 

commentaries on social realities; however, they were not modem at all (Marius De 

Zayas and John Sloan) in Craven' s judgment. 

Was there anything American in the exhibition? Craven compared these 

Americans to a current group of French artists showing at the Brooklyn Museum. 

Acknowledging France to be the source of modem art, Craven believed that the 

181 Ibid., 674-75. 
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younger American painters were defined by their "spiritual loneliness." Collectors 

of the day ignored current talent in American art and concentrated on European art. 

Lacking patronage, American artists had to struggle to survive. This hard life and 

lack of cultural history was reflected in American art, to its benefit, and set it apart 

from European art except in the most imitative cases.182 

The Dial 1921 

Bertram Hartman would certainly have seen Thomas Craven' s review of the 

Philadelphia exhibition in The Dial, for he was represented in that issue himself. 

Two black-and-white drawings done in his "protractor style" appear-the 

first, ''Elephantastic" [fig. 3.9], shows a black nude dancer atop a tall elephant whose 
·, 

elliptical tusks and trunk mimic the curves of the dancer's breasts and the overall 

curvature of the ears and body of the beast. Hartman was still fascinated by 

elephants and the possibly erotic imagery associated with that animal. The second 

drawing in that issue of Dial, another protractor design [fig. 3.10], also generates a 

sensual ambience with a horse bending its curvilinear neck back to admire his naked 

female rider who seems lost in sexual ecstasy as she straddles this gorgeous beast, 

her legs akimbo, and her long dark hair forming an arc in conjunction with the 

horse's tail.183 

182 Ibid., 677-78. 
183 C. Bertram Hartman, ''Elephantastic" and "Joy Ride," illustrations for The Dial 70 
(June 1921), 626 and 627. 
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Hartman contributed two more "protractor" drawings to the September 1921 

issue of The Dial, both entitled "Seated Dancer" [figs 3 .11 and 3 .12]. 184 The ellipses 

fonning the females' nude bodies are so extreme that the figures are merely studies 

in design, with no straight lines whatsoever. 

Gallery Exhibitions in 1921 and 1922 

On May 9, 1921 the poet Marianne Moore, who would assume the editorship 

of The Dial in 1925, wrote about an exhibition of Bertram Hartman's in New York. 

She told her friend Bryher (Annie Winifred Ellerman, English heiress and literary 

figure) who was then in Paris,18.5 that Hartman had elephants that would delight 

Bryher. She described a black one at the center of a hooked rug. In addition, she 

continued: 

There was a small [elephant] of thin amethyst glass with a green cork fitted 
into a hole in its back and a light blue china man with a mulberry sash 
standing on the cork; an old brass one, tailless and tuskless with a Javanese 
mahout astride his neck, smiling in an exuberant and sinister way; a delft 
one trumpeting; and a slate one about three inches high and four or five 
long, treading on a crocodile which bites it Its eyes are like the tilde-the 
little wavy mark over n in canyon and the slab which is part of it, has quartz 
crystals showing on the underside and feels cold like a grotto, when you 
. k. 186 p1c it up .... 

184 Hartman, "Seated Dancer I and II," illustrations for The Dial 70 (September 
1921), Vertical Files, American Art/Portrait Gallery Library, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 
185 Noel Riley Fitch, Sylvia Beach and the Lost Generation: A History of Literary 
Paris in the Twenties and Thirties (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 
1983/85), 84. 
186 Bonnie Costello, ed., Marianne Moore: Selected Letters (New York: Penguin 
Books, 1997), 159-60. 
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Hartman's fascination with pachyderms from the previous decade clearly continued 

into the early 1920s and in more varied forms than previously suspected. 

On the same day in May, 1921, Moore wrote Robert McAlmon, the writer 

and Bryher's husband,187 who was also in Paris, about Bertram Hartman's exhibition 

of drawings and watercolors. Hartman had a large red linoleum cut of a horse-"the 

mane and tail, complementary half ellipses and the outside defining edge of each is a 

series of jagged indentations like the teeth of a cross-cut saw, giving a wonderful 

effect of swirling motion." Moore told McAlmon that the artist also had a half-

finished "bright jade green and black hooked rug with a design of arrow heads or 

wedges in the centre which made me think of the black geometric design on the back 

of a young locust just after it has come out of its shell." 188 This rug was probably the 

Synchromist Rug [fig. 3.13] designed by Bertram Hartman and executed by Gusta 

Hartman.189 

Bertram Hartman presented a one-man exhibition at the Montross Gallery in 

New York from October 15 to 29, 1921.190 The program featured a cubist vignette of 

Maine (fig. 3.14) on the cover and listed ten works from Maine and fourteen works 

187 McAlmon was publishing the magazine Contact with the New Jersey physician 
and poet William Carlos Williams during this time. Fitch, 84-85. 
u~ Costello, 161. 
189 Professor Gail Levin first told this writer about seeing this rug and Fred Baker 
kindly provided images of it as well as another, also in Living with Art: Early 
American Modernism from the Baker/Pisano Collection of the Heckscher Museum of 
Art (New York: Hollis Taggert Galleries, 2002), 82-83. 
190 Exhibition Program, "C. Bertram Hartman, Pictures of Maine and New York 
City," Bertram Hartman's notebook, Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, 
California. 
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portraying New York City. The protractor-like curves of the sails of the ship and 

waves and cliffs, the angular buildings and gulls-all herald the style that Hartman 

would employ for a large part of the decade. American Art Notes hailed the 

exhibition as a "new phase" for the artist: 

When one thinks of C. Bertram Hartman there comes to mind idyllic 
landscapes with imaginative pastures bordered by romantic trees. It is a 
pleasing memory-and a memory henceforth it must be. From now on 
these works will have to be called "early Hartmans," for the artist has 
passed into a new phase. 

He has turned Post-Impressionist. Reverting squarely to the material 
foundation of things, he ... has made a distinct step in advance, but he is not 
a whit less idealistic than he ever was .... His New York expressions ... would 
miss the greatness they possess were it not for the painter's idealism. His 
"Stonington, Maine" ... expresses the austerity of the subject, and "Granite 
Rocks" is inspiring in color and form. 

Mr. Hartman henceforth belongs to the group of water colorists who are 
making America pre-eminent in that branch of art-as pre-eminent as she 
already is in landscape.191 

Henry McBride, noted critic for the New York Herald, called this exhibit the 

most original and successful of the week. McBride said the series of "drawings" was 

in full value, full color and "almost" in full realism. The article featured Hartman's 

watercolor Looking Up (fig. 3.15), an angular view of a perpendicular building. 

McBride continued: 

This "almost" is necessary, because Mr. Hartman combines realism with 
cubism. He attempts to justify cubism by finding it in nature, although 
paradoxically enough the cubism that is found in nature is not the cubism 
that is a la mode. So, purists will insist that Mr. Hartman's skyscrapers are 
the result of simple and old fashioned realism. The rank and file, however, 
who are not purists, will not see this, but then the rank and file, in spite of 

191 American Art Notes (October 29, 1921), Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, 
Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
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the frequent use of elevators in this town, have seldom ascended quite high 
enough to get to the point of view from which this artist works. 

Mr. Hartman glances de haut en bas at his skyscrapers. He mounts into 
the topmost steeples in the lower part of Manhattan and then puts down 
upon his paper very boldy [sic] and sweepingly such facts of perspective as 
meet his eyes. The parallel lines that he studies are not those that descend 
abruptly downward to meet apparently in the place old fashioned moralists 
said was Hell-or in other words in the fiery centre of the earth. The fact 
that Mr. Hartman's studies in perspective have taken place in the heart of 
the financial district is not necessarily to be taken as indicating that the artist 
believes Wall Street to be upon the straight road to Hell. On the contrary, 
there is not a sign of the preacher about Mr. Hartman, and his emotion is 
probably the purely pagan one .... 192 

McBride tackled Hartman's very name, an "intensely practical matter." He 

said, "If C. Bertram Hartman is to continue doing such good work as this he will be 

necessarily more in the public eye than heretofore and needs a name that is easy for 

the public. C. Bertram Hartman is a mouthful." McBride tended to stutter over the 

"r's" in the name. "Why not drop either the Bertram or the Hartman?" asked the 

journalist McBride did not know if the "C." stood for "Charles or Charlemagne" 

but it would be an improvement over all the "r's" of the current signature. ''Think 

over this, C. Bertram Hartman!" clucked McBride.193 McBride must have had some 

effect But instead of dropping the "Bertram," Hartman would drop the "C." from 

his signature six months later.194 

192 Henry McBride, The New York Herald (October 23, 1921), Clipping from the 
Artist's Scrapboo~ Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
193 Ibid. 
194 Hartman's signature for his illustration of ''The Loves of Pharoah [sic]'' for Judge 
82 (April 8, 1922), 14; was the last time he used "C." that this writer knows. 
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An annotated copy of.the program for Hartman's show at the Montross 

Gallery indicates prices beside each work, ranging from $100 to $150. Only one 

work has a mark beside it that might signify that it was sold-this was Toward Isle 

au Haute, a Maine watercolor for $125.195 It is unknown what others, if any, were 

purchased. 

In November and December of 1921 Hartman exhibited three scenes of 

Manhattan in the Brooklyn Museum's "Exhibition of Water Color Paintings by 

American Artists." The catalogue lists Down, Lower New York and Old Roofs and 

New Skeletons, and these appear to be the only city scenes in the show. John Marin 

showed thirteen scenes from Stonington, Maine. William Zorach submitted five 

paintings of Maine, including Mark Island-Maine Coast, and Marguerite Zorach 

contributed six paintings done in Yosemite. There were 394 paintings by thirty-eight 

artists as well as portrait plaques by John Flannagan.196 

Bertram Hartman participated in an exhibition held by members of the 

Modem Artists of America, Inc., at the Joseph Brummer Galleries, New York, in 

April 1922. The catalogue introduction states that this ne~ society was the first to 

defy academic traditions, a bold overstatement "The spirit of life, of fearlessness, of 

joy, of restlessness which animates so much of the work of the younger men will be 

195 Program, Montross Gallery October 15 to 29, 1921; the Artist's Scrapbook, Files 
of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
196 "Brooklyn Museum Catalogue of A Group Exhibition of Water Color Paintings 
by American Artists, November 8-December 18 Inclusive, 1921," Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian National Museum of American Art, Washington, D.C.; 
Reel 4858 T 7759. 
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able to make itself felt As life, with its constant change, is more attractive than 

death, the exhibitions of the Modem Artists of America will appear to every open 

mind more attractive than those of the various academic societies." Hartman 

showed two works, Passing and Looking on the Sea. The forty-five members of the 

society also included Thomas Hart Benton, E.E. Cummings, Thomas Craven, 

Andrew Dasburg, Stuart Davis, Preston Dickinson, Wood Gaylor, Gaston Lachaise, 

Alfred H. Maurer, Elie Nadelman, Hugo Robus, Horine Stettheimer, and the 

Zorachs, among others.197 

Hartman showed another watercolor of Manhattan in the 1922 Autumn Salon 

at the Anderson Galleries in New York. His City Blocks [fig. 3.16) looks down the 

severe wall of an Art Deco skyscraper to the street far below. Hartman was treasurer 

and a member of the board of directors of Salons of America, which presented this 

show. Wood Gaylor served as president while Robert Laurent was corresponding 

secretary. Gaston Lachaise and William Zorach also sat on the board, along with 

many others, including E.E. Cummings and Elie Nadelman.198 

Other Commercial Ventures 

197 Joseph Brummer Galleries, "Modem Artists of America, Inc.: Exhibition by 
Members, April 1 to 30, 1922," (New York: Brummer Galleries, 1922), courtesy of 
Jonathan Zorach, Lancaster, PA. 
198 "1922 Autumn Salon, October 16th to November 4th; The Anderson Galleries, Inc., 
59th Street and Park A venue, New York; Salons of America, Inc., 106-110 Columbia 
Heights, Brooklyn, N.Y ,"Miscellaneous Exhibition Catalogs, Archives of American 
Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., Reel 4858 T 7759. 
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Whether gallery exhibitions in Philadelphia and New York in the early 1920s 

helped Hartman's career financially is uncertain. What is clear is that the artist was 

keeping busy with freelance work. Besides his contributions to The Dial, Hartman 

was designing bookplates, illustrating books, doing batiks and curtains and 

illustrating movie reviews for his old stand-by, Judge magazine. 

In June 1920 Bertram Hartman's illustrati9ns appeared in Asia: The 

American Magazine on the Orient.1
9') One of Hartman's designs appeared in an 

advertisement for this publication [fig. 3.17]. Done in the style of his batiks from the 

previous decade, this scene displayed an Indian elephant with brocade trappings and 

a bearded rider. Dark bearers with mysterious headdresses carry a long staff in the 

foreground. Harem ladies peer out of windows in the background adding to a note of 

mystery. The patterned border suggests that this was a design for a batik. 

Hartman created bookplates for various clients and friends in the 1920s. A 

bookplate for Louis Untermeyer [fig. 3.18] features Pegasus, with angular wings 

fanning opened to reveal an angular pattern of feathers. Its neck and mane are 

curved and similarly decorated with a repetitious pattern, and beneath its body is 

·Hartman's little hieroglyphic signature. The design tapers down to a small nude 

figure that the flying horse is lifting aloft. 

t9'J New York Times (January 6, 1920). 
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Bertram Hartman provided the cover jacket's illustration [fig. 3.19] for Louis 

Untermeyer's Collected Parodies of 1919-26.200 The design was repeated inside, on 

a page before the frontispiece. (George Wolfe Plank designed the frontispiece.) 

Hartman placed a caricature of Untermeyer wearing a crown of laurel, astride a 

winged donkey rather than the familiar winged horse, Pegasus. This may be 

Hartman's own "parody." Untermeyer holds a red quill and an ode to Homer's 

fables. Hartman repeated the red in the donkey's coat in Untermeyer' s boutonniere, 

and in the ribbons flowing in curlicues from the laurel headpiece. The artist 

duplicated these curls in the author's shoestrings streaming behind his pointy shoes. 

The right shoestring, when inverted, spells out a-b-c, another playful touch.201 The 

donkey Pegasus pokes fun at the dignified Pegasus of the bookplate that Hartman 

created for Untermeyer [fig. 3.18], probably dating the bookplate before 1919. 

Hartman branded the donkey with his signature hieroglyph. Hartman hand-lettered 

the title with serif letters and used a flourishing script for the author's name. 

Bertram Hartman illustrated the cover [fig. 3.20] and frontispiece [fig. 3.21] 

of Louis Untermeyer' s book Heavens in 1922. 202 Hartman pulled out his protractor 

· and ruler to create a collage-like geometric design for the cover. A bespectacled man 

with an orb-shaped body appears overwhelmed by the stars, moon, planets and 

200Untermeyer, The Collected Parodies of Louis Untermeyer (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 1919/26). 
201 Thanks to Professor David C. Cateforis for this observation. 
202 Louis Untermeyer, Heavens (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1922). 
In 1922 Hartman had designed the cover for Widdemer'sA Tree with a Bird in It. 
Sinclair Lewis's literary fame had been secured with the publication of Main Street 
in 1921. 
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Futurist rays of light in the heavens above him. Hartman hand-lettered sans serif 

type for the title and author's name on the cover, a style of typography that became 

popular during the Art Deco period. The frontispiece depicts one of the spoofs in the 

book, ''The Heaven of the Time-Machine.":m In a laboratory, filled with runways 

and strange flying machines, rides a bald bicyclist in a Phrygian cap. Hartman used 

"lines of force" and ellipses to portray this bizarre world of the future. 

In 1923 Hartman created the cover [fig. 3.22] for Thomas Craven's book, 

Paint.'1m He featured a nude female in factures of blue, black and white, very cubist 

in appearance. The handmade letters are sans serif and angular, mimicking the many 

angles of the figure. 

In 1923 Harcourt and Brace, the publishers of the above books, purchased a 

batik by Hartman to decorate their reception hall. It was called "Parnassus in Central 

Park," for which Hartman painted an oil study [fig. 3.23].205 The New York Evening 

Post reported this bright batik, plainly visible as one entered the reception area, was 

"one of the most startling things in New York and should be the object of 

pilgrimage." The representation of Sinclair Lewis and Margaret Widdemer riding on 

Pegasus was "highly invigorating. "206 Years later Hartman would remember his 

inspiration for the works: "In Paris the artists' quarter on the left bank is called 

Montpamasse. The abode of the muses. The other big artist quarter is Montmartre 

203 Ibid., 19-28. 
204 Thomas Craven, Paint (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1923). 
205 Letter from Bertram to Alice and John Hartman (September 3, 1958), Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
206 Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
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far away on. the right bank of the Seine. I simply transferred the abode of the muses 

to Central Park thinking of Sinclair Lewis, Louis Untermeyer and others. "2CT7 The 

artist also recalled that he painted Parnassus in Central Park to escape the "slough 

of decoration" he was involved in at the time.:im Hartman used his familiar cubist 

ellipses for Pegasus' wings, for the pink halo around Lewis and Widdemer, and in 

the branches and foliage of the sheltering trees. In the lake behind one can see a 

bird-shaped barque reminiscent of Hartman's Munich paintings. There is also a 

rowboat-is that Hartman rowing with his wife?-we see an angular poplar, many 

nudes with dark and light skin, and far beyond, the solid planes of skyscrapers. 

In 1922 Bertram Hartman contributed thirty-four illustrations for movie 

reviews to Judge, from February 11 through October 21. Then as suddenly as he had 

reappeared in the magazine's pages, he vanished from them forever. Early in this 

productive year he illustrated reviews by Heywood Broun, later, those of Ruth Hale. 

His work during this fertile period is remarkable. His lines are simple, his designs 

are clean, and the plot of each film is captured precisely. He was a gifted graphic 

artist. 

Hartman's illustration [fig. 3.24] for Broun's review of the German film, The 

Last Payment, showed the screen vamp Pola Negri in three phases. In the first two 

she is going about the "ruination of men," since as an artist's model she has nothing 

w . Letter from Bertram to Alice and John Hartman (September 3, 1958), Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
:im Bertram to Alice and John Hartman (November 21, 1956), Files of Jack and Jill 
Hartman. 
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else to occupy her mind. She casts men aside like "withered violets." Then, alas, she 

falls in love with the father of a young victim. The young man shoots himself 

whereupon the disconsolate Pola Negri wanders onto a nearby train track where a 

train accommodates her grief by running over her. Hartman used a modification of 

his elliptical "protractor" style to show Negri on a hammock in the tropics, whooping 

it up at a cocktail party (obviously a foreign film since this was during Prohibition), 

and disheveled as she encounters the skeleton of Death.209 

Broun reviewed Cecil B. De Mille' s Saturday Night, a movie dedicated to the 

belief that social classes must marry amongst themselves. Hartman's illustration 

[fig. 3.25] featured the blue-blooded wife of the chauffeur on the left, with off spring, 

-gesturing to the similarly mismatched couple on the right, the laundress married to 

the aristocrat The laundress and her mate dangle cigarettes in holders, an indicator 

of social position if there ever was one. They are dressed in tuxedo and soignee 

evening gown, the train of which swoops over to the chauffeur's family. At the end 

of the movie the mates. would switch partners putting "kind with kind."210 

Hartman's illustration [fig. 3.26] of Strongheart, the canine star of ''The 

·Silent Call," showed the dog holding the villain at bay while the hero and heroine 

embrace. Again the artist used ellipses as well as angles to summarize the plot for 

the viewer's quick glance.211 

209 Heywood Broun, "Fast and Loose Films," in Judge 82 (February 18, 1922): 14. 
210 Broun, ''Blue Blood is Thicker," in Judge 82 (February 25, 1922): 14. 
211 Broun, ''The Dog Star," in Judge 82 (March 4, 1922): 14. 
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H~an caught the humor of Charlie Chaplin in his illustration of the movie 

Pay Day [fig. 3.27]. On the left Chaplin winks, his pigeon toes topped by elliptical 

pants. He holds a lily for the foreman's daughter. Curved lines emphasize the cigar-

puffing foreman's obesity. Behind scurry workmen pushing wheelbarrows or 

carrying loads up the angular hillside. On the right half of the design, Chaplin 

sneaks in at dawn, as a rooster crows in the window. Chaplin oils his shoes to 

prevent his wife from awakening and hitting him with a rolling pin. She will awake 

and Chaplin must pretend to be arising for work instead of just returning from a long 

night.212 Hartman's simple sketches enable the reader to get the gist of the film in a 

glance. 

Hartman captured the Death Chariot of Selma Lagerof' s film The Stroke of 

Midnight against a black background, in a style resembling more a woodcut than his 

other Judge illustrations [fig. 3.28]. The skeletal horse, the hunched-over Death with 

scythe, and the boxy hearse all seem to be carved rather than drawn with a pen.213 

His new technique provided a startling, effective image of the Grim Reaper. 

Heywood Broun changed to sports coverage for Judge and Ruth Hale took 

·over movie reviews in August 1922. Hartman's illustration for Hale's review of A 

Fool There Was [fig. 3.29] employed another new device: gigantic, stylized eyes 

staring at a lone little male figure, arms akimbo in fright. The eyebrows of the 

female lead, a heartless siren, were embellished on the left by a snakelike ribbon and 

212 Broun, ''Linger Longer Charlie," in Judge 82 (April 29, 1922): 14. 
213 Broun, ''Including the Scandinavian," in Judge 83 (July 15, 1922): 14. 
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on the right by a lobster claw. The hapless male lead' s diminutive size was probably 

inspired not only by his weakness, but also by the oversized sets of the film. The 

male lover (the fool of the title) returned to New York after visiting the vamp on 

Lake Como. ·He had to move into a bachelor pad since his wife had discovered his 

affair. Ruth Hale said that the set for this apartment made a figure that was entering 

look "about an inch high. "214 

Gusta Hartman's Illness 

The gigantic eyes of the woman and her tiny male victim in Hartman's 

illustration for the movie review in Judge [fig. 3.29) may reflect elements of his 

personal life at the time. From approximately September 1921 until at least April 

- 1922, Hartman's wife Gusta was hospitalized in Central Islip State Hospital on Long 

Island, an institution for the mentally ill.215 It was opened in 1895 with the 

philosophy that mental patients in overcrowded hospitals in Manhattan would benefit 

from being out on Long Island. The themes of the hospital, along with two other 

psychiatric facilities operated by New York on Long Island, were "O&O and R&R" 

214 Ruth Hale, ''Introducing Ruth Hale Who Reviews A Fool There Was," in Judge 
83 (August 12, 1922): 13. 
215 Letters from Bertram to Gusta Hartman (September 1921-April 1922), Files of 
Kurt Del Banco, New York, New York. 
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("occupation and oxygen" and "rest and recreation").216 Gusta Hartman was a 

patient there at sporadic intervals for at least the next twenty years.217 The principal 

reason for her institutionalization in the early 1920s appears to be that she would not 

speak for an entire year.218 

Bertram Hartman wrote his wife faithfully several times a week during her 

long stay and apparently visited her every weekend. (The Long Island Railroad had 

a branch line that brought visitors to the hospital on weekends.219) He lovingly 

illustrated each letter or postcard with pencil and watercolor, updating his wife on his 

professional and social activities. In early November 1921 Hartman sent his wife a 

letter telling her about the current exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum; he nearly 

always began, "Mein Lieber Kindli" (My Dear Little Child). He said, "Say, Kindli, 

do you think if I brought you a magic megaphone you could be persuaded to say a 

few words." Then the artist drew his wife with this megaphone [fig. 330] asking for 

sweet butter, Italian bread, garlic and olive oil and warm bloomers. All the nurses 

216 Bill Bleyer, "Caring for the Mentally Ill: Thousands of city patients are sent to LI 
for fresh air and productive work," in Newsday, 
http://www.newsday.com/extras/lihistory/6/hs620htm (accessed October 30, 2003). 
217 Interview of James Spaulding of Ogdensburg, New York, by the author (August 
2003). His great-aunt, Dr. Sarah Prince Smalley, was a psychiatrist at Central Islip 
from 1902-1960 and treated Gusta Hartman there for many years. 
218 Conversation between Kurt Delbanco and the author in New York, NY (June 
2001). 
219 Ron Ziel, "The Long Island Railroad in Early Photographs" in "State Hospital 
Tours," littpU/ww"' .lirrliistofy.coffi/liosp.litml (accessed October 30, 2003). 
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and doctors. hear her with surprise. And so does Bertram who says he will bring 

these things. 220 

Louis and Jean Untermeyer and Emile and Helen Tor invited Hartman to 

spend Thanksgiving 1921 with them at Western View Farm in New Milford, 

Connecticut 221 The following day Hartman wrote his wife again, with an illustration 

[fig. 3.31] of the party they all had on Thanksgiving. Untermeyer and his wife 

appeared nude standing on a winged Pegasus, Helen Tor had a violin and Emile Tor 

pulled the tail of a leopard (reminiscent of Hartman's Munich period). Hartman 

stood below in knickers with palette, brush and easel, painting it all.222 Haivnan 

would visit W estem View Farm for over twenty years following, paying for his visits 

by illustrating postcards and fliers for the farm, as in an early postcard of circa 1921 

[fig. 332] on which he penciled two reclining figures, no doubt himself and his wife. 

In December 1921, Hartman sent his wife a letter with a poignant illustration 

[fig. 3.33] of himself gaily pulling her through the air away from the buildings of 

Central Islip State Hospital. Before that "nice day" arrived she would first have to 

talk to Dr. Streeter and Dr. Smalley and her nurses, as she had talked to Hartman 

·. himself the previous day.223 

220 Letter from Bertram to Gusta Hartman (November 7, 1921), Files of Kurt 
Delbanco, New York, New York. 
221 Letter from Bertram to Gusta Hartman (Thanksgiving Day, 1921), Files of Kurt 
Delbanco. 
222 Letter from Bertram to Gusta Hartman (Day after Thanksgiving, 1921), Files of 
Kurt Delbanco. 
223 Letter from Bertram to Gu.sta Hartman (December 21, 1921), Files of Kurt 
Delbanco. 



In March of 1922 Hartman sent a card to his wife with a photograph of her on 

one side [fig. 334] with the caption, "I'll try not to weep," and on the back birthday 

greetings and a sketch of the two of them kissing.224 The next month he serit her a 

large illustration of a book cover [fig. 335] he just finished for Margaret Widdemer, 

A Tree with a Bird in It: A Symposium of Contemporary Poets on Being Shown a 

Pear-Tree on which Sat a Grackle.225 

By Christmas of 1922 the Hartmans were living in New City, in New York's 

Westchester County, on a "real farm" in a "fine old house" and only went into New 

York when they felt like it. (Although the Hartmans were living in New York, they 

passed through Stamford, Connecticut, en route to New York City, so had a postal 

address in Springdale, Connecticut) Someone had sent them a live pig for 

Christmas; they also had a dog, cats, and a car. Hartman was working hard on a 

batik that was nine by sixteen feet. (This was probably the batik "Parnassus in 

Central Park" for Harcourt, Brace and Company.)226 Their Christmas card for 1922 

[fig. 3.36] featured a protractor-like female draped nude on a slender horse, with an 

angular dark male figure behind. Perhaps Gusta Hartman's doctors recommended 

this move to rural New City, New York, for "O&O" and "R&R," to continue her 

224 Card from Bertram to Gusta Hartman (March 30, 1922), Files of Kurt Delbanco. 
225 Letter from Bertram to Gusta Hartman (April 18, 1922), Files of Kurt Delbanco. 
The book illustration was for Margaret Widdemer, A Tree with a Bird in It (New 
York: Harcourt and Brace and Company, 1922). 
226 Christmas card from Gusta and Bertram Hartman to Klara Hartman (December 
1922);,Files of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
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therapy. The transplantation probably accounted for Hartman's sudden departure 

from his job illustrating movie reviews for Judge that October. 

Georgetown, Maine 1923 

In the summer of 1923 the Hartmans spent some time in New Milford, 

Connecticut, then went to Provincetown, Massachusetts, for two days in August. 

After a pleasant visit with friends there, they picked up Marguerite Zorach ancJ all 

drove to Bath, Maine, where they stayed for about a month on Georgetown Island. 

The Hartmans tented their own "cozy little house with a view to the sea." Hartman 

hoped to stay until the end of September and, if he could not sell his car (he hated to 

drive), he would drive back through New Hampshire and stay at Western View Farm 

in New Milford.227 · 

William Zorach recalled that this was Marguerite's introduction to 

Georgetown and Robinhood Cove. They went to that area to visit Isabel Lachaise 

who had purchased a home there. He remembered that Hartman and Marguerite 

Zorach, "city slickers," found a boat by the shore after supper and rowed into the 

cove. It was a dark night. Suddenly a "wall of water" bore down on them and they 

frantically raced for shore. The waters around Goose Rock were dangerous for those 

unfamiliar with the whirlpools there. Later Isabel Lachaise took Marguerite Zorach 

227 Letter from Bertram Hartman to his Mother and Father (September 27, 1923), 
Files of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
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for a walk .through the woods and showed her a lovely old sea captain's house above 

Robinhood Cove. The next summer the Zorachs bought this house.228 Members of 

the Zorach family still live in Robinhood Cove today.229 

Photographs taken in Maine in September 1923 show the Hartmans on 

Georgetown Island. In one photo [fig. 337], Isabel Lachaise, Gusta Hartman and 

Marguerite Zorach survey the rocky terrain. In another photo [fig. 338] Hartman 

poses with his friend John Marin. In yet another photo [fig. 3.39], John Marin 

sketches, overlooking the sea, with his creel bag in which he always carried his 

artist's supplies.210 Hartman made a pencil drawing of Marin [fig. 3.40], perhap·s at 

this time. Another photo [fig. 3.41] features the small house in which the Hartmans 

lived in Georgetown that autumn. Hartman drew the house from several vantage 

points, includirig from above looking out to sea, the angles of the roof repeated in the 

triangular trees [fig. 3.42]. Hartman (or the Zorachs or Lachaises) took many 

photographs of the ships and rocks characteristic of the Maine coast that Hartman 

228 William Zorach, Art Is My Life:The Autobiography of William Zorach (Cleveland 
and New York: The World Publishing Company, 1%7), 82. Zorach's book makes it 
seem as if this trip took place in 1922, but the Hartman letter of September 27, 1923, 
makes it clear that it was the following year, 1923. Also, Madame Lachaise did not 
have possession of her property in Georgetown, Maine, till 1923. Gerald Nordland, 
Gaston Lachaise: The Man and His Work (New York: George Braziller, 1974), 26. 
229 Jonathan Zorach, grandson of William and Marguerite Zorach, in conversations 
with the author, July 2003. Peggy Zorach, widow ofTessim Zorach and mother of 
Jonathan Zorach, lives in Robinhood, Maine, along with Dahlov Zorach, Tessim 
Zorach' s sister and daughter of William and Marguerite Zorach. 
230 Jonathan Zorach in conversations with the author, July 2003. Zorach learned this 
from his friend Lisa Marin, granddaughter of John Marin. Lisa Marin told Zorach 
that her grandfather was ambidextrous-he could draw equally well with his left and 
right hands. 
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would portray in paintings in the 1920s and 1930s.231 The Zorachs and Lachaises 

shared the prints in this album.232 

Gaston Lachaise Sculpts Gusta Hartman .1923 

In 1923 Henry McBride walked by the window of the Kraushaar Gallery on 

Fifth A venue in New York and spotted a "small, gilt-bronze statuette of a costumed 

female figure by Gaston Lachaise" [fig. 3.43]. C.W. Kraushaar had agreed to lend 

Lachaise his window to show the public his new works.233 McBride had seen the 

work in clay a year or two before. McBrid~ said that Mrs. Bertram Hartman had 

posed for it but that it had gone beyond portraiture in its finished state. McBride 

remembered visiting the Lachaise studio and seeing Gusta Hartman posing for the 

work. Madame Lachaise's son, Edward Nagle, was there as well. It was getting 

dark, so Mrs. Hartman, the son and Lachaise insisted on calling off the work at hand 

for tea. Since Madame Lachaise was gone, Lachaise had made the tea and when his 

wife came in she insisted firmly that McBride return the following Sunday for tea 

231 Photo Album of Bertram Hartman; Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of 
Richard Castellane. Esq., Munnsville, New York. 
232 Jonathan Zorach in conversations with the author, 2002 and 2003; "Gaston 
Lachaise,"http://www.a-r-t.comifachaise, (accessed November 2, 2003). 
233 Nordland, 25. 
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prepared by her own hands. McBride did and said, "I shall never see the charming 

and poetic little bronze without thinking of two pleasant Sunday afternoons. "234 

The Hartmans were longtime friends of the Lachaises. In the little sculpture, 

Lachaise played upon Gusta's petite figure with its wasp waist accentuated by her 

full skirt. Her thick bob of hair also emphasizes her diminutive size and is balanced 

by the bell shape of the skirt. Five bronzes were cast from the clay figure in 1923.235 

One was for the Hartmans, for Hartman mentioned the figure in a letter to Madame 

Lachaise in 1948: . "The Lachaise bronze of Gusta is highly polished and lends so 

much to our state of feeling. "236 It is unknown whether Hartman purchaseQ the 

bronze from Lachaise or if the sculptor and his wife gave it to their friends as an act 

of kindness. 

A photograph taken of Bertram and Gusta Hartman in August 1923 in New 

Milford, Connecticu~ shows the couple in their "Chinese suits." [Fig. 3.44] Not only 

were the pair fond of wearing bohemian attire, but also Gusta Hartman was famous 

for her bushy bobbed hair in the 1920s,237 as seen in the portrait statue by Lachaise. 

234 Henry McBride, "Modem Art" in The Dial, December 1923; reprinted in Gaye L. 
Brown, ed., The Dial: Arts and Letters in the 1920s (Worcester, MA: Worcester Art 
Museum, 1981), 84. 
235 Carolyn Kinder Carr and Margaret C.S. Christman, Gaston Lachaise: Portrait 
Sculpture (Washington, D.C.: National Portrait Gallery/Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1985), 70. 
236 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (August 30, 1948), Papers of 
Gaston Lachaise, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Museum of American Art, 
Washington, D.C., Reel 325 T 2828. 
237 Dahlov I pear Zorach remembers well from her childhood Gusta Hartman's 
unusual hair. Jonathan Zorach in conversation with the author, July 2003. 
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Gallery Exhibitions 1923 

In January 1923 Hartman participated in the Architectural League of New 

York's thirty-eighth annual display at the Fine Arts Building. The show featured the 

work of members' of the Royal Institute of British Artists and also, for the first time 

ever, admitted crafts to the show as a "natural concomitant of an architectural 

exhibition." The contributing craftsmen were allowed to rent space and show what 

they wished, "more or less independently," since the architects felt the crafts should 

be taken more seriously. First, however, the craftsmen had to pass a jury ·1 

examination by architects. Bertram Hartman apparently passed. His "large and 

beautiful decoration on velvet" for the new Maillard' s Restaurant, filled an end wall 

in the central gallery. Beside it hung a large tapestry by Albert Herter, woven by the 

Herter looms, and a batik by Arthur Crisp.238 

In April Hartman showed some skyscrapers of New York at the Salon of 

Modem Artists' second annual show at the Brummer Galleries. The New York 

Times reported, "Masses of New York buildings and their perspective is an 

admirable subject for the modem artist, and (Hartman) has treated it admirably." 

Other works at the Brummer included Stefan Hirsh' s Swiss Farm, a Southern funeral 

procession by Stuart Davis and a drawing of a nude by Robert Laurent 239 

238 "Architects Award Medals at Exhibit," New York Times (January 27, 1923). 
239 "Art Exhibitions of the Week," New York Times (April 22, 1923). 
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Hartman participated in the Salons of America show at the American 

Galleries in New York in May and June of 1923. Since this was ajuryless society 

the cost of entering a work was higher, eight dollars for one large or two small 

paintings. The Brooklyn Museum, in cooperation with the Museum of Natural 

History, extended generous loans to help the society cover expenses for this 

exhibition. The New York Times noted that Hartman, treasurer of the Salons of 

America, was "one of the more extreme modems." A thousand visitors attended the 

"gay and colorful" opening. One visitor did not know what it was all about; an 

Englishman said, "There's an awful lot of rubbish. "240 The New York Times 

Magazine discussed the show at length later, remarking upon the works by Cezanne, 

Derain, Delacroix, Gauguin, Picasso and other Europeans represented. The 

American modernists stood up well against such a diverse company: 

We find most of the [American works] practical works, as respectful 
of fact as the Pre-Raphaelites of sixty years ago, but the facts within their 
range of vision are different. Who but an airman can discuss or dispute the 
perspective of the skyscrapers in "Going Up" by C. Bertram Hartman. The 
little airship scudding among mountainous clouds, the shapes of these 
clouds, the sense of ponderable and resistant currents of air, also are for the 
aviators, and in a year or two more we all shall be in the class competent to 
criticize on the basis of personal experience the realism of such a picture. 
Even now it should give us the push of the futurist's famous "force lines." 
We should believe we are going up without recourse to realism. This we 
fail to do with Mr. Hartman's exceedingly interesting picture. Because of 
the even filling of the spaces, the even emphasis of the lines, the total lack 
of mystery, we fail as we failed sixty years ago with the Pre-Raphaelites to 
be carried on in the company of the painter, to share his emotion and his 
experience, to dream true. The realism, some sort of realism is too much 
with us, the symbol is too complete; there is no beyond. 

240 "Salons of America Shows Its Pictures," New York Times(May 22, 1923). 
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The article, however, had praised the way in which Bernard Karfiol's Boy spoke 

to the imagination and the composition of Gus Mayer's New Hope, Pennsylvania 

with its "prickly houses with sharp roof lines set off against trees' silhouettes like a 

row of Alps against the flat sky." 241 

From May 19 to June 15, 1923, Wanamaker's Department Store held an 

exhibition of 166 artworks devoted to portrayals of New York, in the store's 

Belmaison Gallery of Decorative Arts. Hartman had five works in the show 

including City Blocks [fig. 3.16].242 One newspaper stated that George Bellows 

showed excavations (Excavation at Night) while Bertram Hartman follow6d with 

"studies of the skyscrapers that are embedded into these excavations." John Sloan 

exhibited studies of girls on rooftops (Sunday, Girls Drying Their Hair) while 

Edward Hopper looked at elevated railroads (Night, the L Train).243 

Plans for Paris 1923 

From April 30 to May 8, 1923, Bertram Hartman held an exhibition of his 

recent drawings and paintings "before going to Europe." He held this at his home, 

241 "The World of Art: Salons and American Societies," The :(June 3, 1923), 12-13. 
242 "From May 19th to June 1.5111, 1923: Exhibition of Paintings, Drawings, Etchings, 
Lithographs, Photographs and Old Prints of New York City," Wanamaker Gallery of 
Modem Decorative Art, Belmaison, Fifth Gallery, New Building, Broadway and 
Ninth Street, John Wanamaker, New York; Program in Files of Kurt Del Banco, 
New York, New York. 
243 "City of New York As Seen by the Artists,' Unidentified newspaper clipping 
(June 1923), from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, EI Cajon, 
California; and the exhibition program. 
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36 Perry Street in the Chelsea neighborhood of New York. He illustrated the 

program (fig. 3.45) with protractor-like nude portraits of himself and his wife 

dancing, the arcs of their bodies gracefully intersecting. His wife's.body is pressed 

erotically against Hartman's; silk stockings partially cover her legs. 

In June 1923, Gusta Hartman received a revealing letter from an old friend 

from her Munich days, Margaret von Delius. Frau von Delius thanked Gusta 

Hartman for sending her a copy of a book (not identified in the letter) by Sherwood 

Anderson. She continued: 

I have read it with much interest & enjoyment, & find it distinctly a good, a 
powerful book. Psychologically excellent, and of an almost terrible 
symbolicism [sic]. The characters accompany one as one goes about one's 
daily work and occupation, and some of them grin round the corners as one 
goes about town, seeming to sneer. And are you making anything of your 
life; do you speak out your thoughts at the right moments? Do you really 
succeed in keeping a hold on your line of life, or do you let it slip from you 
& then let yourself be tossed about by circumstances? That is to me the 
great proof of value in any work of art, that its influence not only lasts but 
increases, and remains lastingly with one as a Symbol of one side of 
life-so much for the work of art. As to the substance of the book, I now 
feel able to realize what you (and others) have told me of the "geistige 
Leere" in American life. If these are really typical American characters, 
then indeed life must be a terrible void amongst them till one manages to 
find to draw out those saving qualities which are hidden and buried and 
underdeveloped for lack of nurture! And surely it is woman's work to find 
& draw out these qualities?244 

"Leere" means "empty or emptiness." "Geistige" means "of the intellect or mental." 

It appears, therefore, that Gusta Hartman regarded America as a mental wasteland, as 

feeble-minded or brain-dead. Although such thinking was fairly common among 

244 Margaret von Delius in Letter to Gusta Hartman (June 27, 1923); Files. of Kurt 
Del Banco, New York, New York. 
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intellectuals of the 1920s, the words must have struck home in the case of Bertram 

Hartman's wife, the former mental patient. Later in the 1920s, in line with the 

thoughts in this letter, she would urge her husband to take steps that would harm his 

career. Gusta Hartman kept this letter for rest of her life. 

In the letter, Frau von Delius continued: "Every true woman, who lives for 

realities [must] keep on the cause of progress, spiritual, mental progress of the soul 

of mankind. But it is fearful to see what depths of meaningless nothingness await 

these masses of non-thinkers, who just let each day chuck them about, & so help to 

poison their surroundings!" Frau von Delius spent several mornings each week in a 

dancing class, trying to "find the key note of my own personality under various 

conditions, and then to strengthen it!" In those moments she was not a mother, 

housekeeper or wife, but her own person, a "unit." It was her greatest joy, her "re-

creation" of meaning in her present life. She closed by asking Gusta Hartman when 

she would return to Europe. 

By September, the Hartmans were planning just such a return. In a letter of 

September 27, the artist told his parents of his plan to leave soon for Europe. He also 

addressed what must have been a sensitive subject to the pious pair. He launched 

into a godless diatribe in which he disavowed the faith of his fathers: 

Our adventure into a rational discussion of anything pertaining to 
religious matters always ends disastrously. We never will understand each 
other so we'd better not talk about. [sic] Your faith & trust in God I have 
no idea of wanting to shake. If it's not strong enough to stand what I say 
then it needs strengthening. If one can believe & have faith & take all for 
granted it's by far the easiest way of going thru [sic] this life for you know 
by faith that in the end there is peace. No I must tell you that there are 
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minds .that simply cannot work that way. Minds that are never at rest with 
what others tell them life is and they question everything, take nothing for 
granted or by faith. And you would be surprised if you could realize what a 
splendid faith a great doubtee [sic] has. Because knowledge makes for love 
& the greater the knowledge the greater the love for all things. The 
progress of the world is due entirely to the man who questions existing 
things & these men have always been alone. God gave us our minds & 
bodies & the world about us & the better we can use them the more glory to 
god .... 

As you know perfectly well I have been in revolt ever since I was 
born. Didn't I yell like hell every moment until I was 2 yrs. old & then I 
ran away & you had to put a sign on my hat. And you really never could do 
anything with me & I'm still going on questioning & doubting everything & 
the more I doubt the happier I get, for I get at a fundamental feeling more & 
more of what life is all about. Of course being an artist gives a great 
advantage over most every body. It took'many years to throw off all my 
inhibitions & conventions & to breathe freely the life that God intends.1 
every one to feel. And as I grow older I get more confident & less & less 
fear [sic] of anything. Why should one fear death if life has been a fine full 
expression. It takes a faith to live, yours seems an accepting faith & mine 
questioning. So you'll have to take me as I am & be happy. From your first 
born whom you have a hard time to understand, Bertram.245 

This existential declaration must have been painful for Hartman's parents, but 

they remained close to their rebellious son, in spirit if not physically, throughout the 

remainder of their lives. 246 

Paris 

The Hartmans arrived in Paris in November 1923, from where they sent out 

holiday greetings, as was their custom. That year's card [fig. 3.46] shows nude 

245 Letter from Bertram Hartman to His Mother and Father (September 27, 1923), 
Files of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
246Hartman's mother died November 28, 1927; his father died February 20, 1940. 
Files of Melanie Griffith. 
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protractor caricatures of Gusta and Bertram Hartman. She is leaping in a split with 

"1923 PARIS 1924" in a cornice overhead; her husband is upside down below, limbs 

akimbo. Hartman wrote this note on the back of this card to his sister Klara: 

We are perfectly happy & feel very much at home ... Oh what a relief 
to live in a free country after ... & religioned America. I can't send any 
water colors because they' re all packed up. You surely have enough for 
them to select from ... when you sell my oils, I would suggest that the canvas 
be mounted on composition board & then framed.247 

The Zorachs forwarded mail and checks to the Hartmans from New York. A 

fifty-dollar check went a long way at the then current exchange rate. On New Year's 

Eve they went to a big party at a ballroom, and then on to someone's studiQ where 

they enjoyed a feast of turkey and champagne until four-thirty in the morning. 

Bertram told his sister Klara Hartman, "We feel more at home here than in N.Y. 

Gusta is perfectly happy & content & has no wish to return." They seemed to have 

more friends in Paris than in New York; the town seemed small and they loved the 

"free and easy life." In January 1924 Hartman was busy in Paris painting large 

canvases of New York, and once he moved into a studio he planned to do figure 

paintings and decorations. Since railroad travel was so cheap, they were going to 

Switzerland soon for winter sports. Hartman boasted to his sister that he could not 

possibly consider a meal now without wine; water was for bathing and "washing the 

streets." Hartman also told her to "keep up the good work of selling my pictures for 

we certainly need all the money we can get over here." And he advised Klara to read 

247 Bertram Hartman in Christmas card to Klara Hartman Robbins (circa December 
1923); Files of Melanie Griffith. · 
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such books as Samuel Amitz's Haunch, Paunch and Jowl (an autobiography 

published anonymously), Sherwood Anderson's Horses and Men, and E.E. 

Cummings' The Enormous Room.2A8 Hartman may have been frequenting the 

American expatriate Sylvia Beach's bookstore, Shakespeare and Company, which by 

that time was a gathering place for Americans of the "Lost Generation" of writers in 

Paris. Cummings and Anderson had arrived in Paris in 1921, along with Ernest 

Hemingway .249 

Shakespeare and Company was located in those days at 15 rue de l'Odeon.250 

By April the Hartmans were ensconced in a studio not far from there, in the Sixth 

Arrondissment at 7 rue de Bagneux, a street listing no longer extant in Paris, where 

street names have changed from area to area over time.251 In a letter to Klara 

Hartman, the artist thanked her for selling a picture and forwarding the check, he 

told her of a visit to Chartres the week before and Hartman's marvel that this church 

was built during the ''Dark Ages-," a misnomer according to Hartman. He also 

reported that he and his wife were photographed recently for the rotogravure section 

of the New York Times.252 This photograph [fig. 3.47] shows the artist in knickers 

2A8 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Klara Hartman Robbins (January 14, 1924), Files 
of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. Anderson's is perhaps the book referred to in 
the Von Delius letter to Gusta Hartman in June 1923. 
249 Fitch, 30-42. 
250 Winston Conrad, Hemingway's France: Images of the Lost Generation 
(Emeryville, California: Woodford Press, 2000), 19. 
251 William Morris, now of Miami, Florida, a thirty-year resident of Paris, in 
conversation with the author (November 4, 2003). 
252 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Klara Hartman Robbins (April 24, 1924), Files of 
Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
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lounging. on a striped daybed. His wife sits on another daybed or sofa beside him 

working on some material that might be a rug. A hooked rug lies at her feet. Some 

sort of a hanging, done with large curving forms, adorns the wall behind Hartman. 

Gusta Hartman's hair, distinctively wide and puffed-out, frames her round face as 

she looks pensively at the camera. The caption reads: "AMERICAN RESIDENTS 

IN THE QUARTIER LA TIN: Bertram Hartman, Artist, and His Wife, Gusta 

Hartman, Who Makes Rugs From Designs Drawn by Her Husband, in Their Studio 

in Paris. "253 

In a letter to his sister Klara Hartman Robbins in June 1924, Hartman 

thanked her for a check for twenty-five dollars and told of winning fifty dollars with 

the Logan Prize at the Art Institute of Chicago for a batik, "Man Looking on the 

Sea." They were showing two rugs and five batiks, with the Societe des Artistes 

Decorateurs, at the Grand Palais with some good notices. Friends were coming and 

going, visiting from the United States. For unspecified reasons, the Hartmans had to 

leave their studio July 1 and did not at yet know where they would go. (They would 

eventually go to the South of France.) The city was packed with tourists for the 

Summer Olympic Games.254 

A review of the Grand Palais show noted that Hartman was an artist who 

could renew a genre of textile decoration that the ladies' ateliers had made trite. His 

batiks had a rare originality and richness of texture that would be the envy of the 

253 New York Times, Rotogravure Section (April 27, 1924): 4. 
254 Letterfrom Bertram Hartman to Klara Hartman Robbins (June 5, 1924), Files of 
Melanie Griffith. 
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workshops of the Orient if only Hartman had preserved the tradition of repeating 

motifs ritualistically, while still using his very rich imagination. The writer predicted 

that Hartman's batiks ''White Horse," "Violet Veils," Horsemen," and "Stag Hunt" 

would deservedly collect a following.255 

In an undated column from the Paris Times, Arthur Moss noted that both 

Bertram and Gusta Hartman were represented at the Grand Palais, with batiks of 

Hartman's creation and hooked rugs designed by him and executed by his wife. 

Hartman was also showing some paintings in the exhibition at the Chambre 

Syndicate de Curiosite in the rue de la Ville-1 'Eveque. Moss explained that before 

coming to Paris Hartman had shown at the Montross Gallery and also collaborated 

with Heywood Broun doing illustrated movie reviews for Judge, this attesting to the 

importance of Judge in Hartman's life at that time.256 

The show Moss mentioned was Marie Sterner' s Exhibition of American Art 

held from June 9 to July 5, 1924, at the Galerie Syndicate des Beaux Arts. Egmont 

Arens wrote in the catalogue's foreword about recent events stimulating Americans 

out of their former complacency. Instead of looking overseas, American artists had 

begun looking inward for inspiration. The pictures in the exhibition revealed the 

tremendous vitality and emotional energy of these new American artists. Bertram 

255 "Le Salon des Artistes Decorateurs," The Chicago Tribune Sunday Magazine 
(May 25, 1924); Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill 
Hartman. 
256 Arthur Moss, "Over the River," Clipping (1924) from Artist's Scrapbook, Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
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Hartman exhibited three works, all of New York: Going Up (which sold for 600 

francs) [fig. 3.48], Skyscrapers, New York and New York.i.'il 

Another exhibition of modernist artists opened in Paris soon after the Sterner 

show closed. This was a protest against the exhibition of Artistes Decorateurs held 

at the Grand Palais, in which Hartman had shown batiks and hooked rugs. This new 

show was called "Le Salon des Tuileries at the Palais des Bois." Most of the 1700 

. works were by French artists; the few Americans represented mainly lived in France 

at that moment. The reviewer for the New York Times noted that the outstanding 

feature of the Americans was their "honest construction. Every sacrifice will be 

made for sound building and for decoration." An American rarely let the "romance 

of the spirit of conception get the better of him," with the exception of the very 

young modems in the show who were influenced by John Marin (who was not 

represented). Bellows was praised as the "American Goya," whereas Gardiner 

Hale's painting of San Gimignano typified the American fault of "splendid 

decoration, wanting in reasonableness." The following praise for Hartman must 

have heartened the artist. ''Bertram Hartman achieves both design and sense. 

Emotionally his 'New York Skyscrapers' could be nothing else on earth." 2.'i8 

In the summer of 1924, Arthur Moss wrote in his column for the Paris Times 

that, 

25
7" Paris Exhibition Catalogs" in Miscellaneous Exhibition Catalogs, Archives of 

American Art, Smithsonian Museum of American Art, Washington, D.C., Reel 4858 
T7759. 
258 "Art American Pictures Stir the Paris Critics," The New York Times (July 27, 
1924). 
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The Hartmans, Bertram and Gusta, have deserted the Quarter for Cassis. 
They left a trail of batiks and hooked rugs behind them at various 
exhibitions. Down in the Rhone country, Bertram finds plenty of 
picturesque material for his landscapes and character studies. The canvases 
he is now working on will be exhibited in Paris early in the autumn.259 

Moss illustrated a watercolor of Hartman's, Chez le Bistro [fig. 3.49], with his 

article. The painting looks like a parody of Manet's Bar at the Folies Bergere 

( 1881-82, Courtauld Institute Galleries, London). A photograph of Hartman painting 

this very same bartender appeared months later in The New York Times rotogravure 

[fig. 3.50]. The caption read: "AN OASIS FOR AMERICANS IN PARIS: 

BERTRAM HARTMAN, the Skyscraper Artist, Painting a Portrait of the 'Patron' of 

a 'Bistro,' Surrounded by the Traditional Local Color."200 (This must have inspired 

envy in some thirsty readers in Prohibition New York at the time.) The caption 

indicates that by this time Hartman was best known for his portrayals of New York's 

new architecture, not for his batiks. 

Bertram Hartman became a friend of Ernest Hemingway sometime during 

1924. Hemingway returned to Paris from Toronto with his wife Hadley and their 

four-month-old son John Hadley ("Bumby"), arriving in Cherbourg on January 30, 

1924. In February 1924 Hemingway moved his family into a rented apartment over 

a sawmill at 113 rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs, in the Sixth Arrondissement just 

north of, and parallel to, the Boulevard du Montpamasse. The shop made door and 

259 Clipping dated 1924, in the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El 
Cajon, California. 
UiO The New York Times Rotogravure Section (December 7, 1924). 
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window and picture frames.261 It is possible that Hartman visited the sawmill to have 

picture frames made for his paintings and encountered the friendly Hemingway 

there. But it seems more likely he met Hemingway in the cafes along the Boulevard 

du Montparnasse, a gathering place for American expatriates in the 1920s. When the 

Hemingways returned to Paris early in 1924 (where they had lived previously from 

1921 to the fall of 1923), they found more Americans than ever.262 This 

"Americanized" Paris had more American painters than French, an American 

Chamber of Commerce, an American Legion, even a branch of the Daughters of the 

American Revolution. American students at the Sorbonne hung out in Montpamasse 

along with American artists and literary figures. A cartoon [fig. 3.51] from a 1924 

edition of Charm magazine shows the Hartmans in the Rotonde, a famous caf e on 

the Boulevard du Montparnasse near the Hemingways' flat. The cartoon's caption 

reads: "And among the American Bohemians who give a smack of Greenwich 

Village to Montpamasse are Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Hartmann [sic]. Here they are, 

picturesque as ever, at the Rotonde."263 Across the boulevard from the Rotonde is 

the Cafe du Dome. This was remodeled and reopened shortly after the Hemingways 

returned to Paris. The Hemingways attended the gala opening. Now more than ever, 

this Paris boulevard teemed with "American Bohemians" and was the place to be if 

261 Michael Reynolds, Hemingway: The Paris Years (New York: W.W. Norton and 
Company, 1989/99), 162. 
262 In December 1921 there were 6,000 Americans in Paris; by September 1924, there 
were 30,000 Americans residing there. Reynolds, 236. 
26.3 Cartoon from Charm Magazine, dated by Bertram Hartman as 1924; the Artist's 
Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
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you wanted to mingle with them. Indeed, Bertram and Gusta Hartman were spotted 

along the Boulevard du Montpamasse in the fall of 1924: 

The pack-laden pair plodding along the Boulevard du Montparnasse were 
not, as the report had it, mountain-climbers. Just the artists Bertram and 
Gusta Hartman who were returning from a long painting expedition in the 
South of France. ''Travel Light" is a slogan the Hartmans scom.264 

Ernest Hemingway and the Hartmans became good friends in 1924, possibly 

that spring. Hemingway dedicated a copy of his first book, in our time (Paris: Three 

Mountains Press, 1924) to them, inscribing it, "For Bertram and Gusta Hartman with 

love from Ernest Hemingway/Paris 1924."265 Only 170 numbered copies of this 

Paris edition were printed and they sold out immediately by May 1924.266 

The Hartmans' travels later in 1924 can be vaguely traced through Harold 

Loeb, who reminisced that he went to Paris that year to see Hemingway, but 

Hemingway was in Spain when he arrived.267 This would have placed Loeb's arrival 

between June 20 and July 24, 1924.268 Loeb wrote that the Hartmanns [sic], whom 

he had known in Greenwich Village, asked him to visit them at Hyeres, in the south 

of France. He wired them and, without waiting for a confirmation, set off for 

Hyeres. The Hartmans were gone, so Loeb spent ten lonely days wandering in the 

264 Unidentified newspaper clipping (1924); Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill 
Hartman. 
265 This book inscribed to the Hartmans was offered for sale as of November 2003 for 
$158,414.40 by Peter Harrington Antiquarian Bookseller, London. ''Hemingway, 
Ernest. In Our Time," Advanced Book Exchange, http://www.abebooks.com 
(accessed November?, 2003). 
266 Baker, 116-17. 
267 Harold Loeb, The Way It Was (New York: Criterion Books, 1959), 109. 
268 Reynolds, 210-19. 
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region before returning to Paris. Later that year, in December, he was negotiating 

with Harold Liveright, Hemingway's future publisher, when the Hemingways, 

Robert Benchley and the Hartmans left for Austria.269 The Hemingways, worried 

about money and the expenses of a winter in Paris, were delighted when Bertram 

Hartman told them about a cheap hotel in the skiing village of Schruns, Austria, 

where they could live on $18 a week. The Hemingways left on December 19 on the 

night train from the Gare de I 'Est. The Hartmans were not with them on the train, so 

presumably they had all agreed to meet at the Hotel Taube [fig. 3.52], an imposing 

white stucco and timber inn on the town square in Schruns.270 

The lodge provided porcelain stoves in the rooms and breakfasts in bed, with 

fresh bread, homemade preserves, ham and eggs and frothy bow ls of coffee. 

Hemingway wrote Loeb soon after his arrival that he and Hartman bowled "neck and 

neck" in the hotel bowling alley. There was good red wine and thirty kinds of beer 

and the hotel was a "swell place." The people in the town were "God-fearing and 

good drinkers." Hemingway was in the best shape ever, "hard as hematite."271 While 

in Schruns, Hemingway grew his characteristic beard for the first time; he claimed 

that it protected his face from burning while high in the mountains. If the visitors 

were not skiing (the snow came late that winter) during the day Hadley Hemingway 

would knit wool scarves and chat with Gusta Hartman, who was "not a witty 

269 Loeb, 230. 
270 Gioia Diliberto, Hadley (New York: Ticknor and Fields, 1992), 182-3. 
271 Carlos Baker, ed., Ernest Hemingway, Selected Letters, 1917-1961 (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1981), 141. 
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conversationalist in English." Bertram Hartman would paint village scenes, two of 

which he gave to Hadley Hemingway to take back to Paris.272 In a watercolor, 

Schruns [fig. 3.53], Hartman portrayed a large building in the village; the steep 

mountains beyond dwarf its high thatched roof. Patterns of brown (similar to those 

of the roof), white and green tones form the mountainsides to beautiful effect. 

Hartman also painted a watercolor of the Church of Bartholomaberg above Schruns 

[fig. 3.54]. Blue mountain crags lead the eye down to the copper dome of the tall 

church, so outstanding amidst the snow-covered peaked roofs in the town. 

Hartman made portraits as well, including one of himself [fig. 3.55] in a 

beret, and of his wife [fig. 3.56], who looked stem. Hartman emphasized the broad 

planes of both faces and used dark colors, perhaps because he was working inside the 

hotel in a dim light. 

Ernest Hemingway occasionally talked to Gusta Hartman while her husband 

was busy with his art.m He wrote six pages in his unpublished blue notebook about 

Gusta Hartman, some of which have already been referred to in the previous chapter. 

He never finished this essay, or anything else during that winter. He needed "a big 

town to write in," he complained to Harold Loeb.274 But he was establishing a 

pattern in his writing-that wives had a negative impact on their husbands' 

accomplishments. 275 

272 Reynolds, 261. 
273 Ibid. 
274 Diliberto, 83. 
275 Reynolds, 262. 
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Hemingway noted that once "Gusta" (he used no last name as the character 

was supposedly fictitious) met her artist husband at his student "pensione" in 

Munich, she never did any more work, with one exception. She made hooked rugs 

according to designs her husband painted for her. She was very good with her hands, 

hooking rugs, sewing and knitting. Hemingway remarked that her hands looked as if 

they were made especially for handwork-neither too large nor too small. She never 

sold any of her hooked rugs, however, since she asked too much for them, $350 

apiece. So she stopped making the rugs even though she fantasized that she 

contributed a large portion of the couple's income due to them. Hemingway said 

that if she had sold the rugs for seventy-five to 100 dollars each she could have been 

very successful since they were executed beautifully and with great speed.276 

The Hartmans and Hemingways were joined at the Taube by a few other 

friends of the Hemingways, including Josephine Bennett, the girlfriend of writer 

Harold Steams, and Alma Lloyd, a "fat girl"zn that the Hemingways met on the boat 

from Canada the previous year. After Christmas the snows came and the group spent 

much of their time skiing. The Hemingways, and no doubt the Hartmans (he was an 

excellent skier), went with the local ski instructor Walther Lent high into the 

mountains overnight. (Bumby stayed behind with his babysitter.) Hemingway 

remembered those times fondly in A Moveable Feast. The skiers would make the 

long trip up the valley to the Madlener-Haus, a lovely old inn with walls Hemingway 

276 Ernest Hemingway, Blue Notebook, Item 553b; Hemingway Collection, John F. 
Kennedy Library, Boston, MA. 
277 Ibid. These are the words Hemingway used to describe Alma Lloyd. 
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fondly described as "silky with the years of polishing."278 They all slept close 

together in a big bed under feather quilts with the windows open to the stars at night. 

They competed with each other over who could carry the biggest rucksack up the 

steep trails. One German girl-probably Gusta Hartman-who was a great 

mountain skier, had a beautiful, strong little body and could carry the heaviest of 

loads. Z'l9 Hemingway became known as the "Black Christ" skiing down a trail one 

evening; then at the Taube, he became the "Black Kirsch-drinking Christ" Hartman 

sketched himself with the bearded Hemingway high in the Alps as "Zwei Herren," or 

''Two Gentlemen" [fig. 3.57].280 There on the right perches Hartman, limbs and skis 

comically akimbo, while on the left stands Hemingway. Hartman has captured the 

writer's dark beard, beret and muscular body perfectly with the sparest use of 

graceful lines. He emphasizes the difference in their physiques by the mountain 

peaks behind them; a thinner one frames Hartman and a thicker one, Hemingway. 

Was this the pinnacle of Hartman's life standing there with the young Hemingway, 

as two equals? This writer thinks so. 

Hemingway remembered climbing the mountains to ski-the sweet smell of 

pine needles, the tracks of foxes, the different kinds of snow and their dangers. It 

was the winter of the avalanches; they all learned to ski around them with some 

dexterity. But the next year when the Hemingways returned to Schruns (this time 

278 Ernest Hemingway, A Moveable Feast (New York: Simon and Schuster/A 
Touchstone Book, 1964/96), 205. 
279 Ibid. 
280 Hartman submitted this drawing to The Dial where it was published in 1927 as 
will be discussed below-The Dial 82 (February 1927), between 144 and 145. 
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without the Hartmans) things were different. It was no longer an innocent time 

because that year (1925-26), "the rich showed up." And once they came nothing 

would ever be the same again.281 Moreover, by then Hadley and Ernest 

Hemingway's marriage began to unravel.282 

However, the three happy months that the Hemingways were in Schruns with 

the Hartmans proved fruitful for Hemingway. In March 1925 he received news that 

Harold Liveright would publish an American edition of in our time (later known as 

In Our Time) and Hemingway received 1000 francs for his short story "Big Two-

Hearted River" for the first edition of This Quarter rnagazine.283 Two American 

expatriates in Paris started this little magazine, one of many during the 1920s and 

'30s that served first as "nurturers for art and secondarily as forums for the 

evaluations of this modem art."284 The American Ernest Walsh and the Scottish pre-

war suffragette Ethel Moorhead served as editors. This Quarter was an important, 

albeit short-lived, publication published on the rue St Honore.28.5 

In March of 1925, while still in Schruns, Hemingway wrote Walsh a note in 

which he advised Walsh to pay Bertram Hartman fifty or sixty francs apiece for the 

reproductions in this first issue. "Fifty francs would be ample. Sixty generous, may 

281 Hemingway, A Moveable Feast, 202-7. 
282 Alice Hunt Sokoloff, Hadley: The First Mrs. Hemingway (New York: Dodd, 
Mead and Company, 1973), 84-85; Hemingway, 207. In addition to a brief visit in 
March 1926 by the wealthy Gerald and Sara Murphy and John Dos Passos, Pauline 
Pfeiff er came to Schruns at Christmastime. She would become the second Mrs. 
Hemingway. 
w Fitch, 185. 
284 Ibid., 61. 
28.5 Ibid., 185. 
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be too much." 286 Apparently Hemingway had arranged for Hartman's contributions, 

but did not want to go out on a limb and have Hartman overpaid. The first issue of 

This Quarter was dedicated to Ezra Pound, the expatriate American writer and editor 

who encouraged struggling artists and writers in Paris. The cover [fig. 3.58] had 

Hartman's name along with other contributors to this first issue, such as Constantin 

Brancusi, Gertrude Stein, Hemingway, and William Carlos Williams. 

The magazine reproduced three paintings by Hartman: Conception of St. 

Tropez [fig. 3.59] and Ships at St. Tropez [fig. 3.60], both watercolors; and New York 

[fig. 3.61], an oil. All three had been done during Hartman's sojourn in France-the 

watercolors in the south of France and the view of New York, in his Paris 

studio-and they reflect his continuing interest in cubism. New York looks down on 

block-like roofs of buildings with square windows; farther away are older, slender 

skyscrapers with long, narrow casements. Ernest Walsh apparently took 

Hemingway's advice regarding Hartman's reimbursement, for Walsh filled out a 

notice [fig. 3.62] informing him of his payment of 150 francs for the three pictures in 

the April issue of First Quarter. 

The Hemingways left Schruns in March, arriving in Paris on March 14, 

1925. 'lE1 The Hartmans may have returned about the same time. The note from 

Ernest Wal sh is dated March 22, 1925, and is not folded, suggesting that Hartman 

may have picked his payment up in person. A clipping from a Paris newspaper, 

286 Baker, 152. 
'lE1 Reynolds, 274. 
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"Latin Quarter Folk," reported that Ernest Hemingway and his f arnily· had returned to 

the Latin Quarter from Austria. In the same column was news that the American 

painter Bertram Hartman and his wife were "back in the Quarter after a long season 

in the Austrian Tyrol." The Hartmans had been planning for some time to return to 

America, but had "prolonged their stay on this side." They expected to sail when 

they completed "certain business arrangements" in Paris.288 

In a 1925 newspaper clipping from Bertram Hartman's scrapbook, one can 

see the crucial choice he made in this decade-an abandonment of decorative arts for 

a serious painting career. The journalist had visited the Paris studio of the Hartmans 

and noted that it was a scene of extraordinarily varied activity. In addition to a 

plethora of canvases, one saw many decorative items. 

The painting of Bertram Hartman has passed through a development 
particularly interesting in that it is representative of the experience of more 
than one American painter who has originally come to Europe for his 
inspiration and later turned back to his own country for his most serious 
achievement. Hartman, who is a native of Kansas, came to Europe before 
the war. His studies on the Continent awakened his interest in the more 
superficially decorative problems. He was especially intrigued in France by 
formal palace gardens; and his feeling was for color, light vibration, rather 
than for form. From this period he has many well-known canvases; clipped 
trees and shrubbery, flowers, sunlight, peacocks and dancing shapes 
skimming over smooth lawns. 

Hartman's return to New York completely changed his attitude 
towards painting. The physical aspect of New York forced upon him a 
sense of form and movement, a development which was also logical to the 
maturing of the painter's sense he possessed. In his present powerful 
canvases of New York's skyscrapers, sometimes combined with boats in a 
harbor or with the thin spire of Trinity rising among their cubical masses, 

288 "Latin Quarter Folk" (1925); Clipping from Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and 
Jill Hartman. 
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we find that form and movement have become supreme in the painter's aim, 
and decoration in the ordinary sense has been overwhelmed by these two 
more vital elements. Hartman says he lived in New York for eight years 
before he attempted to paint it, and, indeed, he has only found it possible 
really to clarify his impressions and fuse them into a creative process since 
he has come back to Europe. He is convinced that the European painter 
who visits America, while he may see New York with great freshness and 
cleverly record these immediate impressions, cannot really express America 
until he has remained there a long time and actually absorbed its essential 
qualities. 

The article continued, noting that Hartman was now interested in watercolor 

and found his inspiration for this in John Marin. Hartman had done figure and 

portrait studies in this medium as well as winter scenes in the Austrian Alps, in 

which the "paper itself, washes of gray and very light touches of pure color convey 

the rarefied atmosphere of these snow-covered mountain villages." The reporter 

closed by mentioning Gusta Hartman's hooked rugs, designed by her husband. 

Sometimes the couple had to dye their own materials to get the exact shade the 

design called for. The journalist wrote, "The rugs are not only examples of excellent 

craftsmanship, but rich in color and quiet in effect, ideal accessories for actual 

living."289 One of the rugs may have been a rectangular hooked rug with the cubist 

figure of a nude woman [fig. 3.63] now in the Baker/Pisano Collection of the 

Heckscher Museum of Art, Huntington, Long Island. 

In the Paris Times of July 28, 1925, Arthur Moss wrote: 

The Hartmans, after a long stay in these parts, have departed for the United 
States; Bertram to exhibit his paintings, and Gusta to dazzle the North 
American natives with her collection of Tyrolese peasant dresses. Well, if 

289 "Round the Studios," possibly from Paris Times (1925); Clipping from the Artist's 
Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
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they stroll up Broadway in the mountain-climbing costumes they have been 
sporting on the Left Bank, they'll do more than dazzle the populace. 
Bertram Hartman will have a show in New York at the Montross Gallery, of 
the paintings and water-colors he made in the Tyrol and the South of 
France. 

The Hartmans shared celebrity billing with Kiki de Montparnasse in that column, for 

Moss then noted that Kiki and her white rat were back in Paris, after a stay in 

Villefranche, by invitation of the municipal authorities.290 The Hartmans made a 

splash during their sojourn abroad from late 1923 to 1925, and their mode of dress 

surely added to their fame. 

It must have been heady stuff for the Hartmans to receive as much attention 

from the press as they did while in Paris, considering the fact there were so many 

American expatriates there at the time. When the Hartmans left Europe they 

probably did not realize that it would be their last trip abroad. 

Return to New York 

Hartman's Montross Gallery show to which Arthur Moss referred took place 

from January 4 to 16, 1926. The cover of the program [fig. 3.64] features a ship at 

anchor with sails unfurled, graceful arcs sustained by thin masts and rigging. 

(Inexplicably, a little horse is on the left.) The watercolors appear to be all of 

southern France and the Tyrol, while four oils were painted in Maine. Gusta 

290 Arthur Moss, "Over the River," Paris Times (July 28, 1925); Clipping from 
Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
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Hartman's hooked rugs, designed by her husband, also appeared in the show. 

Friendly Winter [fig. 3.65] showed the Hotel Taube with the snow-covered Alps 

behind it, dark patches of trees defining the angles of the crags. Mountain Chapel 

[fig. 3.66] followed a similar style. Trois Amis [fig. 3.67] is the same painting as The 

Ships of St. Tropez [fig. 3.60] from First Quarter, only renamed. 

Henry McBride praised Hartman's works in this show, saying that the 

European sojourn helped Hartman, that his new works were stronger and freer than 

those of the past. "Traces of cubism linger in some of his drawings, and it is those in 

which it does that I pref er." He liked the mountain scenes with the cubist clouds and 

crevices helping the artist avoid the usual bland snow scenes by playing a "rhythmic 

game."291 The New York Sun likewise praised the show, especially the "beauty of 

pattern" in the ships and mountains. The show in fact, was pretty much all about 

patterns. The writer said that Hartman lost his grace with his dreary oils.292 

Forbes Watson in the New York World was less enthusiastic. Hartman's 

work had been changing in the last few years he said, and now he had ''fairly entered 

upon a new stage of his expression." However, people did not radically change and 

Hartman continued his tendency to use his subject matter to make "rather posterish 

designs." His designs were too obvious to give aesthetic satisfaction.293 

291 Henry McBride, New York Sun (January 9, 1926); Artist's Scrapbook, Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman. 
292New York American (January 1926); Artist's Scrapbook. 
293 Forbes Watson, "Bertram Hartman," New York World (January 1926); Clipping, 
Artist's Scrapbook. 
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Skyscraper Decor: Hartman's Last Commercial Commissions of the 1920s 

While in Europe Hartman designed the couple's Christmas card for 1924/25 

[fig. 3.68], a linoleum block print with the couple floating gracefully in the air from a 

boat similar to those in his Cassis and St. Tropez works toward Manhattan 

skyscrapers. The "skyscraper artist" wanted to retain that image. The floating 

figures, which resemble those in Hartman's earlier designs [fig. 3.33], suggest as 

well the art of Marc Chagall, whom the Hartmans had met during their Paris 

sojoum.294 

Upon his return to New York, Hartman received commissions for decorating 

new buildings in the city. He wrote Henry McBride in January of 1926 to inform 

him of his mosaic ceiling [fig. 3.69] for the new Millinery Center Building at Thirty-

ninth Street and Sixth A venue. Gaston Lachaise designed four bronze doors for the 

elevators at the same site. "Gradually our architects are able to convince these 

clients to use artists to decorate their buildings," Hartman said.295 Hartman's abstract 

design featured a web of vines encircling four roundels and a central octagon with 

294 Marc Chagall, Two Letters to Bertram Hartman (undated); Estate of Bertram 
Hartman; Files of Kurt Delbanco, New York. These letters refer to Chagall and his 
wife meeting the Hartmans in Paris and hoping that they would return to visit 
295 Bertram Hartman, Letter to Henry McBride (January 6,1926); Henry McBride 
Papers, Yale Collection of American Literature Manuscript 31, Beinecke Rare Book 
and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut. 
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four triangular ribs supporting the vault. A lamp hung down from the center over the 

building's vestibule. Hartman's mosaic was executed by Ravenna Mosaics.296 

In the same letter of January 1926 Hartman told McBride that he had just 

desig1:1ed four stained-glass windows for the apartment of Adam Gimbel at 33 West 

Fifty-fifth Street, which he thought would interest McBride since he had achieved 

"quite an abstract expression in that medium." He offered to take McBride to see the 

windows and obviously hoped for a favorable review by the critic.297 Hartman used 

cubist arcs to give a feeling of movement to the flat surf ace of these windows [fig. 

3.70]. Colored panes highlighted irregularly placed figures and mechanistic shapes, 

such as the airplane in the lower left of the pane featured in The Arts of March 

1928.298 

In 1926 the architects Henry S. Churchill and Herbert Lippmann 

commissioned Hartman to design a mosaic of brilliantly colored glass [fig. 3.71] for 

the entrance doorway of a new apartment building at 28 East Sixty-third Street in 

New York (now the Lowell). Octagonal in shape, it was made in Germany from 

Hartman's design. 299 Hartman placed abstract triangular evergreens around a 

296 Reprint from The American Architect (May 20, 1926); Artist's Scrapbook, Files 
of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
297 Hartman to McBride Letter (January 6, 1926); Henry McBride Papers, Yale 
University. 
298 C. Adolph Glassgold, "The Modem Note in Decorative Arts" I, in The Arts 
Magazine (March 1928), 165. 
299 Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman; Cervin 
Robinson and Rosemarie Haag Bletter, Skyscraper Style: Art Deco New York (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1975), between 40 and 41. 
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graceful deciduous tree, apparently set in Central Park. Skyscrapers form the 

backdrop. 

That same year, Hartman provided the illustrations for Ely J. Kahn's article, 

"Our Skyscrapers Take Simple Forms," in the New York Times. Hartman's painting 

New York [fig. 3.61] exemplified the "old style" of skyscrapers crowned by a 

"cornice of tin" (seen in the buildings at the top), whereas another drawing of 

setback buildings showed the "skyscrapers of today" [fig. 3.72]. Now buildings of 

this type were sloughing off the "cluttered decorations" of the past to create this 

"New York style" of shapes that were series of planes, becoming "attractive through 

the play of light and shadow." Kahn hoped that the interior decoration of these 

buildings would follow suit. For one thing he advocated the projection of light 

through various forms of material to soften or tone the light.300 It would seem that 

Bertram Hartman was trying to do this with his four leaded-glass windows for Adam 

Gimbel, and with his ceiling mosaic with a lamp for Kahn's Millinery Building. 

The Dial, 1927 and 1928 

While the Hartmans were in Europe, Marianne Moore became the new editor 

of The Dial. She was associate editor in April 1925 and became acting editor in July 

1925 when Scofield Thayer, founder of the magazine, went to Europe to live. (She 

300 Ely Jacques Kahn, "Our Skyscrapers Take Simple Forms," New York Times 
Sunday Magazine (May 2, 1926). 
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became the official editor in July 1926.)301 Moore had been a friend of Bertram 

Hartman for some years.302 She paid Hartman $75 in December 1926 for three 

drawings that would appear in the February 1927 issue of The Dial.303 Hartman felt 

comfortable enough with Moore to object to the placement of the captions, as he had 

''years ago," he told Moore. The captions sat so high that they interfered with his 

drawings. He signed the letter with a characteristic stick figure standing on its 

head.304 Moore replied that she was sorry the presentation of his ZWEI HERREN 

[sic] [fig. 3.57] disappointed him and, as editor, she would take this into 

consideration. She said his "little leaper" was gaining agility.305 Despite the original 

plan,"Zwei Herren" was the only drawing that did appear in the February 1927 of 

The Dial. 306 

In correspondence dealing with drawings by Hartman for the June 1927 issue 

of The Dial, the artist told Moore he wished she would name his beach drawing "At 

Rockaway Beach," since that had more distinction than simply "At the Beach." And 

301 Bonnie Costello, ed., Marianne Moore: Selected Letters (New York: Penguin 
Books, 1997), 212. 
302 Ibid., 158-9. 
303 Gratia Sharp, Editorial Assistant to Moore, in Letter to Bertram Hartman 
(December 16, 1926); Dial Scofield Papers, Yale Collection of American Literature 
34, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library. 
304 Bertram Hartman in Letter to Marianne Moore (January 26, 1927); Dial Scofield 
Papers. 
305 Marianne Moore in Letter to Bertram Hartman (January 29, 1927); Dial Scofield 
Papers. 
306 Bertram Hartman, "Zwei Herren," in The Dial 82 (February 1927), between 144-
45. 
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he reminded her to put the caption as far away as possible from his drawing.307 Ellen 

Thayer, Scofield Thayer's cousin and an assistant to Moore, wrote Hartman back, 

trying to keep the peace and reminding him that the caption must stay within the 

margins of the printed page.300 As the drawings in the June 1927 issue of The Dial 

reveal, Hartman won on the caption issue but may have lost on the placement of the 

captions. "At Rockaway Beach" [fig. 3.73] shows a lady snoozing in her beach 

chair; "The Island" [fig. 3.74] is a sketch of the lighthouse on Georgetown Island, 

Maine.309 Hartman used the sparest of lines to illustrate the buildings atop the rocky 

island, the sailboat and the circles of light around the sun. 

By squabbling over details, Hartman earned himself the reputation of being a 

difficult man to deal with at The Dial. Marianne Moore recounted to her brother 

John Warner Moore in January of 1928 how she "pigheadedly" insisted on a 

reproduction of a lady slipper of Hartman's instead of a "giant near nude bather." 

Ellen Thayer told Moore that Hartman's drawing was poor and did not "seem to 

have much reason for being." Moore said to placate Hartman by sending him a 

proof of the lady slipper and if he objected then they would not have a plate made 

and not publish it. Moore was afraid to write the touchy artist herself so asked 

Thayer to contact him. Much to Moore's relief Hartman came to Moore's office 

300 Bertram Hartman in Letter to Marianne Moore (February 10, 1927); Dial Scofield 
Papers. 
300 Ellen Thayer in Letter to Bertram Hartman (May 7, 1927); Dial Scofield Papers. 
309 Hartman in The Dial 82 (June 1927), between 451 and 461. Moore published two 
more sketches by Hartman in the January 1928 issue of The Dial depicting characters 
on a streetcar. The Dial 84 (January 1928), between 37 and 47. 
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excited and enthusiastic. The proof was unexpectedly splendid, he said, and "Mrs. 

Hartman feels the same way about it" Could Moore take a look at a drawing of a 

Jack-in-the-pulpit?310 So Moore published Hartman's two flower drawings, not his 

figure drawing, in the May 1928 issue of The Dial.311 "A Lady Slipper" [fig. 3.75] 

and "Jack in the Pulpit" [fig. 3.76] are graceful and elegant portraits of plants, 

decorative and pleasing to the eye. These would be the last of Hartman's 

contributions to The Dial. 

During the previous year Bertram Hartman had made a fateful decision to 

abandon decorative, commercial art in order to pursue a career as a full-time ''fine" 

artist. He was encouraged to do so by his wife and certainly by his experiences in 

Paris. Hartman's sisters, Klara and Rosella Hartman, believed that Gusta Hartman 

was chiefly responsible for this career choice, a move that would lead to financial 

difficulties in the years to come.312 

Exhibitions in the Later 1920s 

Bertram Hartman participated in the Fourth Annual Exhibition of 

Watercolors at the Brooklyn Museum in January and February of 1927. He showed 

views of Manhattan, including New York [fig. 3.61] that the New York Sun praised as 

310 Costello, 235-36. 
311 Hartman in The Dial 84 (May 1928): between 398 and 399. 
312 Jack Hartman of El Cajon, California, in conversation with the author, November 
2003. 
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"a clear and intellectual statement."313 The New York Times, however, panned his 

works, saying that although the complicated planes were precisely drawn, the 

paintings were "tiresome. "314 (Hartman employed a professional newspaper clipping 

service at this time, which probably attested to his public visibility and comfortable 

financial status then.) 

In April and May of 1927, Hartman exhibited city views at the Salons of 

America show at the Anderson Galleries. The New York Post called the exhibition a 

gloomy one, but praised Hartman's From the Roof, Rector and Broadway as a 

"strangely vivid seizing of city roofs and masses at a curious angle of incidence." 

Ralph Aint in the Christian Science Monitor noted that the several hundred entrants 

overburdened the show with "unabashed mediocrity," but called Hartman's rooftop 

view "striking."315 

In May of 1927 Hartman submitted mosaic panels and a "batik on velvet" to 

the "Art in Trade" show at Macy's in New York, co-sponsored by the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art.316 Henry McBride noted the "marked betterment of the public taste 

in things decorative during the last decade." He ascribed this to the more widespread 

313 ''The Brooklyn Watercolor Show," New York Sun (February 5, 1927); Clipping 
from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
314"Watercolors: Fourth Exhibition is Now on at the Brooklyn Museum," New York 
Times (January 30, 1927); Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and 
Jill Hartman. 
315 Ralph Aint, "Spring Salon in New York," Christian Science Monitor (May 2, 
1927); Clipping from Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, 
California. 
316 Repard Leirum (May 1927), Unidentified Clipping; Artist's Scrapbook, Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman. 
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dispersal of money in America-the higher wages and perhaps the Prohibition Law 

that put more money in housewives' purses. McBride praised the Macy's show for 

educating manufacturers in the matter of good taste that would in tum be passed on 

to the buying public. 317 This show seems to have been Hartman's last venture into 

the decorative arts. He presented photographs of wall hangings done in "colors on 

chiffon velvet" about this time, or earlier, at Western View Fann, his familiar 

vacation spot in New Milford, Connecticut. An undated flyer [fig. 3.77] on the 

farm's stationery (designed by Hartman) stated that Hartman would make wall 

hangings (of batik on velvet) on special order.318 

The Montross Gallery held a one-man show for Hartman in December 1927. 

Hartman shmyed Connecticut landscapes, scenes from the Georgetown, Maine, and 

scenes painted in Greenwich Village. Art News favored his Connecticut works over 

the others, and noted that John Marin already had their admiration for his Maine 

paintings. Hector of Stonington [fig. 3.78] by Hartman did resemble works of 

Marin's. Art News recalled that two years before the magazine wrote that Hartman's 

training as a designer had served him well; his pictures that were deemed best then 

were those related to his earlier batiks. "The supple, decorative line which 

317 Henry McBride, "Art-in-Trade Exposition: Widespread Interest Shown Here In 
the Decorative Arts," New York Sun (May 7, 1927): Clipping from Artist's 
Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. This show came a year after the 
landmark Exposition des Arts Decoratif s in Paris, which gave the name to Art Deco 
and inspired this global vogue. 
318 "Announcement of Showing of Photographs of Wall Hangings by Bertram 
Hartman" in Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., 
Munnsville, New York. 
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distinguished his textiles was put to good use in his paintings." But, by December 

1927 Hartman had "added the third dimension" to his pictures. They were now 

"conceived in terms of volume and weight rather than line." 319 

The reviewer above must have been remarking on Hartman's Portrait of L.K. 

II [fig. 3.79] in the Montross show, when he noted the new emphasis on mass over 

line in the artist's work. This is an oil of a high-heeled woman, cigarette in hand, 

perched on a velvet boudoir chair.320 Hartman was familiar with the works of Paul 

Cezanne, Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse and other French avant-garde painters. He 

had exhibited alongside their works at the Salons of America show in May and June, 

1923. One can assume that he also encountered works of Cezanne's and the others 

during his soj9um in Paris. Hartman seems to be trying to imitate Cezanne's 

methods of showing objects from different angles-the chair is tipped forward while 

the model is viewed straight on. The white dog appears flat as wallpaper, in the style 

of Matisse, and is oddly placed too high behind its owner, as is the other dog's head. 

Yet Hartman tries to paint the woman as a solid form. She appears stony and cold; 

the chair seems softer than her flesh. Hartman may have been influenced by 

Cezanne's oil, Ma.dame Cezanne, which was in the 1923 Salons of America show. 

The New York Times had praised the painting of Cezanne's wife, remarking on the 

''freshness and sensitive motion of the planes in her portrait." The reviewer noted 

that Cezanne demanded as many as 115 sittings, requiring the "sitter to become a 

319 "Bertram Hartman: Montross Gallery," Art News (December 24, 1927), 9. 
320 "A Few of the Pictures at New York Galleries," New York Times (December 25, 
1927). 
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still life." 321 Hartman's Portrait of L. K. II resembles a still life more than a portrayal 

of a vibrant human being. 

The New York Times, reviewing the December 1927 Montross show, 

enthused about Hartman's oil Our Room Downstairs [fig. 3.80], "a room furnished 

with as many smiling angles as there were hooks and eyes on Victorian dresses." 

The Times writer quoted Arnold Bennett, who once used the phrase, "I say it was an 

immortal room!" This "same encomium fits the place Bertram Hartman depicts." 

The paper gave this room such high praise for its "homey touches" and noted the 

sharp contrast between it and the Portrait of L.K. Il.3n 

A reviewer for the New York World devoted an entire article to Hartman's 

Our Room Do~nstairs, which was the largest painting in the Montross show. 

Hartman had set up a defense for self-portraiture here, by making himself a mere 

detail rather than the center of attention. The scene was Number 267 112 Eleventh 

Street in Greenwich Village, converted by the Hartmans from an old storage building 

into a one-story room and a basement. Although there were many such places in the 

Village, this was the "first time a dweller has disclosed pictorially the indoor setting 

of his life." The writer detailed all the items in the room, including Hartman's wife, 

and added that Hartman received an invitation to show the painting at the annual 

321 "The World of Art: Salons and American Societies," New York Times Sunday 
Magazine (June 3, 1923), 12-13. The reviewer criticized Hartman's cityscape Going 
Up, which was in the Salons of America show, for being too realistic and not 
inspiring the imagination. 
3n "Scolding Modems a Bit," New York Times (December 25, 1927). 
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exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 1928.323 Hartman used 

the same viewpoints as he did in Portrait of L.K. II with tipped tabletops and floor, 

while viewing the staircase and wall straight on. 

About this time Hartman portrayed their room downstairs again [fig. 3.81], 

with this version featuring a nude model relaxing at a table with a conversing couple. 

Hartman is in the foreground with his back to the viewer. Hartman's violin is beside 

the artist as he speaks to his wife. Gusta Hartman's hair is longer but everything else 

in the room is the same. Hartman had begun the practice, which he would continue 

into the 1930s, of hiring models to pose nude in his residence/studio. In one sketch a 

model poses scantily clad with one breast covered by a loose cloth or garment [fig. 

3.82]. In anot~er sketch [fig. 3.83], Gusta Hartman sits in that same chair fully 

clothed, perhaps with an apron; an African American model leans over her, resting 

on the arm of the chair with her own arm behind the artist's wife. Although it is 

unknown if this study ever resulted in a full-scale oil, it is fascinating to note 

Hartman's use of the trope of the (chiefly) nude with clothed model, such as Titian's 

oil Sacred and Profane Love ( 1514, Museo Galleria Borghese, Rome) or the 

contemporary oil by George Bellows, Two Women (also known as Sacred and 

Profane Love, 1924; Collection of Karl, Tamara and Karena Jaeger) in which a nude 

323 "Artist Home Life Seen in Canvas by Hartman: Greenwich Village Study Makes 
Quaint Picture of Bohemia," New York World (December 25, 1927); Clipping from 
the Artist's Notebook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
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model is situated next to a clothed woman. 324 Also, Hartman's watercolor sketch 

adds the additional excitement of contrasting pale with darker skin tones. 

Hartman's Our Room Downstairs appeared in April 1928 at the Fourteenth 

Annual Exhibition of Painting and Sculpture at the Detroit Institute of the Arts. The 

reviewer for the Detroit News wrote that a friend said to him, ''It's an entertaining 

picture, but where would you hang it if you haven't a garage?" The reviewer 

acknowledged that judging a picture by the standard of hanging it in one's own 

house was justifiable. Hartman, however, in this case had "gone mentally and 

spiritually beyond the person who organized the decoration and furnishing" of 

rooms.325 This clipping in Hartman's scrapbook must have borne close scrutiny by 

Hartman and hi,s wife; Hartman was being praised in the Midwest for being in the 

rarefied realm of the true artist rather than that of a mere decorator. 

In March of 1928, in the Annual Show of the Independents held at the 

Waldorf Hotel in New York, Hartman exhibited Coney Island. The New York Sun 

praised the work as being a "straight and clever recital of what one can see in a few 

minutes on the beach at Coney on a warm Saturday afternoon. "326 No doubt this 

painting, the whereabouts of which are unknown, consisted of a grouping together of 

a multitude of figure sketches that Hartman began making in 1927, as can be seen in 

324 Terra Museum of American Art, 
http://www.terramuseum.org/modernmatters/bell ows.html (accessed March 23, 
2004). 
325 Clipping from Detroit News (April 22, 1928); Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack 
and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
326 "Annual Show of Independents," New York Sun (March 17, 1928); Clipping from 
Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
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a sketch of these intertwined sunbathers on Long Beach [fig. 3.84]. The Brooklyn 

Eagle called Hartman "a recognized leader of the new movement" in art, and praised 

his Coney Island. Humanity was so packed together in it that it took an expert eye to 

discern the figures; the picture stood out for its subtle eff ect.327 

In May 1928 Hartman served as chairman of a jury consisting of Thomas 

Hart Benton and Y asuo Kuniyoshi to judge the winner of the Blanche Benjamin 

Prize for the best Louisiana landscape. The contestants' entries were sent to New 

York from New Orleans for the judging.328 

Also in May 1928 Hartman appeared with other artists in an exhibition of 

pictures at the Montross Gallery. As Henry McBride observed, all the artists had 

"American names" and were "very well-known names" except for one, a Mr. 

Soltaroff, who no doubt would "have himself transformed into an American just as 

soon" as he could. Charles Burchfield, Walter Pach, Maurice Prendergast, Arthur B. 

Davies and Walt Kuhn comprised part of the list of artists, besides Hartman.329 

Hartman showed Lucky Strike-Forty-sixth Street and Broadway, which the New 

York Times said just missed excellence. It achieved that in the treatment of 

buildings, but the artist threw distinction of treatment "overboard" by making the 

advertisement the focal point. The man in the street might ask, why take a feature of 

327 "Independent Artists' Show," Brooklyn Eagle (March 8, 1928); Clipping from 
Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
328 "Miss Godchaux Benjamin Art Winner," New Orleans Item (May 15, 1928); 
Clipping from Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
329 Invitation to Exhibition of Pictures at Montross Gallery, May 21 to June 2, 1928, 
1928; Artist's Scrapbook, Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
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"no intrinsic beauty for a lead?" The reviewer answered, "Why, indeed, except for 

the exciting experience of showing it as beautiful under the dictation of art."330 

In 1928 Edward Hopper painted his oil Manhattan Bridge Loop [fig. 3.85]; 

Hopper later wrote that he was attracted to this site because of the long horizontal 

view it provided of a city scene.331 Bertram Hartman drew the very same view in 

charcoal [fig. 3.86], a scene strikingly similar to Hopper's.332 However, in this 

writer's opinion, this was done well before Hopper's painting. Since it was signed 

"C. BERTRAM HARTMAN" in block letters, it would have been done in or before 

1922, when Hartman stopped using the "C." in his signature. It seems that Hartman, 

like Hopper years later, chose this spot for its horizontal possibilities as he 

experimented wit)t ways to portray New York. Amazingly, Hopper had manipulated 

the view considerably t~ suit his format.333 Bertram Hartman would have had to do 

the same thing. Is it possible that Edward Hopper saw Hartman's charcoal drawing 

and was inspired by it? 

Hartman's last big presentation of the decade was a one-man show of 

watercolors and drawings at the Montross Gallery, January 14 to 29, 1929. Hartman 

introduced Self-Portrait [fig. 3.87] in that show. He sent a photograph of the work to 

330 New York Times (May 27, 1928); Clipping from Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack 
and Jill Hartman. 
331 Gail Levin, Edward Hopper: The Art and the Artist (New York: W.W. Norton and 
Company, 1980), 9. 
332 Skinner Gallery, Fine American and European Paintings, Sale Number 1644, 
May 5, 1995 (Boston: Skinner Gallery, 1995), 77. 
333 Levin, 8-9. 
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the Art Digest for inclusion in its January 1929 issue to publicize the show. The 

magazine wrote: 

Bertram Hartman won his fame with what might be called "processional 
landscapes." There was a procession of trees in the background, one by 
one, with lots of space between. Then a procession of deer escorted by 
gladsome maidens who trod ever so lightly on the springy sod. In the 
foreground daisies and buttercups nodded to daffodils, while in the poplars 
a thrush sang Grieg's "Morning" to a linnet that responded with 
Macdowell's "Wild Rose." 

But now Hartman had become a "modernist." And the Art Digest tried to twit him, 

to get him angry, by writing him a letter in response to his Self-Portrait. Hartman 

responded: 

The little deer in the idyllic landscapes have marched right out of the 
picture, thank God, and have been rehamessed by all the little modernistic 
decorators. J>.ainting is a matter of life and continual living it, and not a lot 
of ideas to be put on canvas in between times when one is not doing 
commercial work, period decoration, batik, etc., to suit somebody's 
excellent taste. 

Hartman continued, "My self portrait is hated-by some detested." But a painter 

from Paris told him, "Hartman, that's your best painting; who is it?" His relatives all 

hated it, and told him, "You must be crazy; you certainly did not flatter yourself." 

And, he continued, "a prominent art dealer had been chuckling ever since seeing 

it."334 Hartman loved his "modern" portrait, as far removed from pretty 

decorativeness as he could probably imagine. Let the part-time painters, the 

decorative and commercial artists, do attractive portraits to please their clients. None 

of that for Hartman now! 

334 "No Ratterer," Art Digest 3 (Mid-January 1929): 5. 
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Hartman had several beach scenes in the Montross show, including Long 

Beach [fig. 3.88].335 The New York Sun complimented him for getting the "perfume" 

of Coney Island in these "daring" beach paintings. In one there was a woman 

smoking a cigarette in one with the nonchalance Walt Whitman thought so 

American. Hartman's painting was steadily progressing.336 The New York American 

remarked that the Bertram Hartman who used to paint "decorative compositions 

suggesting a Maeterlinckian world of unreality gradually has been transformed into 

the baldest kind of a realist." Not all reviewers enthused about the new Hartman 

however.337 His realism bothered some critics, especially in his big beach scenes, 

with near-nakedness and scenes of unabashed passion. The Brooklyn Eagle noted 

his gift for "converting all aspects of the universe which stir his esthetic senses to 

decorative patterns," even though he used effective, bright colors and lively patterns 

in the works at the Montross Gallery.338 

335 Although this and other beach scenes by Hartman resemble later works by 
Reginald Marsh, there is no known personal connection between the two at that time. 
Hartman did many sketches of beach and subway people during the later 1920s, now 
in the Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., 
Munnsville, NY. Hartman used the sketches of bathers for two large beach scenes, 
which Marsh may have seen at the Whitney or at galleries in New York since he was 
a student at the Art Students League before beginning his career as a professional 
artist about 1930. 
336 New York Sun (January 18, 1929), Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
337 New York American (January 20, 1929), Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, 
Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
338 "Decorative Paintings by Bertram Hartman Seen at Montross Gallery," Brooklyn 
Eagle (January 20, 1929); Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and 
Jill Hartman. 
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On the back of the program for Hartman's Montross show of watercolors, the 

artist penned a note to his sister Klara: 

It's been a hectic season. My show was a success as far as fame is 
concerned but one cannot pay the rent on that. But we don't worry & I am 
painting all the time. I have spent too much of my life doing things that I 
was not really interested in; from now on nothing doing on anything but 
working at painting & living & working as an artist. And for the last 2 yrs 
that I've been doing that my work has gone way ahead of all my previous 
work.339 

Later Klara as well as Rosella Hartman would tell their nephew Jack Hartman and 

his wife that Gusta was the one to "steer" Bertram Hartman toward the "fine arts." 

Jack and Jill Hartman remembered that the sisters were "disgusted" that Gusta would 

force her wishes on her spouse.340 

The decade of the 1920s drew to a close with Bertram Hartman feeling 

optimistic about his future. He was now a serious artist fully engaged in his painting, 

and wholly dependent on it for a living. As proud as he was of his new work, he felt 

certain that continued praise from critics would spur sales of his works accordingly. 

And he was no doubt thrilled to be included, along with his wife, in Suzanne La 

Follette' s pioneering survey, Art in America. When La Follette discussed the art of 

rug making in America, she cited Mrs. Bertram Hartman's rugs as examples of the 

hooked rug becoming a "medium for the expression of the modem spirit in 

decoration." Mrs. Hartman made these beautiful rugs from the designs of her "gifted 

339 Bertram Hartman in Letter to Klara Hartman Robbins (1929); Files of Melanie 
Griffith, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
340 Email from Jack and Jill Hartman to the author (November 12, 2003). 
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husband."341 And, in speaking of the paintings of the "recent monumental buildings 

in New York," Bertram Hartman was "one of the first to see their possibilities." The 

series of watercolors in which he used the "severely rhythmical architectural forms 

seen in perspective" as subjects, signaled the beginning of a "new and fruitful phase 

of his art." With these skyscraper paintings he "abandoned the fanciful compositions 

and somewhat exaggerated curves of his earlier manner." And since that time, 

according to La Follette, Hartman's work had "shown steady progress and a growing 

interest in the visible world, on which he brings to bear a perception that is fresh and 

original and quaintly humorous. "342 

Sandwiched in between La Follette's discussions of Charles Sheeler and 

Georgia O'Keeffe, Hartman was in fine company. In ten years he had come 

far-from an illustrator at Judge magazine to a significant citation in an important 

book on American art as one of the first proponents of skyscraper art. And his wife 

was in there, to boot. In addition, La Follette pointed out that this notable artist 

Bertram Hartman was steadily advancing in his work. Just as he may have felt when 

he painted Razing Number One Wall Street [fig. 3.1] that year, Hartman must have 

thought himself on top of the world in 1929. 

341 Suzanne La Follette, Art in America (New York: Harper and Row, 1929/68), 35-
36. 
342 Ibid., 329. 
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Chapter Four 

THE 1930s AND '40s: GETTING BY 

About 1937, Bertram Hartman painted his city scene WPA [fig. 4.1] in New 

York, possibly from the roof of his apartment at 240 East Twentieth Street. This is 

no view from on high, overlooking Wall Street skyscrapers, as in Razing Number 

One Wall Street [fig. 3.1]. Instead this is a view of a dark brownstone building from 

a low roof across the street. Small four- and five-story shops and apartments flank 

this building. None of the buildings on the street appear to have been built in the 

twentieth century. In the distance we see one newer tall building, but it lacks the 

setback style required of all skyscrapers built after 1916.343 A sign with "WPA" (for 

Works Progress Administration) stands on the sidewalk in front Perhaps the sign 

resembled a WPA sign [fig. 4.2] from Warrensburg, New York, reading "USA Work 

Program, WPA." But what sort of a flag is flying over Hartman's sign? It is red 

with no white or blue. Could it be a Communist flag? Hartman had left-wing 

sympathies in the Depression years. Beside the sign and flag are two men who may 

343 Wayne Craven, American Art: History and Culture (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 
1994), 196. 
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be conversing. One is slumped in a brown coat, and the other figure stands near him 

in some sort of blue clothing, possibly a uniform. This painting is typical of 

Hartman's work of the 1930s and early 1940s. It is a painting of the American 

Scene, so popular in the 1930s, a category that most of his work falls into from now 

until the end of his life. It is a view of New York City, continuing an interest begun 

by the artist in the 1920s, but the feeling is less dynamic. The buildings are older, 

not sleek skyscrapers, and more attention is paid to the details of shops and street 

life. It is a watercolor, which critics in the 1930s preferred to his oil paintings. WPA 

work was in progress at the site portrayed, either inside the building or possibly on 

the sidewalk. The WPA and other public projects provided Bertram Hartman, along 

with thousands of other American artists, with a means of getting by during the Great 

Depressi on.344 

Hartman Experiments with Venues and the Whitney Opens 

344 President Franklin Roosevelt authorized the Works Progress Administration on 
September 12, 1935. Of the many WPA activities (most involved construction of 
roads and buildings), the Federal Arts Project (known as Federal Project One or 
FAP) was mainly concerned with music, writers, theater, and art projects. In sheer 
numbers of artists employed and variety of projects tackled, the WP AIF AP was the 
largest government arts project until its demise in 1943. At its peak the WPA/FAP 
in New York City employed 2,323 artists in the city and 250 artists in the state. 
Artists funded by the WPA/FAP were chosen primarily on the basis of need or 
poverty, and not because of basic talent (which is not to say many talented artists did 
not take part in the program). Marlene Park and Gerald E. Markowitz, New Deal for 
Art (Hamilton, New York: Gallery Association of New York State, 1CJ77), 5-25. 
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From February 3 through 23, 1930, Bertram Hartman opened up his studio 

apartment at 267 West Eleventh Street in New York for an exhibition of his 

paintings and drawings.345 As Hartman told the New York Sun's Henry McBride: 

"although I was in pious French Canada last fall I can hardly say I got religion, but I 

did get enough nerve to be my own dealer, and it would please me very much to 

have you come see my showing." Although McBride noticed no increased piety in 

Hartman's works at the exhibition, he thought the best of the works to be Trinity 

Church and Wall Street (1929) [fig. 4.3], which he regarded as the finest of 

Hartman's city views yet 346 The oil painting closely resembles Hartman's oil Razing 

Number One Wall Street [fig. 3.1]. Ruth Green Harris of the New York Times saw 

the steeple of Trinity church rising like the "stamen of a flower in the vital part of the 

composition and seems to nourish all the surrounding buildings." However, she 

noted that the "pagan gods of nature this artist has apparently worshiped lead one to 

believe he is not doing any propaganda for the insides of a church. "347 

The entrepreneurial venture must not have yielded enough sales to become 

the only exhibition venue for Hartman. In May 1930 he took many of his smaller 

works to Boston where they were exhibited at the Bookshop for Boys and Girls in 

345 Flier from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, 
California. 
346 Henry McBride in The New York Sun (February 15, 1930); Clipping from the 
Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
347 Ruth Green Harris, "Various Attractions in New York Art Galleries," New York 
Times (February 9, 1930). 
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the Women's Industrial Union for the month of May 1930.348 At the same time he 

exhibited a painting, Ballet Dancer, in a show of American and European works at 

the Montross Gallery in New Y ork.349 Hartman also sent one of his large beach 

scenes from the later 1920s to the Twelfth Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary 

American Oil Paintings at the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., from 

November 1930 to January 1931.3~ 

In late 1930 or early 1931 Bertram and Gusta Hartman moved to Eleven 

MacDougal Alley in Greenwich Village. This picturesque mews was just behind the 

future Whitney Museum of American Art on Eighth Street, which would open in 

November 1931. Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney had had a studio in MacDougal 

Alley since 1907. At that time MacDougal Alley was known as a center for "artistic 

rebellion." Mrs. Whitney converted the studio adjacent to hers into the Whitney 

Studio late in 19142 where she eventually gave regular exhibitions of progressive 

artists.351 Although no correspondence exists between Hartman and Mrs. Whitney, a 

photograph of her, apparently taken in Plainfield, New Hampshire, about 1918 is in 

348 Aier from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
349 New York American (12 May 1930); Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files 
of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
350 Public Library of the District of Columbia, Contemporary American Painters 
Included in the Tw~lfth Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary American Oil 
Paintings, Corcoran Gallery of Art, November 30, 1930-January 11, 1931 
(Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1930); from the 
Artist's Scrapbook; Edward Alden Jewell, "Meryon Starved, as Geniuses Often 
Do-Art of the Week", New York Times (February 22, 1931). 
351 Berman, 100-2. 
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Hartman's photographic album,352 suggesting his interest in the noted artist-patron 

and her work. 

Hartman hired models and started a figure class twice a week in his 

MacDougal Alley studio. Kurt Delbanco, Hartman's friend and executor of his 

estate, remembered studying there from 1930, when he first arrived in the United 

States from Germany, until 1932, when he returned to his homeland. Delbanco grew 

close to Hartman and his wife, whom he remembered as an unstable woman much 

loved by her husband.353 Jerome Myers also was on hand for these lessons. Shortly 

before his death in 1940, Myers warmly recalled those times, as well as the nightlife 

with the Hartmans: 

While Bertram Hartman had his studio in MacDougal Alley, a congenial 
group of artists used to have friendly meetings there, to study models and 
work in an exhilarating art atmosphere that had a piquant suggestion of the 
Latin Quarter of Paris. Over these sessions Hartman presided with his rare 
combination of austerity and humor. There was always a responsible 
seriousness in his own work and a kindly tolerance and appreciation of the 
work of other artists. In highly ingenious costumes he and his wife were -
always a picturesque pair at the Kit Kat revels and at the Artists' Balls held 
in the old Webster Hall.354 

Hartman again tried his hand at being his own dealer. He opened his 

MacDougal Alley studio for a show of "Recent Paintings and Drawings" from 

February 15 to March 15, 1931, installed on the building's lower level. The young 

Clement Greenberg, down on his luck after being fired from his job as a writer of 

352 Bertram Hartman's Photo Album; Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., 
Munnsville, New York. 
353 Kurt Delbanco in conversation with the author, June 2001. 
354 Jerome Myers, Artist in Manhattan (New York: American Artists Group, Inc., 
1940), 100-1. 
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"piece news" for the Brooklyn Eagle, found looking at pictures the "cheapest thing to 

do" in New York then. He admired Bertram Hartman's nudes as "genuine 

Discoveries" in a February 1931 letter to his college friend Harold Lazarus.355 

Edward Alden Jewell of the New York Times also found the paintings of nudes, 

mostly watercolors, to his liking. Jewell appreciated the free, mottled sutf aces 

caused by Hartman's using plenty of water.356 A watercolor nude of 1930 [fig. 4.4], 

which may have hung in the MacDougal Alley exhibition, shows this dappled watery 

surface Jewell described, while still emphasizing the volume of the model's body. 

Yet, lest one think Hartman was mainly a watercolorist, Jewell pointed out the large 

oil painting of a beach scene that had been in the Corcoran exhibition of 1930-31 

(probably either Coney Island or Long Beach [fig. 3.88] of 1927). 

The profit from sales at the exhibition and in 1931 must have been slight. In 

October of that year the Hartmans returned to Quebec, where Hartman had resolved 

to become his o~n dealer the previous year. From there he wrote Alfred Stieglitz. 

As he often did, Hartman decorated his letter with a drawing, in this case illustrating 

a roadside cross typical of Quebec, with a strange eye floating overhead [fig. 4.5]. 

Hartman asked him to sign a recommendation for a Guggenheim Fellowship, which 

Stieglitz generously agreed to do.357 Despite the endorsement, the artist failed to 

355 Clement Greenberg, ed. Janice Van Home, The Harold utters, 1928-1943: The 
Making of an American Intellectual (Washington, D.C.: Counterpoint, 2000), 30-33. 
356 Jewell (February 22, 1931). 
357 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Alfred Stieglitz (October 15, 1931), Folder 544, 
Papers of Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O'Keeffe, Yale Collection of American 
Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New 
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receive the fellowship. About this time, he also executed an oil of a Canadian cross 

[fig. 4.6], bold in color and with the somewhat crude, flat appearance of folk art. For 

this irreligious man, the eye, where Christ's head would have been bowed on the true 

cross, radiates beams of light, against a dark and stormy sky. The clouds part almost 

magically behind the left and right arms of the cross. A little box with a tiny saint's 

figure is nailed at the foot of the cross. The cross seems to bless the farmer with his 

plow, his humble home, and the fields around it. 

It is possible that Alfred Stieglitz showed Hartman's sketch of the cross in 

his letter of 1931, to Stieglitz's wife Georgia O'Keeffe. If so, it may have influenced 

her to take a trip to the Gaspe Peninsula the following summer. Since 1929 she had 

been painting the dark crosses of New Mexico in her summers there. She found the 

Canadian crosses quite different. She said that the "Canadian crosses were singing 

in the sunlight. Sometimes there were pottery figures around them-always they had 

a feeling of gayety." Her Cross with a Red Heart of 1932 [fig. 4.7], is more 

lighthearted than Hartman's painting. O'Keeffe's cross with its heart in the center, 

surrounded with carved rays, contrasts with Hartman's moody, mystical image. And 

whereas Hartman's sky is threatening, O'Keeffe's is sunny with a few cirrus clouds 

behind the top of the cross, which is crowned with a chicken weathervane. 

O'Keeffe saw her other Canadian subject, Cross by the Sea of 1932 [fig. 4.8], "in the 

center of a blooming potato field overlooking the water where the river was very 

Haven, Connecticut; Letter from Alfred Stieglitz to Bertram Hartman (October 20, 
1931), Bertram Hartman Estate in Files of Kurt Delbanco, New York, New York. 
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wide." It was pure and stark, each end carved, and in the center was a plaque 

memorializing a father who had drowned while trying to save "someone else 

drowning at sea. "358 Despite the somber plaque, this cross also is more cheerful than 

Hartman's, being shown in bright sunlight against a gently rolling sea. Small boats 

along the distant horizon almost disappear into the hazy outlines of the faraway 

shore. 

When the Whitney Museum of American Art opened in November 1931 

Hartman was among 136 artists listed as having oil paintings in the exhibition.359 

Mark Island (1927) [fig. 4.9], purchased for the museum in 1931, presumably was in 

that exhibition. In 1931 the Whitney also acquired Hartman's watercolor of 1928, 

Telephone Building [fig. 4.10].360 

Sometime during 1931 he did a charcoal or crayon sketch of Frank Lloyd 

Wright [fig. 4.11] that appeared the following year in the Chicago Tribune.361 The 

358 Georgia O'Keeffe, Georgia O'Keeffe (New York: Penguin BooksNiking Press, 
1977), 120-22. 
359 "Whitney Museum To Be Opened Today," New York Times (November 17, 
1931). 
360 Anita Duquette, Manager of Rights and Reproductions, Whitney Museum, "List 
of Works in Collection of Whitney Museum of American Art by Bertram Hartman 
and Edward Hopper," (February 19, 2001). The two Hartmans in the Whitney's 
collection were shown in San Francisco in 1935 at the "Exhibition of American 
Paintings" at the M.H. de Young Memorial Museum of the California Legion of 
Honor. Exhibition of American Paintings, June 7, to July 7, 1935 (San Francisco: 
M.S. Crocker, 1935), numbers 343 and 344. Hartman's Telephone Building was 
shown posthumously in the show, "New York, New York," at the Whitney Museum 
in 1965. John Gordon and L. Rust Hills, eds., New York, New York: The City as 
Seen by Masters of Art and Literature (New York: Shorecrest, 1965), 318. 
361 Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, 
California. · 
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Wright portrait reminds one of Hartman's ease with the pen and pencil, tools of 

illustration, a means of income he had essentially forsaken in 1929 to devote himself 

to being a studio artist. 

The Hartmans continued traveling to Maine in the early 1930s. His 

watercolor of rocks along the shore in the Georgetown and Deer Isle area of 1933 

[fig. 4.12] suggests affinities with works of Marsden Hartley done at Dogtown, near 

Gloucester, Massachusetts, during the 1930s. Both artists emphasized dark and 

ominous shapes of the stones, although Hartman brought water and sky, and a lone 

boat signifying human presence, into his work. Hartman knew Hartley fairly well 

through the gallery circuit in New York as well as through the shared friendship with 

the Lachaises, whom both Hartley and the Hartmans visited in Maine. They both 

contributed to Egmont Arens' Playboy magazine in 1919 and the early 1920s. Both 

artists spent formative years in Germany; although there is no record of any 

discrimination against Hartman and his German-born wife during and after World 

War I, it is probable that they too suffered from the anti-German prejudice that 

haunted Hartley in New York in 1916 and after.362 This may have made the two feel 

as if they had a common bond during that era of political fervor. In any case, 

Hartman admired Hartley but did not always approve of his painting style. When he 

saw Hartley's Red Lobster on Black Background ( 1940-41, Smithsonian American 

Art Museum, Washington, D.C.) at the Macbeth Gallery in New York in 1942, 

362 Barbara Haskell, Marsden Hartley (New York: Whitney Museum of American 
Art/New York University Press, 1980), 52-55. 
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Hartman said the execution of the work was like a child's, reminding him of the 

"children's drawings and their exploitation by the museums."363 When Hartley died 

in September 1943, Hartman wrote Isabel Lachaise of the shock he felt reading of 

Hartley's death in Maine and remembered Hartley's happy visit with her the 

preceding winter. He recalled the artist's "splendid spirits" the day Hartman saw 

him at his exhibition at Rosenberg's in February 1943; little did he think it would 

end so soon. Hartman was thankful that during Hartley's last year he was finally 

able to feel at ease.364 In a later letter, he told Madame Lachaise: "It was so right 

that Hartley should at the end have had a security and comfort for which he had 

always hungered & so wrong that he could enjoy it for such a short time."365 

Hartman Climbs on the Public Relief Bandwagon 1933 

Bertram Hartman joined the ranks of indignant artists who protested the 

firing of Diego Rivera from a mural project in Rockefeller Center in 1933. Rivera 

had included a portrait of Vladimir Lenin, causing Nelson A. Rockefeller to dismiss 

Rivera and destroy the mural in the Radio Corporation of America Building before it 

was finished. Along with other writers and artists, Hartman signed the petition of 

3
6.3 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (March 25, 1942), Papers of Gaston and 

Isabel Lachaise, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 
D.C., Reel 325 T 2828. 
364 Letter from Hartman to Isabel La.chaise (September 3, 1943), Papers of Gaston 
and Isabel La.chaise, AAA, Reel 325 T 2828. 
365 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (September 28, 1943), Papers of Gaston 
and Isabel Lachaise, AAA, Reel 325 T 2828. 
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protest forwarded to John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Nelson's father and effective head of 

the Rockefeller family. The signers declared that the murals by Rivera in the United 

States had been "of incalculable value as creative inspiration and technical 

instruction for American artists."366 

In 1933 and 1934 Hartman, described as a "jobless artist" by the New York 

Times, executed six large easel paintings for the walls of New York University. The 

best known of these was Fantasia of Old and New Spain [fig. 4.13], a framed oil 

painting that decorated a wall of the Spanish Department there.367 The project was 

funded by the College Art Association, in conjunction with the Emergency Work and 

Relief Bureau of the Gibson Committee.368 The CAA program was one of two early 

efforts in New York State to provide aid for the vast number of unemployed artists 

during the early years of the Depression. Hartman was one of about ninety artists 

doing work for non-profit institutions in the state. The institutions paid for the 

materials used while the CAA and Bureau paid the artists. Unmarried artists 

received eighteen dollars a week; married artists like Hartman, twenty-five dollars a 

week. A report by the Gibson Committee described Hartman's Spanish Department 

366 "Row on Rivera Art Still in Deadlock," New York Times (May 11, 1933); "A Plea 
for Rivera Sent to Rockefeller," New York Times (May 28, 1933). 
367 Other New York University works included four paintings for the Economics 
Department, and one for the Student Affairs Department; Files of Richard 
Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, New York. 
368 Harvey D. Gibson was president of Manufacturers' Hanover Trust Company. He 
had participated in relief work in Europe after World War One. Park and 
Markowitz, 3. 
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work as "the most exciting project visited by the committee."369 Edward Alden 

Jewell of the New York Times described the Fantasia as more of an easel painting 

than a mural, since it was hung in a gold frame. He seemed more excited about 

Hartman's "eleventh hour extemporizing here and there on the walls themselves," 

trying to give the "unhappy" Spanish Department lobby some sort of decorative 

unity. Hartman's improvisation was "delicate, spirited and original" in the use of 

original Spanish motifs to decorate windows, doors and vents. The decoration was 

so successful it reduced the "framed fantasia to a status of unimportance. If only he 

had carried out on a large scale so charming an invention!"370 Here again Hartman's 

inherent talent as a decorator was recognized, an aspect of his artistic life that he 

chose to ignore for most of the remainder of his career. 

Chrysler Building View at the Whitney 1933 

In November 1933 the Whitney Museum presented "Twentieth Century New 

York," a show of metropolitan images featuring works by Hartman, John Marin, 

Georgia O'Keeffe, Guy Pene du Bois and others. Hartman's beautiful oil Midtown 

New York (early 1930s) [fig. 4.14] commanded highest praise of all at the exhibition. 

Henry McBride of the New York Sun asked when had Hartman ever been so effective 

at an exhibition? Despite the hard times, the cult for painting the city continued, 

369 "Church Paintings by Idle Surveyed," New York Times (September 14, 1933). 
370 Edward Alden Jewell, "From the RCA to Jamaica Our Trail Leads," New York 
Times (October 8, 1933). 
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McBride said, and Bertram Hartman was painting a "better New York View than he 

ever painted.in the good times." All the fine things possible he could say about the 

Chrysler Building, Hartman had said, McBride wrote.371 

Reviewing the show for Studio News, Melvin Geer Shelley declared that of 

all the interesting works of art there, he would take Bertram Hartman's Midtown 

New York: 

Give me this picture which an artist hewed out of the city and planted 
squarely on his canvas with the power of the scene unchanged, with nothing 
added or taken away. The only art with the beat of today, with the rhythms 
of the present age fully integrated, realized in the works of [Clemente] 
Orozco [the Mexican muralist], appears also in this picture of Hartman's.372 

An animated flock of pigeons surges upward from the lower rooftops in this 

painting, a living and irregular form contrasting with the rectilinear order of the 

architecture, just like the clouds overhead and the steam on the left. John Sloan used 

pigeons for a similar effect in his oil painting, Pigeons of 1910 [fig. 4.15], where a 

man waves a dark flag to shoo the birds from his roof. The pigeons scatter 

gracefully, their bodies repeating the movement of the flag, their forms like musical 

notes dancing among the horizontal and vertical lines of the buildings. 

Scratching Out a Living in the Mid-1930s 

371 Henry McBride, "Twentieth Century New York as Revealed at the Whitney 
Museum," New York Sun (November 18, 1933); Scrapbook of the Artist, Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
372 Melvin Geer Shelley, ''The Whitney Presents 20th Century Gotham," Studio News 
5/1 (December 1933): 10. 
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During the course of 1934 Bertram Hartman had a spate of gallery showings 

including a one-man show at the Ferargil Galleries in January and February. Many 

of the oils and watercolors were regional in focus. The flier for the exhibition [fig. 

4.16] featured a snowy vista of a river before a distant city skyline. Some of the 

works at the Ferargil included Jefferson Market Courthouse [fig. 4.17] in Greenwich 

Village, Spring in the Berkshire Foothills and Connecticut Winter. Edward Alden 

Jewell in the New York Times declared Hartman was better at watercolors than oils. 

The critic also thought Hartman was "feeling his way into the John Marin tradition" 

with his ornamental use of the sun and marginal treatment. However, he failed to 

employ Marin's wonderful system of symbols.373 (He was apparently referring to 

Marin's highly personal abbreviations for things seen and felt in the landscape.) 

Henry McBride thought Hartman had "considerably improved his position in the 

eyes of the public lately," due to the skyscraper painting in the 1933 Whitney show. 

Although he noticed "unconscious quotations from Marin" in Hartman's work, he 

said these did the artist no harm.374 This contagion was scarcely limited to Hartman, 

however. For instance, when Ward Lockwood's Taos paintings were shown at the 

Rehn Gallery in New York in 1931, critics noticed the influence of Marin in his 

works. One critic referred to his "Marinesque watercolors," while a writer for the 

373 Edward Alden Jewell, "Hartman Offers Art in 2 Mediums," New York Times 
(January 26, 1934). 
374 Henry McBride, "Matisse Exhibition in the New York Galleries," New York Sun 
(January 27, 1934); Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill 
Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
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New York Sun noted that, though Lockwood had been quite individualistic before 

this, he now showed "slight tendencies to Marinitis."375 

Hartman told The Villager in 1934 that he liked to stay in the city to paint in 

the summer, while preferring the country in the fall and spring. In the winter he 

often skied in the New Jersey hills. Winter Self-Portrait [fig. 4.18], exhibited at the 

Ferargil Gallery in June 1934, showed the artist with his skis.376 His gangly legs and 

turned-out feet (echoed in the curves of the skis) indicate that Hartman was a realist 

and not a flatterer in his portraiture, just as had been noted in the previous decade. In 

his interview with The Villager, Hartman said his wife was "putting the finishing 

touches on a handsome hand-woven rug for which Mr. Hartman originated the 

design. "377 

Times were hard for Hartman. In July 1934 he was among a group, "needy 

members" of the Artists and Writers Dinner Club, who showed works at the Gotham 

Book Mart Outdoor Gallery. He and the other exhibitors would receive full proceeds 

from sales of their works. The Artists and Writers Dinner Club provided free dinners 

daily to badly-off artists and writers.378 Sometime later in 1934, apparently for 

375 Charles C. Eldredge, Ward Lockwood, 1894-1963 (Lawrence: University of 
Kansas Museum of Art, 1974), 33. 
376 "Among the Paintings Now on View in New York," New York Times (June 17, 
1934). 
377 "Meet the Artist: Bertram Hartman," The Villager (1934); Clipping from the 
Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
378 "Dinner Club Show to Assist Artists," New York Times (July 7, 1934). 
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financial reasons, the Hartmans left MacDougal Alley and their beloved Greenwich 

Village for residence at 240 East Twentieth Street.3'79 

About this time, Hartman also stopped giving his own classes. He continued 

teaching, however. He was among faculty members of the Annot Art School, 

located in the RKO Building in Rockefeller Center, who participated in a small show 

at the school in October 1934. He displayed landscapes of the American Scene in oil 

and watercolor.380 

In 1935, a very slow year for exhibitions for Hartman, he contributed to a 

show of "The Docks, Bridges and Waterways of New York, by Contemporary 

Artists of the Metropolitan Area" in the International Art Center in New York. His 

entry was Under Brooklyn Bridge. The program said that such topics would have 

been of interest only to postcard makers up until a few years before; but "younger 

artists" -Hartman was now fifty-three years old!-were impressed by these subjects 

and realized they offered total freedom for personal expression, just as similar 

379 Kurt Delbanco in conversation with the author, June 2001; Address in Estate of 
Bertram Hartman, Files of Kurt Delbanco, New York, New York. 
380 "Many Exhibitions for Art Patrons," New York Times (October 15, 1934). Annot 
(Annot Jacobi) had an art school in Berlin with her husband, which was closed by 
the Nazis in 1933 on account of Annot's pacifism and her refusal to dismiss Jewish 
students. She and her family emigrated to New York where she reopened her art 
school. Feldberg Collection, "Annot," 
http://www.feldbergcollection.ca/collection/bios/annotl.htm (accessed January 11, 
2004; site now discontinued). 
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subjects had inspired Joseph Mallord William Turner in England in the nineteenth 

century. 381 

Federal Art Projects Help Keep Hartman Afloat 1935-41 

From 1935 to 1937 Bertram Hartman executed eight mural panels under the 

patronage of the WPA, for the Homer Folks Tuberculosis Hospital in Oneonta, New 

Y ork.382 Hartman painted the mural panels on canvas in his studio in New York and 

then hung them on the walls of the hospital in Oneonta. These murals have now 

been painted over, but several were still extant in the late 1970s. Originally twelve 

murals were scheduled, but only eight were completed.3&3 Two Imaginary 

Projections of the State of New York adorned the walls of the outpatient waiting 

rooin. Hartman packed these murals with rural and urban scenes from Niagara Falls 

to Coney Island [figs. 4.19 and 4.20]. Four panels of the seasons decorated the 

dining room, each season showing ordinary people going about typical seasonal 

activities. Hartman proudly posed in front of Spring [fig. 4.21] before the panel was 

381 ''The Docks, Bridges and Waterways of New York by Contemporary Artists of 
the Metropolitan Area," International Art Center, New York (October 6 to November 
4, 1935); Program in the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El 
Cajon, California. 
382 Microfilm Inventory to the Federal Art Project, Photographic Division Collection, 
1935-42, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., 
Reel 1165. 
383 No photographs of four panels of state trees in Oneonta by Hartman are in the 
Microfilm Inventory to the Federal Art Project in the Archives of American Art or in 
the &tate of Bertram Hartman in the Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., 
Munnsville, New York; nor are they described in Park and Markowitz. 
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sent to Oneonta. The trees burst with flowers and farmers prepare the earth for 

planting. Two panels, Flowers and People and Music, hung in the entrance foyer. 

Four panels depicting four types of state trees intended for a hallway were never 

installed. Dr. Robert Plunkett, general superintendent of tuberculosis hospitals for 

New York State, praised Hartman's work for fulfilling the hospital's goal of 

avoiding an institutional atmosphere by giving a warm and domestic feeling to each 

room. The object was to "absorb the interest of patients" and relieve them of anxiety 

over their conditions. 384 

Hartman also painted a number of easel paintings for the WPA/F AP. These 

included Tulip Trees [fig. 4.22] for the New Milford, Connecticut, Farm Colony, 

which was evidently the WPA name for Western View Farm where Hartman had 

visited since the early 1920s. A man and a woman, strongly resembling Hartman 

and his wife, take a break from mowing the lawn, their duality echoed by two large 

trees behind the stone wall. One painting, Loading Coal and Brick, went to a public 

school in Indiana. A plowing scene, Early Spring, was painted for Aoyd Bennett 

Airport in Brooklyn, New York, in 1941.385 

Bertram Hartman also benefited from the patronage of the Treasury Section 

of Fine Arts in 1938 and 1939. The Section was not specifically a relief program 

like the WPA/FAP. It awarded commissions for murals and sculptures in public 

384 "WP A Art to Hang at Ellis Island," New York Times (March 4, 1936). 
385 Microfilm Inventory to the Federal Art Project, AAA, Reel 1165. Aoyd Bennett 
Field was known as Floyd Bennett Airport in 1941. 
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buildings determined by anonymous competitions.386 To research the design for a 

mural for the local post office, Hartman traveled in September 1938, to Dayton, 

Tennessee, scene of the infamous Scopes Trial of 1925. A local painter, Jim 

Hughes, accompanied Hartman as he surveyed the mountains and river around 

Dayton. Hartman painted the large canvas in his New York studio apartment from a 

watercolor he did in Dayton and it was installed in January 1939. The mural [fig. 

4.23 (a) and (b)] is a view of the distant Smoky Mountains from Johnson's Bluff. 

Farms and fields lie in the middle ground, while in the foreground are people at 

leisure, picnicking or gazing at the valley with their dogs. Hawks soar above and 

below. Hartman pleased the residents of Dayton by declaring he had turned down 

Lookout Mountain in Chattanooga for this vista. "There are not many scenes so 

beautiful as this view of all the Tennessee Valley, in all the places I have been. The 

hills, the river and rocks-all make a wonderful setting for a study of nature's 

beauty. I would like to return to this country some day and put miles of the scenery 

on canvas with a brush."387 He also took care to tell the Tennesseans that he was a 

"creative" and not a "decorative artist" He reacted very definitely to the subject 

matter in front of him. Hartman explained his special insight: "One can never know 

too much, and the more one studies the world about one, the more he or she becomes 

386 Park and Markowitz, 5, 
387 "Dayton Scenery Beats Lookout Mt. Says Artist," Dayton (Tennessee) Herald 
(January 15, 1939); Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill 
Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
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conscious of the rhythms of nature. When one has not the sensitivity of the artist, 

one can think too much. Thinking alone never makes a work of art."388 

Other Activities of the Artist in the Later 1930s 

Bertram Hartman participated in the American Artists Congress in February 

1936. By being one of the 378 signers of the petition for a call to halt war and 

fascism, Hartman was aligning himself with a leftist philosophy popular among 

artists and intellectuals in the United States at that time. Artists were concerned 

about the Great Depression and the rise off ascism in Europe. They believed in 

general that the main hope for defeating the forces off ascism lay in the Communist 

Party and its Popular Front strategy. This strategy involved organizing as many 

people as possible into public anti-fascist organizations similar to the American 

Artists' Congress. Lewis Mumford was chairman and Stuart Davis was an 

organizer. 389 

In December 1936 Hartman exhibited twelve figure paintings at a one-man 

show at Another Place Gallery on West Eighth Street.390 The following March 

( 1937) Hartman had a one-man show at the Artists Gallery on West Eighth Street in 

388 Howard Hull, Tennessee Post Office Murals (Johnson City, Tennessee: The 
Overmountain Press, 1996), 48. 
389 Matthew Baigell and Julia Williams, eds., Artists Against War and Fascism: 
Papers of the First American Artists' Congress (New Brunswick, New Jersey: 
Rutgers University Press, 1986), 3-52. 
390 "Bertram Hartman: Exhibition of Twelve Figure Paintings," Announcement Card 
in the Artist's Scrapbook; Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California; and 
"New Art Displays Stress Modernism," New York Times (December 7, 1936). 
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which he showed the four mural panels of the seasons designated for the Homer 

Folks' Hospital in Oneonta. He also showed Self-Portrait [fig. 4.24] in watercolor of 

1935, now in the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, D.C. The New York Times 

noted that Hartman had developed from a flat, two-dimensional style into a more 

three-dimensional manner with greater naturalness and freer use of color. In the 

Self-Portrait, three cats perch among unframed canvases and portfolios of artworks 

behind the painter, who looks out with somewhat squinty eyes, as he holds a 

paintbrush with his long fingers. On that occasion, he also showed Connecticut 

Apple Tree, which was purchased by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1938.391 

Hartman participated in the Museum of the City of New York's exhibition 

"A City Standing Up" from June to October 1937. This was a show of skyscrapers 

by "living artists" and Hartman lent his 1927 painting Under Construction.3'12 

Economic considerations apparently prompted Bertram Hartman to return to 

book illustration in 1937 with Gladys Taber's Harvest at Stillmeadow, for which he 

provided seasonal vignettes for each chapter (labeled by months), with twenty-four 

illustrations in all.393 This coincides with a general growth in artist-illustrators in the 

later 1930s and early 1940s, following the Museum of Modern Art's large 1936 

exhibition, "Modem Painters and Sculptors as Illustrators." This show featured 

391 Clipping from the New York Times (March 7, 1937), in the Artist's Scrapbook; 
and Clipping of 1938, also in the Artist's Scrapbook; Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, 
El Cajon, California. The painting has since been deaccessioned. 
392 Flier for "A City Standing Up," Museum of City of New York; in the Artist's 
Scrapbook; Files of Jack and Jill Hartman. 
393 Gladys Taber, Harvest at Stillmeadow (Mattituck, New York: Amereon House 
Reprints, 1937/1999). 
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images by such European masters as Pablo Picasso. Auguste Rodin, Georges Roualt 

and Henri Matisse, as well as works by American artists including Alexander Calder, 

Charles Demuth, John Sloan, Max Weber and Thomas Hart Benton.394 Also, 

regionalists and American Scene artists turned to work in illustration in part due to 

financial incentives and in part to the "democratic" nature of book illustration with 

its broader audience. Grant Wood illustrated Sinclair Lewis's Main Street in 1937 as 

well as the 1936 children's book Farm on the Hill by Madeline Derrough Hom, 

among other works. Thomas Hart Benton made drawings for Mark Twain's classics, 

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1939), The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1942), 

and Life on the Mississippi (1944). John Steuart Curry illustrated many books during 

the early 1940s, including Mary O'Hara's My Friend Flicka (1941) and 

Thunderhead (1943); and Stephen Crane's Red Badge of Courage (1944). 

Throughout his life Bertram Hartman was a skilled craftsman, carving wood 

and dolls and other things. In 1938, he painted a clock face [fig. 4.25] for his brother 

Fritz Hartman who worked for Alcoa in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He had discussed 

the then-new material aluminum with Bertram Hartman and wondered if anything 

artistic could be done with it. Fritz Hartman sent his artist brother a sheet of 

aluminum cut to size and was surprised by the results. All the scenes on the clock 

are scenes from Fritz Hartman's life. For example on the top left he is shown with 

his clarinet, at the top on horseback in Junction City (the Hartmans never used 

394 Monroe Wheeler, Modern Painters arul Sculptors as Illustrators (New York: 
Museum of Modem Art, 1936). 
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saddles), and on the right Fritz Hartman plays his accordion. On the lower left is 

Fritz Hartman's son Jack with his homemade racing car and on the right is Jack's 

sister, the bathing beauty.395 Below the decorative moon and sun in the center the 

work is signed "Bertram Hartman fecit," in the manner of a medieval or Renaissance 

craftsman. 

In June 1938 the Hartmans returned to Greenwich Village to rent a garret 

apartment at Eight West Thirteenth Street396 There they resided until the end of their 

lives. After an accident in 1939 Bertram Hartman depended on crutches and 

suffered from bouts of poor health that would continue until he died. Hartman had 

managed the expenses of a car but by June 1941 could no longer afford one and this 

reduced his mobility considerably .3c:n 

The 1940s: Diminishing Returns 

Bertram Hartman told Isabel Lachaise in January 1940 that Gusta Hartman, 

who regarded him as an invalid, was "disgusted and disillusioned over the lack of 

appreciation" given to her husband by the "chi chi museums and art dealers. "398 

Hartman spent part of that summer in Mt. Sinai Hospital where he finished 

395 Letter from Jack Hartman to the author (March 21, 2001). 
396 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (July 1, 1938), Papers of Gaston 
and Isabel Lachaise, AAA, Reel 325 T 2828. 
3<f7 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (June 16,1941), Papers of Gaston and 
Isabel Lachaise, AAA, Reel 325 T 2828. 
398 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (January 24, 1940), Papers of Gaston and 
Isabel Lachaise, AAA, Reel 325 T 2828. 
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illustrations for The Cat's Cradle-Book by Sylvia Townsend Wamer.3w With the 

litters of cats in his own apartment, Hartman had ample familiarity with the subject 

matter [fig. 4.26]. 

In December of 1940 Hartman wrote Madame Lachaise that his income from 

the sale of his paintings was at very low ebb. The Whitney had turned down his big 

beach scene on which he had been working ten years (probably Long Beach or 

Coney Island), saying it took up too much space. In its place the Whitney showed a 

still life by Yasuo Kuniyoshi called Upside Down, a painting that Hartman thought 

"vacuous" and which was nearly as large as Hartman's beach scene. The only 

painting the Whitney selected of Hartman's was a flower picture, Queen Anne's 

Lace.400 

In March 1941, Hartman was described, along with Maurice Prendergast, 

John Marin, and others as one of the "old timers" in the Whitney Museum's show 

"This is Our City."401 A month later, he showed his mammoth beach scenes from 

1927 and 1928, Coney Island and Long Beach (both still unsold) at the Society of 

Independent Artists exhibition.402 By June, Hartman told Isabel Lachaise that he and 

3w Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (September 12, 1940), AAA, Reel 325 T 
2828; Sylvia Townsend Warner, The Cat's Cradle-Book (New York: Viking Press, 
1940). 
400 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (December 16, 1940), AAA, Reel 325 T 
2828. 
401 Unidentified Clipping of March 16, 1941,from the Artist's Scrapbook; Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
402 Unidentified Clippings of April 1941, from the Artist's Scrapbook; Files of Jack 
and Jill Hartman. 
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Gusta dreaded the challenge of living from month to month.403 Therefore, in August 

Hartman hatched a subscription plan reminiscent of the plan that Egmont Arens used 

more than two decades earlier to keep his Playboy magazine financially viable. 

Hartman wrote Alf red Stieglitz: 

Our campaign is on & this is the letter we are sending. I am writing to 
you as one of a group of people from whom I have felt a real interest in my 
work, to ask your reaction to a plan I would like to try for one year. 

I want to go on painting and I want people to have my paintings. It has 
been my experience that in many ways I am my own best dealer. Dealing 
directly with the artist I have found mentally advantageous. 

In order to go on working I need a ... regular income. It has struck me 
that this relatively small sum could be secured by means of small monthly 
payments from members of a group. 

The amount would be written off in terms of payment for a picture of 
your choice, priced at a modest figure. Two factors would make it possible 
for me to make this reduction in price to members of a group: (1) 
Elimination of the dealer's commission; (2) Relief from anxiety and 
freedom to go on working with additional impetus because of this security. 

I thought of two groups, one group paying $5.00 a month and another 
group paying $10.00 a month. 

It seems to me that this plan could work not only to the benefit of me, 
the artist, but also for anyone interested in buying paintings.404 

Hartman hoped that Stieglitz would enroll in the plan. Stieglitz must not 

have agreed to join, pleading poor health, and Hartman replied with a strange letter. 

He said that he had found the solution to his problem since many people were 

responding favorably. He also, inexplicably, told Stieglitz of an odd dream he had in 

403 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (June 16, 1941), Papers of Gaston and 
Isabel Lachaise, AAA, Reel 325 T 2828. 
404 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Alfred Stieglitz (August 26, 1941), Folder 544, 
Papers of Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O'Keeffe, Yale Collection of American 
Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New 
Haven, Connecticut. 
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which he was standing by the seashore on the veranda of a cottage. Two huge horses 

appeared on the beach, one of which was ridden by Stieglitz's sister, Mrs. Salma 

Schubart, and the other by Stieglitz. The sister's horse plunged into the waves and 

Stieglitz's horse galloped away. He indicated this was one way he handled his 

problem. He illustrated this dream for S.tieglitz.405 When this writer read the letter 

addressed to Stieglitz, it seemed that Hartman was losing his grip on reality. 

Dorothy Norman responded favorably to the project, however, pledging 

fifteen dollars a month to Hartman. Hartman, in thanking Norman in August 1941, 

said his letter had many editors, including Norman, Adrienne Foulkes, and Norma 

Chambers of The Watch on the Rhine. He said that the response was good but not 

enough to keep them going.406 Over the years Gusta Hartman administered this 

project, and she kept a file with annotated letters of payments from clients.407 

According to Kurt Delbanco, Dorothy Norman herself was responsible for donating 

a generous amount of money to the Hartmans to provide them with sustenance 

throughout their later years.«lJ Crellin Hartman Johnson remembers that Delbanco 

405 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Alfred Stieglitz (September 11, 1941), Folder 
544, Papers of Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O'Keeffe, Yale Collection of American 
Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. 
406 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Dorothy Norman (August 27, 1941), Papers of 
Dorothy Norman, Yale Collection of American Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library, Yale University. 
407 File of Letters to Bertram and/or Gusta Hartman, in Estate of Bertram Hartman, 
Files of Kurt Delbanco, New York, NY. The majority of the letters in the files are 
from the 1950s. 
400 Kurt Delbanco in conversation with the author June 2001. 
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himself also assisted the Hartmans financially .400 Hartman enlisted his siblings' help 

too. Most of the paintings in the collections of his family members came about 

through time payments to Bertram and Gusta Hartman.410 

The subscription plan apparently provided only a menial income. In March 

1942 Hartman told Madame Lachaise it was "such a struggle to live" that he and his 

wife could not worry about the Second World War. But they managed to scrape by 

without the "aid of a dealer." In the previous year the Kraushaar Gallery turned 

Hartman down, so he decided to make it on his own.411 

In one instance of this serving as his own dealer, Hartman advertised a 

showing at his West Thirteenth Street apartment and studio with a woodcut flier 

portraying a large, sinewy tree [fig. 4.27].412 He also portrayed this tree in a 1943 

watercolor, Connecticut Tree [fig. 4.28], which was probably included in that 

exhibition. 

In an effort to gain publicity Hartman relied on mentions in the gossip 

column "Broadway" by Danton Walker of the New York Daily News in the 1940s. 

For example, in 1942 amidst the news of politics, gossip, plays and music, there was 

a note that "Bertram Hartman's 'Greenwich Village Scenes' will have a prominent 

spot in the Whitney Museum's Annual Exhibition of Contemporary American 

409 Crellin Hartman Johnson in conversation with the author, May 2001. 
410 Jack and Jill Hartman in conversations with the author, 2001-2003. 
411 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (March 25, 1942), AAA, Reel 
325T2828. 
412 Included in letter from Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (December 26, 1943), 
AAA, Reel 325 T 2828. 
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Art ... from Nov .. 24 to Jan. 6."413 Hartman's Moon over Thirteenth Street was in the 

show.414 And in April 1943, after informing his readers that a leading barber shop 

was lining its ceiling with artwork to relax its customers, Danton Walker said 

Bertram Hartman's Clouds from the Northwest was in the Brooklyn Museum's 

current exhibition of watercolor artists.415 

In 1943 a group of six New York City alumnae of Randolph-Macon 

Women's College, in Lynchburg, Virginia, purchased Hartman's watercolor 

Connecticut Highway to Waramug (1938). They donated it to their alma mater 

saying it reminded them of Virginia and also that the appeal of the open road seemed 

timeless. 416 

About three years later, one of Hartman's paintings entered the field of 

ladies' wear. The artist's oil Trinity Church and Wall Street [fig. 4.3], in the 

permanent collection of the Brooklyn Museum, decorated the silk dress modeled by 

actress Lisette Verea [fig. 4.29] about 1946. This stylish garment was available for 

purchase at Bonwit Teller.417 

413 Danton Walker, "Broadway," New York Daily News (1942); Clipping from the 
Artist's Scrapbook, Ries of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
414 Henry McBride, "The 'All Quiet' Signal: Sobriety and Good Behavior of Whitney 
Museum Artists," New York Sun (November 27, 1942). 
415 Walker, "Broadway," New York Daily News (April 3, 1943); Clipping from the 
Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
416 Mary Frances Williams, Catalogue of the Collection of American Art at 
Randolph-Macon Woman's College: A Selection of Paintings, Drawings and Prints 
(Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 1977), 98. 
417 Unidentified Clipping from the Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, 
El Cajon, California. 
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In February of 1946 Bertram and Gusta Hartman made a rare outing and 

visited a John Marin show at Alfred Stieglitz's gallery. Stieglitz was in such poor 

health that he had to rest on his couch. Hartman drew him there for Isabel Lachaise 

[fig. 4.30]. He said that the alabaster torso, presumably by Gaston Lachaise, was in 

the comer over the couch. Next to that was an oil painting of a sea gull by John 

Marin and an early work of "the wife" (Georgia O'Keeffe) that Hartman lamented 

was "so charged with esoteric meaningless subtractions." Next to that was a "lovely 

sea piece," evidently by Marin.418 Stieglitz died that summer and Gusta Hartman 

contributed a note signed by both Hartmans to Dorothy Norman's commemorative 

edition of Twice a Year: "Our beloved Stieglitz is gone. I can still hardly believe it; I 

do not want to believe this .... Stieglitz belonged to all of us. It is hard to think we 

have to go on without him-as the world does not stand still."419 

In 1947 Hartman's deteriorating health caused him to spend six weeks in Mt. 

Sinai Hospital, where he painted in his bed. The hospital allowed Hartman to 

present his "Bed Work Exhibition" there. Despite his health he continued to be, in 

his own words, an "extrovert and extreme optimist," whose only way of dealing with 

life was to accept what was and make the most of it.420 He then stayed at the 

Neustadter Convalescent Home in Yonkers, New York, where he also sketched 

418 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (February 3, 1946), AAA, Reel 235 T 
2828. 
419 Papers of Dorothy Norman, Yale Collection of American Literature, Beinecke 
Rare Book and Manuscript Library. 
420 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (May 12, 1947), AAA, Reel 325 T 2828. 
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fellow patients as well as trees in the area.421 A sketch of a sleeping youth in Mt. 

Sinai Hospital [fig. 4.31] typifies the works from this period. 

In the spring of 1948 Hartman traveled by first class railroad coach to New 

Orleans as a guest of his friend Lucy Benjamin Lemann of New York and New 

Orleans. While there the artist enjoyed the luxury of the Lemanns' home near the 

levee outside of New Orleans. He painted the large oaks surrounding the Lemanns' 

property in a watercolor [fig. 4.32] and showed thirty watercolors at the Lemanns' 

Marc Antony Gallery on St Charles A venue. He complained later to Madame 

Lachaise that although his works received favorable reviews in the local papers, none 

of his paintings had sold while he was there.422 He hoped that they would sell later, 

since he had left them at the Lemanns' gallery and they were "the interior 

decorators" of New Orleans.423 Apparently many of the paintings did not sell, 

because a number of them remain in the possession of Dr. Jack Lemann, Jr., of New 

Orleans, including two winter scenes of Pound Ridge, NY. One of them [fig. 4.33] 

features a view of birch trees with the stone walls forming a quilt-like pattern in the 

421 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (September 9, 1947), AAA, Reel 325 T 
2828. There were many European refugees at the convalescent center and Hartman 
drew the tattooed arm of a concentration camp survivor for Madame Lachaise. 
422 Carter Stevens,"Hartman's Water Colors Win Praise," New Orleans States-Item 
(March 23, 1948) and Henry E. Jacobs, "Unrestrained Color Spoils New York 
Artist's Exhibit," New Orleans States-Item (March 15, 1948); Clippings from the 
Artist's Scrapbook, Files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. Both 
reviewers praised Hartman's work, despite the misleading headline for the Jacobs 
article. Jacobs liked most of the pieces, especially the snowy scenes of Pound Ridge. 
423 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (April 28, 1948), AAA, Reel 325 
T 2828. The gallery sold accessories for the home as well as art. 
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snow. Among still life paintings that Hartman left in New Orleans were Zinnias [fig. 

4.34], as well as a watercolor of fruit [fig. 4.35], both notable for their intense color. 

During her husband's visit to New Orleans, Gusta Hartman was confined to 

the psychiatric hospital at Mt. Islip, New York, where she had been an occasional 

patient since 1921.424 In gratitude for the years of care given to his wife there, 

Hartman gave Dr. Sarah Prince Smalley, one of Mrs. Hartman's doctors, several 

paintings about this time, including two landscapes in watercolor and an oil painting 

of tulips.425 

Late in the decade Hartman continued to paint city scenes such as New York, 

a watercolor of circa 1949 [fig. 4.36]. In this almost visionary work, the sky lights 

up with the golden letters "R.C.A." emanating from a neon sign. It is a mural in the 

sky, floating beside a brightly lit, and judging by the lightness of the skeleton of the 

building, apparently a fairly new skyscraper. It is possible that Hartman was 

influenced by such earlier works as Georgia O'Keeffe's Radiator Building-Night 

New York (1929, Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee), where Alfred Stieglitz's 

name is emblazoned in a red neon sign beside the illuminated building. Or he may 

also have remembered The Figure 5 in Gold (1928, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

New York), in which Charles Demuth included William Carlos Williams' initials in 

Demuth's "portrait" of the poet and physician. Demuth's inspiration for the painting 

424 Ibid. 
425 Jim Spaulding (nephew of Dr. Smalley) in conversation with the author, March 
2003. 
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was Williams' poem that recalled a night vision of a red fire engine, number five, 

flashing by in the rain with its sirens howling and bells clanging.426 

In New York, Hartman painted the scene from back among the older 

buildings; an outdated water tank acts as a repoussoir device to lead the viewer's eye 

into the picture. The water tank serves as Hartman's equivalent to the dead tree in 

the Hudson River School paintings. It is a symbol of the past leading our eyes 

toward the future and the television age of the 1950s, an era in which Hartman would 

not actively participate. 

A photograph from the late 1940s taken in the West Thirteenth Street 

apartment studio [fig. 4.37] shows Hartman seated with his cane and his wife behind 

him holding their cat Kitsel. Hartman frequently made his own frames, like that seen 

on the painting beside him. Below that painting is a woodcarving, something he 

turned to in his spare time in the 1940s as his health failed.427 A painting of a nursing 

mother is propped behind the childless Gusta Hartman. 

In late April 1949 Hartman offered to cheer up his old friend Jo Hopper, 

Edward Hopper's wife, by posing for her.428 Her watercolor portrait of Hartman [fig. 

4.38] reveals a worried, gaunt visage. The travails of ill health and economic 

426 Wanda M. Corn, The Great American Thing: Modern Art and National Identity, 
1915-1935 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 201-5. 
4Z7 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (March 29, 1945), AAA, Reel 
325T2828. 
428 Gail Levin, Edward Hopper: An Intimate Biography (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1995/1998), 413-14. 
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difficulties had left their mark on the sixty-seven year old artist as he prepared to 

face the next decade of his life, which was to be his last. 
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Chapter Five 

THE 19SOs: CONCLUSION 

Bertram Hartman painted an untitled watercolor of New York in the mid-

1950s [fig. 5.1]. In it, the artist pictures a row of older buildings, including one with 

an old water tower like that in his New York of the late 1940s [fig. 4.36]. Behind 

these buildings rise newer skyscrapers. Hartman uses flying pigeons as a foil for the 

geometric pattern of the buildings, just as he did in Midtown New York [fig. 4.14] 

twenty years before. He gives us more details than in earlier city scenes. We can 

read the sign advertising the Horseshoe Bar and Grill below .429 Perhaps he was 

reminded of a saloon by the same name in the Junction City of his youth, which 

served as a watering hole for workingmen in his hometown.430 Despite his failing 

health and complaints of unsteady hands, his outlines are sure and his colors vivid. 

429 This is not the famous Vazac' s Horseshoe Bar off Tompkins Square Park in New 
York. 
430 James R. Shortridge, with essay by John Pultz, Our Town on the Plains: J.J. 
Pennell's Photographs of Junction City, Kansas, 1893-1922 (Lawrence: University 
Press of Kansas, 2000), 81-83. 
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In 1950 Bertram Hartman joined other early modem American artists in the 

Artists Equity Association to produce a catalogue called lmprovisations.431 This was 

a collection of lithographs for advertisements, a "medium for advertisers in 

sympathy with Artists Equity." Advertisers selected the artists and gave them 

complete freedom, thus making the booklet a collection of original lithographs, 

limited to an edition of two thousand. Besides Hartman, the fifty-one artists included 

Milton Avery, Max Beckmann, George Biddle, Chaim Gross, Hans Hofmann, Jack 

Levine, Reginald Marsh and Raphael and Moses Soyer.432 

A Spring Masquerade Ball at the Hotel Astor kicked off the project. Gypsy 

Rose Lee and Y asuo Kuniyoshi led the Grand March while '1udges" (either of the 

costumes or lithographs) included Faye Emerson and Princess Helene Obolensky.433 

Hartman's submission to the catalogue featured statuesque nudes that 

advertised both recent paintings by Hazel McKinley at the Laurel Gallery, New 

York, and furs by Georges Kaplan, Couturier, New York [fig. 5.2]. These figures 

resemble Hartman's studio portraits of the early 1930s and are in keeping with the 

431 The offices of the association were located at 767 Lexington A venue, New York. 
Y asuo Kuniyoshi served as president of the association while Leon Kroll was 
honorary president. Vice-presidents included John Taylor Arms, William S. Hayter, 
Rico Lebrun, Henry Schakenberg, Eugene Speicher and William Zorach. The 
Artists Equity Fund was formed to "spread knowledge, love and understanding to the 
fine arts, and to work toward the solution of the economic problem of the artist." 
Improvisations (New York: Artists Equity Association, 1950); Files of Kurt 
Delbanco, New York, New York. 
432 Ibid. 
433 Ibid. 
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playful spirit of all the lithographs in the catalogue, which continued the mood of a 

masquerade party. 

That autumn the Hartmans went to Southampton, Long Island, where the salt 

air refreshed the ailing pair. A watercolor from this visit shows Gusta Hartman on a 

blanket by the sea [fig. 5.3]. During the visit, Bertram Hartman wrote a letter to 

Isabel Lachaise, in which he bemoaned the present state of American art in the era of 

abstract expressionism: "The young art world is swooning in a featherbed of 

unintelligible non-objectivity ."434 

In December 1950 Hartman visited the Whitney Museum show, "Annual 

Exhibition of Paintings by Contemporary American Artists," on crutches. He was 

almost overcome by the disconcerting search for new forms by the artists 

participating. Although there was a "stimulating element" there, it had been 

overdone to the point of nausea. In a letter to Madame Lachaise, he proposed an apt 

title for the show: "Intestinal and Rectal Troubles in Technicolor." In the same 

Jetter he mentioned being rejected by the Metropolitan Museum of Art for its recent 

large show. His work, he realized, was "out of date with these juries."435 

On a happier note soon after, Hartman's longtime friend, Jo Nivison Hopper, 

helped influence her husband Edward Hopper to admit Hartman to the Twenty-

434 Letter from Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (October 16, 1950), Papers of Gaston and 
Isabel Lachaise, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 
DC, Reel 1035 T 3527. 
435 Letter from Hartman to Madame Lachaise (December 10, 1950), AAA, Reel 1035 
T 3527. The Metropolitan show was "One Hundred Painters of the Twentieth 
Century, Works Selected from the Collections of the Metropolitan Museum of Art," 
1950. 
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Second Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary American Oil Paintings at the 

Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., in 1951.436 Hartman's entry was 

Towers, Roofs and Cornices (location unknown). 437 

Sometime in 1952, Jack Hartman, son of Bertram's brother Fritz, visited 

Bertram and Gusta in their apartment on West Thirteenth Street. He was 

accompanied by his cousin, Crellin Hartman Johnson, daughter of Fritz's twin John. 

The cousins dropped in unexpectedly and were invited up to the tiny garret 

apartment. They waited in vain for Gusta to ask them to sit down. When Bertram 

showed them his recent paintings, his wife uttered her only comment of the visit, 

"They come high."438 Hearing that, Jack Hartman did not dare to ask how much 

would be asked for one of these works. 

Crellin Johnson lived in the New York area in the early 1950s. Shortly 

before leaving the area for Wisconsin in 1954, she admired a watercolor of an 

aspidistra plant by her uncle decorated for Christmas 1953 [fig. 5.4]. She asked if 

she could have it and he replied, as he always did, that he would have to ask Gusta. 

Several days later Gusta agreed to let her have it, at the "relatives' fifty percent 

discount." Crellin's husband Ward Johnson paid two hundred dollars for the 

painting. It reminded Crellin of all the excitement she was leaving behind as she 

436 Gail Levin, Edward Hopper: An Intimate Biography (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 199511998), 437. 
437 The Twenty-Second Biennial Exhibition of Contemporary American Oil Paintings, 
April 1-May 13, 1951 (Washington, D.C.: Corcoran Gallery of Art, 1951), 21. 
438 Jack and Jill Hartman in interview by the author in El Cajon, California, 
December 2000. 
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moved to the Midwest. Dancing harem girls festoon the branches of the plant while 

a mask-like head crowns the plant. A little glass elephant struts below the plant, 

beside a tiny Christmas tree. 

Throughout the 1950s, Gusta Hartman continued to keep account of 

installment payments made by friends and relatives toward the purchase of paintings, 

which is how they lived. Their chief benefactress was Dorothy Norman.439 The 

Hartmans also relied upon Mrs. Joseph A. Strasser (Edna), Ellen Thayer, Bea and 

Francis Stegmuller, and Helen and Emile Tas for payments toward future 

purchases.440 

In the summer of 1954, the Hartmans went to Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, 

where Hartman painted driftwood, and continued to do so throughout that autumn. 

The shape of driftwood suggested "the whole universe" to him.441 In one of these 

paintings [fig. 5.5], a piece of driftwood gropes with branches resembling the 

tentacles of a squid, or even the bony digits of a hand, against a blood-red 

background. 

439 Kurt Delbanco in conversation with the author, June 2001. Mr. Delbanco also 
assisted the Hartmans financially in their later years. 
440 Files in the Estate of Bertram Hartman, Kurt Delbanco, Executor, New York. 
Helen (Teschner) and Emile Tas are not to be confused with Helen and Emile Tor, 
friends of the Hartmans in the 1920s. 
441 Letters from Hartman to Madame Lachaise (August 15 and November 14, 1954), 
AAA, Reel 1035T3527. 
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Hartman's beloved friend John Marin died in October 1953 but Hartman was 

unable to attend the funeral due to failing health.442 As Hartman's condition 

worsened he did "pocket sculpture" when he was not able to paint. In 1957, in one 

of his last letters to Madame Lachaise, he drew a sketch of one of these sculptures 

done when he was bedridden with a leg injury [fig. 5.6]. He called the piece "For 

Crying Out Loud" because of all the pains in the world and the menace to mankind 

of the atomic age. A drink of Scotch would calm his nerves and his wife cared for 

him as always despite her own troubles.443 The figures he carved at this time 

probably included three large-breasted female nudes rendered in the manner of 

indigenous art [fig. 5.7]. He carved a salad fork and spoon in the same style, the 

female fork with prongs for hair, and the male with the spoon as his head [fig. 5.8]. 

In 1958, Hartman, ever fascinated with the female form, included curvilinear 

ads for the film And God Created Woman in letters to his brother John [fig. 5.9]. 

Hartman had cut the ads out of the newspaper. The curve of the body of Brigitte 

Bardot, star of the film, may have recalled the fluid lines of Jugendstil from his days 

at the Royal Academy in Munich.444 

Later that year he wrote his brother John that a spot of good bourbon soothed 

his nerves, but to "all Methodists and WCTU, etc., is the greatest sin [and] evil. 

442 Letter from Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (October 8, 1953), Papers of 
Gaston and Isabel Lachaise, AAA, Reel 1035 T 3527. 
443 Letter from Hartman to Madame Lachaise (August 20, 1957), Papers of Gaston 
and Isabel Lachaise, AAA, Reel 1035 T 3527. 
444 Letters from Bertram to John Hartman (March 11 and April 6, 1958), copies in 
files of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
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Thank God I have emancipated myself from such taboos and totalitarian beliefs 

[and] heresies." He had gone to Europe to Ii ve and work among people with a better 

attitude toward life than in the U.S.A. He continued: 

And the change was certainly rewarding. I had to get away where I could 
develop as a free soul [and] not always with a feeling of having to have a 
job. It has been a very difficult struggle [and] could not have been done but 
with the faith [and] help of Gusta who suffers from all the effort and with 
all her training and capabilities she feels she has become only a housekeeper 
and a cook. 445 

In another letter of 1958 to John Hartman and his wife Alice, Bertram 

Hartman defended Gusta's lack of production of more hooked rugs (which she 

ceased hooking in the 1920s). She was overworked caring for him and their 

' apartment. Hartman noted that, though the designs for the rugs were his, the colors 

were all her own.446 Sometime over the course of the years, Gusta did sew clothes 

for two dolls that were images of herself and her husband. Hartman apparently 

carved the dolls' bodies [fig. 5.10]. The executor of the Hartman estate, Kurt 

Delbanco, says Gusta also designed the material of the mat on which the dolls are 

placed.447 

Although Hartman's artistic output diminished during the 1950s due to his 

poor health, in 1959 he did some extraordinary drawings, now in the possession of 

Noble Endicott, M.D., of New York City. Dr. Endicott, a practicing psychiatrist, 

445 Letter from Bertram to John Hartman (October 25, 1958); Files of Jack and Jill 
Hartman, El Cajon, California. 
446 Letter from Bertram to John and Alice Hartman (November 21, 1958); Files of 
Jack and Jill Hartman. 
447 Kurt Delbanco in conversation with the author, June 2001. 
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purchased these drawings because to him they were examples of "psychotic" art. 

According to Endicott, it is not uncommon for artists to develop cases of paranoid 

psychoses when older. These drawings [figs. 5.11 and 5.12] were done in April 

1959. According to Dr. Endicott, the eyes denote paranoia, as do the figures of the 

devil, the sexual imagery and the hidden faces. When asked if the drawings revealed 

hidden frustration regarding the artist's marriage, the doctor replied that it was not 

necessarily so. Endicott believed from his studies that such a psychosis as revealed 

here was an interaction between genes, environment, and "functional organization." 

He said that artistic personalities with "creative markers" often display "co-morbid" 

traits revealing physical and mental health problems. Such traits include left-, 

handedness, hay fever and immune disorders. Endicott stated that "disregulation" of 

the brain plays a role in an individual's "pathophysiology," which is revealed in 

physical illness. As an individual such as Hartman gets older, Endicott continued, he 

is more vulnerable to psychoses and illnesses.448 (It is true that Hartman was 

partially disabled and physically ill for most of the last twenty years of his life.) 

448 Visit by the author with Noble Endicott, M.D., New York City, June 2001. For 
further information on psychoses and the artistic temperament, see Rudolf and 
Margot Wittkower, Born under Saturn: The Character and Conduct of Artists, a 
Documented History From Antiquity to the French Revolution (New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, 1963/69). 
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Bertram Hartman died on July 29, 1960, in New York Infirmary after being 

hospitalized there from July 18. He was seventy-eight years old. He was cremated 

and interred at Femcliff Crematory in Hartsdale, New York, on August 4, 1960.449 

Hartman's Last Will and Testament, dated November 14, 1957, gave all his 

possessions to his wife. If she should predecease him he gave his works to Kurt 

Delbanco, Dorothy Norman, Lucy Lemann and Ellen Thayer.~ 

Gusta Hartman died at the age of seventy-five on November 24, 1960, almost 

four months after her husband. She was cremated and interred at Femcliff 

Crematory on December 1, 1960.451 

Epilogue 

"For many are called, few are chosen" (Matthew XX. 14) came to my mind 

throughout my ex.pl oration of the life of Bertram Hartman. ·He was driven by a 

calling to be an artist from childhood on and showed great promise. He shared this 

interest in the arts with his siblings, all of whom were musicians. Two of the 

Hartman children were artists, one a gifted dressmaker and batik designer also. All 

of the Hartmans left Junction City behind when they reached maturity, but it was not 

449 Certificate of Death Number 156-60-116367, City of New York Department of 
Health, Bureau of Records and Statistics, August 4, 1960: Estate of Bertram 
Hartman, Kurt Delbanco, Executor, New York, New York. 
450 Bertram Hartman's will, Estate of Bertram Hartman, Kurt Delbanco, Executor. 
451 Phone conversation of the author with Femcliff staff member on November 7, 
2001. 
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so much because Junction City was a backwater town, which it was not. Rather, 

with two major railroads connecting their town to the coasts and a thriving army post 

nearby, Junction City residents were exposed to the culture of the day more readily 

than many other small town folks in America at the turn of the twentieth century. 

The Hartman parents, for all their religious conservatism, encouraged Bertram and 

his siblings in the exploration of their talents. 

Although a loving son and brother, Bertram Hartman appears to be the 

sibling who reacted most strongly against his religious upbringing. His student days 

in Munich exposed him to a way of life far different than he had known in Junction 

,City, or even in Chicago at the School of the Art Institute. He absorbed the 

Jugendstil design elements, which perfectly suited his innate talents for illustration. 

He met and married a bored German photographer's assistant, who hungered for a 

life of bohemian excitement. Her Jewish faith probably distanced Hartman from his 

Methodist parents, as did her refusal to visit Junction City. 

When the newlyweds moved to New York and became part of the close circle 

of artists in Greenwich Village, Hartman made a decent living as an illustrator for 

Judge magazine and gained fame for his clever, curvilinear drawings. He also 

exhibited in New York galleries his decorative paintings, which were inspired by 

European gardens and the fantasies of imaginative,fin-de-siecle Symbolists. Like 

many other early American modernists in Greenwich Village, he experimented with 

various media, in his case woodcuts, linoleum cuts, batiks, mosaic and stained glass. 

He was comfortable in both the worlds of fine and commercial art. 
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Spurred on by his wife, he increasingly aspired to fame as a fine artist. The 

trip to Paris in the early 1920s exposed the Hartmans to more famous artists and 

writers and gained them a degree of notoriety. When they returned to New York it 

was not long before Hartman decided to abandon the field of commercial art, always 

a reliable source of income and a field well suited to his talent. The ambitions of 

Gusta Hartman no doubt led to this decision. 

Hartman was friends with a surprising number of famous artists and writers, 

yet is almost forgotten today. It has been suggested to me that since he was older 

than some of his successful comrades, such as the Zorachs (Hartman was five years 

~lder than both the Zorachs), he might have met with less iasting success. Yet John 

Marin was twelve years his senior and found fame in his lifetime. Marsden Hartley 

was also older than Hartman by five years and though success largely escaped him 

during his life, after his death, Hartley became a key figure in American art. 

The artistic ferment in New York in the 1920s inspired Hartman to 

experiment with portrayals of New York, with figure studies and portraits. He tried 

different techniques with his painting, gradually moving his style into a more 

geometric, planar mode just as were many of his peers. It might be suggested that he 

never found his own true style of painting after he abandoned the decorative mode of 

the 1910s. Often his works resemble those of his friends such as John Marin or 

Marsden Hartley. However, his cityscapes received a degree of distinction that is 

reflected in the market for those works today. 
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Unlike the artists of the Stieglitz .coterie, Hartman never felt comfortable with 

abstraction, which probably held him back from future fame in the history of 

American art. He was never a member of the true avant-garde, although he may 

have thought he was. As a decorative artist at heart, he may have found it impossible 

to escape the habit of looking for recognizable patterns in his art. He could not 

abandon the object. Additionally, unlike successful figurative artists such as Edward 

Hopper, Hartman usually avoided alluding to such qualities of the modem age as 

loneliness, with the exception of some of his portrait studies. Hartman also generally 

avoided social commentary in his art. His city scenes were not studies of economic 

c~nditions, other than perhaps offering a contrast of old and new in his later works. 

As he passed through life, one can feel his emotions in his works, however-the joy 

and vigor of youth, the confidence and strength of maturity, and finally the pathos of 

aging and poverty. 

Of course the economic downturn of the 1930s, coming when Hartman was 

in his forties and at the heart of his career, hurt Hartman as well as most other artists 

of the era. He tried to be his own dealer. Like most artists of the day he turned to 

government support to survive and his personal style ceased to evolve. By the time 

the economy rebounded in the early 1940s, Hartman was in his fifties. By then his 

figurative style was becoming passe, as a younger generation of American artists 

turned to myth and psychology for inspiration for an increasingly abstract art. By the 

early 1950s many of the artists of his old circle were in difficult economic 
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circumstances just like Hartman, as public taste shifted away from their old-

fashioned academic styles toward abstract expressionism. 

By all accounts Hartman was an optimistic, merry and lovable man, which 

accounts no doubt for his presence in so many groups, in so many photographs. The 

intermittent but decades-long mental illness of his wife must have interrupted the 

trajectory of his career. Of course, as has been said, she had dreams of glory that she 

imposed upon her husband and seemed to have harmed his ability to earn a suitable 

income. Their straitened circumstances forced Hartman to beg for support from his 

friends, which must have been demeaning. 

Perhaps if Hartman had returned to Kansas to paint, at least occasionally, to 

explore his roots instead of becoming an urbanite and a painter of the East, he would 

have better found his own voice. His friend the Nebraska writer and photographer 

Wright Morris, found fame that way.452 But it is easy to offer suppositions so many 

decades later. 

I feel I must bring up the matter of talent. Although Hartman had glowing 

moments, he painted many mediocre works as well. Unfortunately many of his finer 

works are lost or unaccounted for. Still, it is difficult to argue that his painting was 

on a level with that of Marin or Hartley, or his carvings or art in general, as fine as 

452 Wright Morris dedicated a copy of The Inhabitants (Ne~ York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1946) to the Hartmans. He wrote, "For Gusta who knows what she 
knows and for Bertram who knows she knows what she knows. Wright Morris, New 
York, Oct. 30, 1946." His words were a play on the printed dedication on the page: 
"For the Inhabitants who know what it is to be an American." Advanced Book 
Exchange,"Morris, Wright. The Inhabitants," http://www.abebooks.com (accessed 
February 25, 2004). 
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the sculpture of Gaston Lachaise or William Zorach. It is regrettable that he almost 

completely forsook the field of commercial art in which he excelled, for that of the 

fine arts, where, although fairly successful, he never reached the heights he sought. 

Still, this artist deserves his place in the history of American art. A son of the 

plains, he left Kansas with scarcely a backward glance. But he remains for me the 

painter from Kansas who tasted glory in the Jazz Age. Perhaps like the critic Henry 

McBride, Hartman would have said before dying, about that idyllic time: ''Those 

were, in fact, 'The Days." I'd prefer being embalmed, when the time comes, with 

my fellow-spirits of the twenties." 453 The 1920s were Hartman's best years. I 

choose to remember Hartman on that Alpine mountain with Hemingway in 1925 

[fig. 3.56], with the journey down the slopes ahead, filled with promise. 

453 Carolyn Kinder Carr and Margaret C.S. Chrisman, Gaston Lachaise: Portrait 
Sculpture (Washington, D.C.: National Portrait Gallery/Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1985), 112. 
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Fig. 1.1 
Bertram Hartman, Untitled Landscape, 1896 

Oil on canvas, 20 x 20" 
Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA. 
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Fig. 1.2 
Photograph of Mr. and Mrs. John Hartman and Family, Junction City, KS, 1896 

Back row: Eda, Klara and Bertram; second row: John (father), Rosella, Mary 
(mother); front row: John, Jr., Ezra and Frederick. 

Files of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA. 
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Fig. 1.3 
Bertram Hartman, Caricatures in Time Capsule, Class of 1900 

Junction City, High School 
Pencil or crayon on paper 

Geary County Historical Society, Junction City, KS 
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Fig. 1.4 
Bertram Hartman, Caricatures in Time Capsule, Class of 1900 

Junction City, High School 
Pencil or crayon on paper 

Geary County Historical Society, Junction City, KS 
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The Class of 1900, Junction City High School 
Yearbook, Junction City High School, 1900 

Geary County Historical Society, Junction City, KS 
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Bertram Hartman, "In the Garden of the Gods," 1900 
Pen and ink sketch, 6 x 5" 

Yearbook, Junction City High School, 1900 
Geary County Historical Society, Junction City, KS 
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Fig. 1.7 
Seniors on a stepladder, Junction City High School, 1900 

(Bertram Hartman is second from the top) 
Yearbook, Junction City High School, 1900 

Geary County Historical Society, Junction City, Kansas 
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Fig. 1.8 
Photo of the Hartman family home, 224 South Adams, Junction City, KS 

Photographed in December 2001 
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Fig. 1.9 
Photos of the Hartman family at leisure, Junction City, KS, ca. 1900 

(Bertram Hartman is in the lower center) 
Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 1.10 
Photos of the Hartman brothers at play in the Smoky Hill River, Junction City, KS, 

ca. 1900 
Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 1.11 
Photo of Bertram Hartman with his easel in the company of a sister, early 1900s 

Smoky Hill River, Junction City, KS 
Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 1.12 
Photos of Bertram Hartman painting, and surveying the Flint Hills and the Smoky 

Hill River near Junction City, KS, early 1900s 
Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 1.13 
Photo of Bertram Hartman, 1902 

Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig.1.14 
Charles Francis Browne, The Clearing, 1906 

Oil on board, 36 x 47" 
Feldman Collection, Chicago, IL 
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Fig. 1.15 
Bertram Hartman, Sketch, ca. 1904 

Pencil on paper, 81/2 x 11" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 1.16 
Bertram Hartman, Sketch, ca. 1904 

Pencil on paper, 81 /2 x 11" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 1.17 
Bertram Hartman, "Hogan's Mill," 1904 

Pen and ink on paper, 8 x 5" 
Collection of the author, Leawood, KS 
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Fig. 1.18 
Bertram Hartman, "Wash Day," 1904 

Pen and ink on paper, 5 x 8" 
Collection of the author, Leawood, KS 
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Fig.1.19 
Bertram Hartman, Life Models, School of Art Institute of Chicago, ca. 1904-5 

Ink and watercolor on paper, 6 x 5" and 3 x 5" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 1.20 
Bertram Hartman, Student Sketches, ca. 1904-5 

Watercolor and pencil on paper, 8 112 x 11" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 1.21 
N.M. de Rijke, "Free Lunch for Poor Art Students" (Portrait of Bertram Hartman), 

1904 
Pencil on paper, 6 x 9" 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 1.22 
N.M. de Rijke, "Bert" (Hartman), ca. 1905 

Charcoal on paper, 8 1/2 x 11" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnville, NY 
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Fig. 1.23 
Bertram Hartman, When Pan Pipes, 1911 

Watercolor, 21 x 16" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 1.24 
"Gossett," Drawing of Klara Hartman at the piano, early 1900s 

Pen and ink on paper, 8 112 x 11" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 1.25 
"Gossett," Postcard with sketches of Hartmans, early 1900s 

Pen and watercolor on paper, 3 x 5" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 1.26 
Bertram Hartman, Postcard to Klara Hartman, February 1908 

Watercolor and ink on paper, 3 x 5" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 1.27 
Photo of Bertram Hartman as the god Pan, February 1909 

Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 1.28 
Bertram Hartman, Bartell House Murals, Junction City, KS (destroyed) in the 

Chicago Record Herald (July 31, 1910), clipping in the Geary County Historical 
Society, Junction City, KS 
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Fig.1.29 
Bertram Hartman, Landscape, 1911 

Oil on canvas, 18 x 24" 
Geary County Historical Society, Junction City, KS 
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Fig. 1.30 
Bertram Hartman, Landscape, 1911 

Oil on canvas, 24 x 18" 
Geary County Historical Society, Junction City, KS 
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£);TITLED TO W~AR A HOilllLE SKIRT 

Fig. 1.31 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Life Magazine 61(October13 , 1911): 605 
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Fig. 1.32 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Life Magazine 61(October13, 1911): 622. 
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Fig. 2.1 
Bertram Hartman, Pearls, 1914 
Oil on canvas, 40 3/8 x 40 112" 

Spencer Museum of Art, Lawrence, KS 
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Fig. 2.2 
Bertram Hartman, K.B.A.B.K. Herr Halm, 1911 

Crayon on paper, 24 112 x 18 1/2" 
Collection of Noble Endicott, M.D., New York, NY 
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Bertram Hartman, "Circus Pawnee Bill ," 1912 
Water and ink on paper, 3 x 5" 

Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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C: . BERTRAM H"IRTMl'IN. 

Fig. 2.4 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Life 59 (March 7, 1912): 471. 
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4 .... ,.Mr\ .......... ... ... ............ ···" . 

'• 
CustfJmJ impector-" ass on, Miss Darling. There's certainly 

· , nothi g concealed about you." 

Fig. 2.5 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 63 (August 10, 1912): 5. 
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TRADE .. .. 

Fig. 2.6 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 63 (August 24, 1912): 4. 
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A SIN LE THOUGHT. 
Together-" Oh, ho rors ! How can she walk?" 

Fig. 2.7 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 63 (September 21, 1912): 9. 
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Fig. 2.8 
Bertram Hartman, Letter to Eda Hartman from Geneva, April 1913 

Woodlock print 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 2.9 
Bertram Hartman, Letter to Eda Hartman from Geneva, April 1913 

Sketch for "Arabian Nights" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 2.10 
Photo of Bertram and Gusta Hartman as newly weds at foot of Mt. Blanc, France 

Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 2.11 
Bertram Hartman, Nile Fantasy. 1911 

Gouache and watercolor, dimensions unknown 
Piccadilly Gallery, London 
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Fig. 2.12 
Bertram Hartman, "Pornographic Boat," ca. 1911 

Watercolor, 17x 12" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 2.13 
Giovanni Segantini, The Source of Evil (or Vanity), 1897 

From Bram Dijkstra, Idols of Perversity (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 
119. 
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Fig. 2.14 
Bertram Hartman, The Embrace, 1912 

Gouache, 20 x 20" 
Piccadilly Gallery, London 
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Fig. 2.15 
Pamela Colman Smith, The Blue Cat, 1907 

Watercolor, dimensions unknown 
Alfred Stieglitz Archive in the Yale Collection of American Literature, Beinecke Rare 

Book and Manuscript Library, New Haven, CT 
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Fig. 2.16 
Fernand Khnopff, Des Caresses, 1896 

Oil on canvas, 19 112 x 58 112" 
Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels 
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Fig. 2.17 
Franz von Stuck, Kiss of the Sphinx. 1895 

Oil on canvas, 62 2/5 x 56 112" 
Szepmtiveszeti Museum, Budapest 
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Fig. 2.18 
Frantisek Bilek, Le Temps, ce graveur de rides 

Charcoal on paper, 51 112 x 60 112" 
Ville de Prague, Prague 
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Fig. 2.19 
Franz von Stuck, Scherzo, 1908 

Oil on board, 31 x 33" 
Civico Museo Revoltella, Trieste 
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Fig. 2.20 
Bertram Hartman, Exotic or Erotic Fantasy, 1913 

Oil on canvas, 20 112 x 34" 
Location unknown 
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Fig. 2.21 
Leon Victor Solon, Bacchanale, ca. 1903 

From Bram Dijkstra, Idols of Perversity (1986), 292. 
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Fig. 2.22 
Bertram Hartman, Two Natures, 1913 

Oil on canvas, 29 1/2 x 38 112" 
Piccadilly Gallery, London 
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Fig. 2.23 
Arnold Becklin, Odysseus and Calypso, 1883 

Tempera on panel, 41x59" 
Kunstmuseum, Basel 
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Fig. 2.24 
Bertram Hartman, Nudes in a Fantastic Landscape 

Oil on canvas, 30 x 37" 
Piccadilly Gallery, London 

t/ ...... 
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Fig. 2.25 
Ferdinand Hodler, The Chosen One, 1897 

Tempera and oil on canvas, 7'3 112" x 9' 10 1/2" 
Kunstmuseum, Berne 
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Fig. 2.26 
Arthur B. Davies, Maya, Mirror of Illusions, 1910 

26 112 x 40 1/8" 
Art Institute of Chicago 
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Fig. 2.27 
Carl Strathman, Design for a Plate, ca. 1897 

Watercolor and enamel on cardboard, 28 11/ 16 x 28 11/ 16" 
Stadtmuseum, Munich 
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Fig. 2.28 
Hans Olde, Grand Duchess Caroline van Sachsen Weiman, ca. 1903 

Oil on canvas, 78 x 52 3/4" 
Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich 
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Fig. 2.29 
Bertram Hartman, English Garden, 1912 

Oil on canvas, 24 x 20" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 2.30 
Bertram Hartman, Arcadian Scene, ca. 1913 

Oil on canvas, 36 x 27" 
Collection of the author, Leawood, KS 
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Fig. 2.31 
Hans Olde, Sleigh Ride, ca. 1893 

Oil on canvas, 29 x 38" 
Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich 
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Fig. 2.32 
Franz von Stuck, Die Sunde or Sin, 1893 

Oil on canvas, 37 112 x 23 112" 
Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen, Neue Pinakothek, Munich 
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Fig. 2.33 
Franz von Stuck, Altar to Art with Sin, ca. 1900 

Photograph 
Museum Villa Stuck, Munich 
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Fig. 2.34 
Franz von Stuck, Exterior of Villa Stuck, Munich, 1899 

Retouched photographic montage 
Estate of Franz von Stuck, Munich 
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Fig. 2.35 
Franz von Stuck, Music Room of Villa Stuck 

Southern wall with Orpheus and the world of song 
Museum Villa Stuck, Munich 
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Fig. 2.36 
Franz von Stuck, Torch Procession,1913 

Oil on canvas, 19 1/2 x 21" 
Estate of Franz von Stuck, Munich 
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Fig. 2.37 
Franz von Stuck, Pan, 1908 

Oil on wood, 12 1/4 x 10 1/4" 
Georg Schaf er Collection, Schweinfurt 
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Fig. 2.38 
Bertram Hartman, Spring, 1913 

Oil on canvas, 30 x 40" 
Location unknown 
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Fig. 2.39 
Photo of Bertram Hartman (hand on chin) in the New York studio of G.W. Harting (with 

moustache), and batik artist Pieter Mijer (on the far right), October, 1914 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 2.40 
Bertram Hartman, "Spring" and "A Tiger Lily," ca. 1914 

Batiks on silk, executed by Pieter Mijer 
From Town and Country (November 28, 1914): 31 

Clipping in collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls , IA 
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Courtu1 of •liu Sarah Capdaud 
.. The Fanta•ia of Rhythm and Movement" ia entirely in blade and white, the "cracltle" of the •ky being especially designed to lend • 

feeling of distance 

Fig. 2.41 
Bertram Hartman, "Fantasia of Rhythm and Movement," ca. 1915 

Batik on silk executed by Pieter Mijer 
From House and Garden 38 (December 1915): 49 
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In lbe ··t-a..msngo fansaay .. the birda are vermilion with yellow and black beake, central .6gurc black, loin cloth and headdreu a wann yellow 

Fig. 2.42 
Bertram Hartman, "Flamingo Fantasy," ca. 1915 

Batik on silk executed by Pieter Mijer 
From House and Garden 38 (December 1915):15 
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Fig. 2.43 
Bertram Hartman, "Vanity," ca. 1915 
Batik on silk executed by Pieter Mijer 

From House and Garden 38 (December 1915): 14 
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Fig. 2.44 
Bertram Hartman, Marginal Illustration 

House and Garden 38 (December 1915): 58 

HOUSE & GARD 
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Fig. 2.45 
Bertram Hartman, Talking Rock, Canyon de Chelly, 1916 

Oil on board, 16 15/16 x 1115116" 
National Park Service, Hubbell Trading Post, National Historic Site, Ganado, AZ 
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Fig. 2.46 
Bertram Hartman, Spider Rock and Rainbow, Canyon de Chelly, 1916 

Oil on canvas, 20 x 24" 
National Park Service, Hubbell Trading Post, National Historic Site, Ganado, AZ 
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Fig. 2.47 
Maynard Dixon, Navajo Women Bathing, Canyon de Chelly, 1915 

Oil on canvas, 50 x 40" 
Kennedy Galleries, New York 
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Fig. 2.48 
Bertram Hartman, The Stage of Pan, 1914 

Oil on canvas, 24 x 30" 
Location unknown 
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Fig. 2.49 
Bertram Hartman, Christmas card, 1916 

Block print, 4 x 6" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 2.50 
Bertram Hartman, Christmas card for Agnes and Richardson Wright, ca. 1915 

Silkscreen, 9 x 8" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 
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Fig. 2.51 
Bertram Hartman, Proposal for Publisher's Printing Company, New York, late 1910s 

Each page, 9 x 6" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 
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Fig. 2.52 
Bertram Hartman, Proposal for Publisher's Printing Company, New York, late 1910s 

Each page, 9 x 6" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 
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Fig. 2.53 
Bertram Hartman, Elefantasie, ca. 1916 

Watercolor and gouache, dimensions unknown 
Reproduced in a catalogue for the Society of Modem Art 

Files of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 2.54 
Lyonel Feininger, "Piemouth is Rescued by Kind-Hearted Pat" from Kin-der-Kids,1909 

Comic strip from the Chicago Sunday Tribune 
From Ernest Scheyer, Lyonel Feininger: Caricature and Fantasy (Detroit: Wayne State 

University Press, 1964), 41. 
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Fig. 2.55 
Peggy Bacon, Sketch Class at the Whitney Studio Club, late 1910s 

From A vis Berman, Rebels on Eighth Street (New York: Atheneum, 1990), 159. 
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Fig. 2.56 
William Zorach, Postcard to the Hartmans, 1918 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 
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Fig. 2.57 

Photos of Bertram Hartman's studio and surrounding environs, Plainfield, NH, 1918 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsvme, NY 
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Fig. 2.58 
Photos of William and Marguerite Zorach's family (Gusta Hartman is in the rear in the 

left photo), ca. 1920 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 2.59 
Bertram Hartman's sketch of the Hartmans' Greenwich Village apartment, 1917 

Letter from Bertram Hartman to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Untermeyer, 1917 
Louis Untermeyer Papers, Morris Library, University of Delaware, Newark 
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Fig. 2.60 
Bertram Hartman, cover for Judge 66 (May 2, 1914) 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 2.61 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 67 (November 14, 1914): 3. 
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Fig. 2.62 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 68 (June 26, 1915): 3 
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E D T 0 R A L s 

Fig. 2.63 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 69 (July 17, 1915): 3. 
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Fig. 2.64 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 70 (January 22, 1916): 3. 
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Fig. 2.65 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 70 (April 29, 1916): 9. 
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Fig. 2.66 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 71(October7, 1916): 9. 
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Fig. 2.67 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 71 (July 22, 1916): 3. 
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Fig. 2.68 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 71(September2, 1916): 13. 
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Fig. 2.69 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 71(October21, 1916): 3. 
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Fig. 2.70 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 71(December16, 1916): 15. 
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Fig. 2.71 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 72 (January 13, 1917): 7. 
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Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 72 (September 8, 1917): 3. 

I 
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New YoR.K, AUC!JST 3, 1918 

Fig. 2.73 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 75 (August 3, 1918): 2. 
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The Star of the World D.rama 

Fig. 2.74 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 74 (January 19, 1918): 12. 
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Fig. 2.75 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Judge 74 (June 22, 1918): 14. 
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Fig. 2.76 Bertram Hartman, Advertisement for Eda Hartman, Couturier, ca. 1919 Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 3.1 
Bertram Hartman, Razing Number One Wall Street, 1929 

Oil on canvas, 39 x 30" 
Sordoni Art Gallery, Wilkes-Barre, PA 
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From" Woodcid 

Fig. 3.2 
Bertram Hartman, "The Crown," ca. 1919 

Woodcut, 4 314 x 6 314" 
From Playboy 3 (1919): 13. 

PLAYBOY 
Paafl Tlilrtcen 
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Dancing Horse Linoleum Print, 

Fig. 3.3 
Bertram Hartman, "Dancing Horse," ca. 1919 

Linoleum print, 5 1/4 x 4 118" 
From Playboy 415 (1919): 3. 

C. Bertram Hartman 
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PLAYBOY 

<. ~r aT''"• I"•"~"""" 
DRAWING C. BERTRAM HARTMAN 

CLEOPATRA 
A POEM, By E. E. CUMMINGS 

Fig. 3.4 
Bertram Hartman, "Cleopatra," ca. early 1920s 

Drawing, 3 1/2 x 2 112" 
From Playboy (First Quarter 1923): 47. 
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PLAYBOY Page Thirty-nine 

'• T!t e H1111/sma11, Batik Bertram Hartnuwn 

ALWAYS FROM MY FIRST BOYHOOD 

Fig. 3.5 
Bertram Hartman, "The Huntsman," ca. early 1920s 

Batik, dimensions unknown 
From Playboy (July 1924): 39. 
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Fig. 3.6 
Bertram Hartman, Riders and Hounds, ca. early 1920s 

Watercolor and graphite, 8 x 9 112" 
Allentown Art Museum, Allentown, PA 
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Fig. 3.7 
B rtram Hartman, Autumn and White Tree , ca. 1920 

Oil on canvas, 24 x 20 
oil ction of M lani Griffith, Cedar Falls IA 



Fio. 3. 
Bertram Hartman tonington, ca. 1920 

Wat rcolor, 15 112 x 21 112' 
oll t' on f Jack and Jill Hartman 1 ajon A 
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EI.El'RANT.l.S'I"IC. BY C. DERTR.AM HARTMAN 

Fig. 3.9 
Bertram Hartman, "Elephantastic," 1921 

Drawing, 7 1/2 x 5 ' 
From The Dial 70 (June 1921): between 626 and 627. 
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JOY RIDE. BY C. BERTP.AM BARTMAN 

Fig. 3.10 
Bertram Hartman, "Joy Ride, 1921 

Drawing, 5 x 6 112" 
rom The Dial70 (June 1921): between 626 and 627. 

09 



SEATED DANC.EK BY C. BERTRAM HART~lA:S-

Fig. 3.11 
Bertram Hartman, "Seated Dancer," 1921 

Drawing, 6 112 x 5 114' 
From The Dial 71 ( eptember 1921), no page. 

Verti al fil , Am rican Art/Portrait Gallery Library, mi th onian Institution, 
Wa hinoton, D. . 
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ig. 3.13 
B rtram Hartman ynchromist Rug ca. 1924 

Hooked by Gu ta Hartman, 42 x 72 
ak r-Pi ano oll ction, H ck cher Mus um of Art Huntinoton, 
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BUILDING / 5 u -- 15. CANYON I r)(Jll11 
16. SUNDAY f 0 ()J.P 
17. LIBERTY STREET /?-5°~fj-
18. EXCHANGE PLACE I cJ [) ~'2.LL 
19. LOOKING UP f Cj0 oo 
20. FROM THE SINGER TOWER I rJ 0 .-::---
21. BROADWAY AND LIBERTY 

STREET 
Loaned by Henry S. Churchill (JO 

22. MAN MADE MOUNTAINS ) {) rJ0 23. BROADWAY CANYON / {) 0 L 
24. TRINITY STEEPLE J 5 () yl. 



Fig. 3.15 
B rtram Hartman, Looking Up, 1921 

Wat rcolor 1 cation unknown 
r m the New York Herald (Octob r 23 1921) 

Jipping from the Arti t' crapbook, oil ction of Jack and Jill Hartman aJon, A 
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Fig. 3.16 
B rtram Hartman, City Block , 1921 

lor, location unknown. rom atalog for 1922 Autumn alon Ander on 
, NY in Nliw.:ellaneous E hibition Catalog , Archive of American Art 

mith oni n Institution Wa hington, D. ., R el 48 T 7759. 
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They Don't Quit Work When They 
Strike in Afghanistan 

"And there fled on the wings of the gathe?·i:ng du.rt 
A aa.vour of camels and caryef.3 and musk, 
A murmur of voices, a reek qf :rm-0ke, 
To tell us the trade of the1 KhybfIT' woke. '' 

I N far-off Kabol, not very long ago, a group of men 
were building a road. They were working eight 
hours a day. But they thought four hours were 

enough. So they ll'truck. · · 
Their American chief said they had to work eight" 

hours, but when the eight hours were up, they all kept 
right on working. They said that if they had to work 
eight hoUt"s ther might as well keep on working forever. 

Such is life m Afghanistan, as told in the amusing 

-RUDYARD KIPUNC. 

experiences that came to A. C. Jewett, who lived far 
eight years as Chief Engineer to the Amir. Today. 
Afghanistan is on the front page of your morning 
paper, where you may read about the little country that 
made war on Great Britain from its mountain fast-
nesses, with the Bolshevists whispering in the Amir'• 
ear, through the back door to his country. 

It is a fasc:.nating land, as unfamiliar to Am~icam 
M • · ~ablcd country of the Ci-Olden Ait1. Reach · 

ASIA 
The American MAGAZINE on the Orient 

Richly Illustrated-Art lrucrt-Over 60 Pictures 

From the vnst steppes of Siberia, across the snow-capped Himalayas, down to the tropic shores of Java, 
Asia is shaking off the lethargy of centuries. Her fabulous resources are suddenly flung into the market 
places for the whole world's consumpeion-and we of the acquisitive West ate looking eastward with eager eyes. 

The tree of Oriental knowledge and story hn.s its roots in ASI.A, the Americnn Magazine on the Orient. 
It throws the calcium light on thf,} dark places of the Eu.st and lifts the curtain from the mysterious customs 

of Persia, Arabia, India, Chinn, Japan. P.ussia. ASIA ::;erves a.e a 
shBft of light on the broader Americno life. 

The real American of tomorrow \vill1mow the real Asia. He •• • 
will have a knowledge of acl\•entur •and .travel, of the romance .• 

c:i.i ... '"'"' . . ,..,.,,.., .. ,,..., of p or:l !I, of nation-building, ideals of art, war, peace, •' :-; T . 
~.;:,~; 1~~~h.lp . Dr R•~o~d 014 r w~~~~~ science, poetry, life it.self. / , ;"~; 
Ti11 Vlll•ce or D..,...'!I Mt'lf'C7 .A S"""'11 .•• 

OT 0.clU' Ma<ll4111aa lloct •' ASIA 
111"•tT•"0

"" 
6• c 0 '""tr .... H•rtm., Get Your Copy Today.' .... · Pueo':'.1p·b .. a'",•. S.J.ltol . A Po"" . . . . . U7 Allee Rn~•l"ll flo!ftr ~ 

A Ol.-t1onary M NatfoooJ 81otrnPhT . By !Jolon)WM!drll .' 627 l.c:xlninon 

'..."/i'!':tt ... ~fa-;K~1.t .. n. ~'~llyJA.c.~':..~ On Sale at all News·..>tauds .·/En~=:..~:;: 
All Sorta o.nd Co llltl...,. of A!~":'7....-t of PAolo'1r9,..i.. .' to A.SIA. the Amuican 
Am- Slbena In l2i Dra..,n y..., or 11'18 ,•' ?ttaguine on the Ori811t. for ·J- 11. n.w ... ~1"N.-Q/t/wCtn:wft,,mootio.. Then take advantage of .. ·" Smoct!>s. beirtnnio~ witi> 

!:dltod by Stewart Cullo 

:i,~J:':!~:~-1~,:.c:;i::,"':ra~~w1ueru111ntt thi Special Offer- / 1'"""'°"~.s:.001om•1lc-s:u:zc-.-
D_,,,t .... 11y~i!!~~.,.,,an1s-.1oo Months for $2.00. . .. ·· d;..,,-s::..sH~curn. 

~ r~u!!:':~~~:..,~_tg..it~;::.~:!':..": Send the Coupon ... Noun•·-----------
~I r:;=o7::."a:!f'u""si-.-: : n~'~:'1.i:1]:;: with $2.00 now! •• / Add -.tr-·---------

• .ut.IH a..ir-lbelt A.llA Tnl..-.!·Los •' .... n...,. • II""" ._,fl.,,.....,..,_,._.~._..,,-

)~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijjjiiiiiii~iiiiiiims=iaiiiiiiiiiiiii~· .•' r .a .... a,.ctt7 -~•thier yoo wi h th• a~vc:.•a te oaaa.m -:.. 01 • •• 1"1.11 tb.a J.,.... .. JIZl7 .._. 

• 

Conl'Cllts for June, 1920 

Fig. 3.17 
Bertram Hartman, Illustration for Asia, th American Magazine on the Orient, June 1920. 

From the New York Time· (January 6, 1923) 
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Fig. 3.18 

,· 

I .. 
I 

I· 
I 
I 
I 

Bertram Hartman, Bookplate for Louis Untermeyer, ca. 1919 
Drawing, 4 112 x 3' 

ollection of M lanie Griffith, Cedar Fall , IA 
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Fig. 3.19 
Bertram Hartman, Bookcover, 1919 

8 114 x 5 1/2' 
F r Loui Unt rrneyer, Collected Parodie (New York: Harcourt, Brace and ompany 

1919/2 ). 



Fig.3.20 
Bertram Hartman, Bookcover 1922 

8 x 5 112" 
or ouis Untermeyer, Heaven (New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1922 

319 



Fig. 3.21 
Bertram Hartman, rontispiece 1922 

or ut nt rm y r, Heavens (N w York: Harcourt, Brae and Company 1922) 

320 



ig. 3.22 
B rtram Hartman Bookcov r 192 

7 /4 5 
r h ma rav n, Paint (N w York: Harcourt race and ompany 192 ) 

21 



ig. 3.23 
Bertram Hartman, Parnas u in Central Park, ca. 1923 

Oil on canva , 36 x 49 
l1 tion of Cr llin John on, Madi on WI 

22 



J. " 

Fast 
By HEYWOOD BROUN . ' 

l • 4 . 

/ " . 

io .. 24 
rtram Hartman, lllu trati n f r Judge 2 ( bru ry 1 , 1922): 14. 

2 



1 · 

I 
1 , 

As Ber.tram 

Blu.e 

Fig .. 25 
rtram Hartman Illu tration for Judge 82 (F bruary 25 1 22): 14 

24 



The 
"'"':° •• 

Fig. 3.2 
rtram Hartm n, Ill u tration f r Judge 2 (March 4~ 1922): 14. 

2 



As Bertram Hartman sees Charlie Chaplin in "~ay Day" at the Strand Theater. 

Linger Longer . Charlie 
BY HEYWOOD BROUN 

Fig. 3.27 
B rtram Hartman, Illustration for Judge 83 (April 29, 1922): 14. 

26 



"The Stroke of Midnight" at the Criterion strikes a weird note with Bertram Hartman 

Including the Scandinavian 
BY HEYWOOD BROUN 

ig .. 28 
B rtram Hartman, Illu tration for Judge 3 (July 15, 1922): 14. 
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.· , 1t,,\.:.· · . . ~- .......... : 
I 

Introducing Ru.th· Hale . 
who rev-iews -.... . 

"A Fool There Was' 

ig. 3.29 
B rtram Hartman Illu tration for Judge 83 (Augu t 12, 1922): 14. 
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Fig. 3.30 
Bertram Hartman Letter to Gusta Hartman (November 1921) 

8 112 x 11' 

AND 

~ · ::e::: 
I\-

tate of B rtram Hartman, ollection of Kurt Delbanco, ew York 

.l"'1E 
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Fig. 3.31 

~ {~ . fJv.i. ~ DllV 

~~ f-,,,...,. u..eL ..,. 

• )..u. ~ 

c 0~11 
CiA.y " f Tt::R Tl-rAtJ~S&• J1.J, 

l'P·' 

j -~ I 
( 

\..MILE 

Bertram Hartman, Letter to Gusta Hartman (Thanksgiving 1921) 
8 112 x 11" 

tate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 

0 



ig. 3.32 
rtram Hartman, Po tcard for W st m View arm, New Milford T, ca. 1921 

tat of B rtram Hartman oll ction of Kurt D I banco, New York 
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Fig. 3.33 
B rtram Hartman, Lett r to Gusta Hartman (December 1921) 

8 112 x 11' 
tat of B rtram Hartman ollection of Kurt D l ban co N w York 

2 



rtr m Hartman irthday 

dar all , IA 



•', '""I ,·,, • 

Fig. 3.35 
Bertram Hartman, Partial ketch for Bookcover for Margaret Widdemer, A Tree with a 

Bird in It (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1922) 
Watercolor on paper, 17 x 11 ' 

In a letter to Gu ta Hartman (April 1922) 
tat of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Del Banco, New York 

3 4 



1922 

Merry Chrtshnas 

and 

Happy New Y car 

GruHngs 

from 

Gusta and Bertram 

Hartman 

ig.3. 6 
B rtram Hartman hristma Card 1922 

6 x 4' (fold d) 
oll ction of M lanie Griffith, edar all , IA 



1g . .37 
Photo of I ab l achai , Gu ta Hartman and Margu rite Zorach in Georoetown, ME 

192 
f rtr m Hartman oil tion of Richard a tellane, q. Munn ville, 



i 0, .3 
hot f J hn Marin and B rtr m Hartman, G oro town M 192 

tat of rtram H rtm n, oll cti n of Richard a tellane, q. Munn ill 

7 



io. . 9 
f J hn Marin k tchincr with hi r I bacr, Georg town, M , 1923 

tat rtr m H rtm n, ll tion f Ri hard a t llan , q. Munn ill , Y 



ig. 3.40 
B rtram Hartman, ketch of John Marin, ca. 1919-23 

Pencil n paper, 10 x 8'' 
tat f B rtram Hartman, Coll ction of Richard a tellane, q., Munnsvill , Y 

3 9 



10 . .41 
oru town, M hou r nt d by B rtram and Gu ta Hartman 1923 
rtram Hartman, ll tion of Richard a t llan , Munn ville 
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Fig. .42 
rtram Hartman, ketch of His Rent d House in Georoetown, M , 1923 

.. harcoal and p ncil on paper 8 x 10 
tat of B rtram Hartman, oll ction of Richard a tellane q., Munn vill , NY 

41 



ig. 3.4 
irl with the Bohhed Hair (Portrait of Mrs. B rtram Hartman), 1923 

r nz , I 112' h x 1/2 w 7 112 d ( 9. cm 17.2 cm 1 . m) 
II o Mu um f Art William t wn MA ift t th Mu um in m ry f 

rthur . H rd Jr. 1 f 19 , from a oroup f hi fri nd 41.7. l 



10 .• 44 
f rtr m nd u ta H rtman in th ir hin e uit ' w Milford T uoust 

192 
II ti n f J k and Jill Hartman, I aj on A 

4 



Fig. .45 

An Exhibition before 
going to Europe 
of recent drawings 
and pain tings by 
C. BERTRAM ~ 
~ HARTMAN 
at his Studio 
36 PERRY STREET 
NEW YORK CITY 

April 30th to May 
8th inclusive 

Afiernoons and Evenings 

Bertram Hartman Announcem nt of hibition of Paintings and Drawiinos at His tudio 
at P rry tr t, New York, April-May 1923 

oil ction of M lani Griffith, edar Fall , IA 

44 
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Fig. 3.46 
B rtram Hartman, Holiday Greeting Card from Paris, 1923-24 

7 x 5 1/2' 
ollection of Melanie Griffith, edar Fall , IA 

34 



llltSS. ELJZAJIBTH POH'SONBY, 
D,...PtAlr of - u,,n.,. SecfttolTY 
f.,,. FoN\p AffGln In U.. Bri\lah 
C.W..-. WM -..Uy Mw lW< a._ l»bvt In 1-don 1n wpon,-

P..-r......t. • 
(0 ,..,._.,.. . ,,r.._ ,., ..... WW.. \l • .,..._. , ...... , 

A PUClLIST Jl'nOM TRE 
Pl:lta.ACE: TBt! 

MA'ltQllta Ol' CLYD£8-
DALE, 

J:o-.cl fGr \M ,._, 
»•~::i.S":r~ ... of 

Fio. 3.47 

~ 

,:.~-;.,,':.'!:,, ~ 

-. 

rtram and u ta Hartman in th ir P ri apartm nt and tudio (low r l ft) 1924 
r m th ti n New York Times (April 27, 1924) 



io.3. 
Going Up, 1924 

Mi\· · flan ou.\ 
At al au Art Pari , 1924 

f Am ri an Art mith onian In tituti n 
I T77 9. 
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"Chez: le Bistro," from a water-color by Bertram Hartman. 

The Hartmans, Bertram and Gusta, 
have dc<3erted the Quarter for Caesis. 
They left a. trail or batiks and hooked 
rugs behind them at various exh1b1· 
tions. Down in the RhOn-e country, 
Bertram finc\s plenty ot picturesque 
material for his landscapes an<l char. 
acter stu<iies. The canvases he is 
now workin~ on wlll be exhibited 1n 
.Pari~ early in the autumn. 

• .,, 
It seems to be im~ossible for critics to writ about the works ot the late 

Joseph Conrad without commenting 
<ln the Polish captain's sklll e.t hand. 
lin an adopted language. In all 
tho nav4!ls there le tlltednoss an<l 
tnn rrca.t. a prooccupatlon with choice 

the m~tre-stick carried by the figure 
in front of the Ministry of Justice 
and decj<led that it wa the trad~· 
mark of some well-known co1tturic1·. 

• •• PiP7r Deignet has come to the 

I 
Quarter from hi~ family cstatC<3 in 
Pfrigonl to take up art, serious y. :\1. 

•B-elgnet. intends to open n stu lo in 
the Rue t~opold-Robcrt, where he will 
apply himseH to his chosen branch of 
artistic cndeaYor, noodle-designing. He 
ts known throughout the French Pro-
vinces for bis great~st creation, tho 
non- kin noodle. . •o 

Th number of the family which sup. 
nltPc; th<" \Tontn11rna~sln.ns with he!:-

Fig. .49 
rtram Hartman, he.., le Bi tro 1924 

Wat r o 1 r, l 24 
r m lippino from Pari Tifnes, 1924 

rtr m H rtm n, rapb ok 11 cti n of Jack and Jill Hartman A 



makino tch for Le Bistro, 1924 
w York Times mb r 7, 1924). 

49 
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io. 3.51 
art n fr m harm Magazine, 1924 

rap ok of rtram Hartman oll ction of Ja k and Jill Hartman, l Cajon A 



.2 
, chrun , Au tria 

h to from v r J k t of rank caf 11 , Hemin way: ssa. s of Reas,\es ment ( w 
Y r : f rd n iv r i ty Pr , I ) . 



ig. .53 
B rtram Hartman, chrun 1924 

Wat rcolor, 22 1/2 14 /4 
11 ction of Jae and Jill Hartman A 

2 
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rtr m Har m n, hurch of Bartholomiiber 192 
W t re I r 1 2 1 /2 1 /2 

11 ti n f r llin John n Madi on WI 



Fig. 3.55 
Bertram Hartman, Self Portrait, 1925 

Oil on board, 10 x 8" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 3.56 
Bertram Hartman, Portrait of Gusta Hartman, 1925 

Oil on board, 10 x 8" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnville, NY 
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ZWEI HERREN. BY BERTRAM HARTMAN 

Fig. 3.57 
Bertram Hartman, "Zwei Herren" 

Drawing, 6 x 5" 
The Dial 82 (February 1927): between 144 and 145. 
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Cover of This Q Fig. 3.58 uarter Macra . o zme 1 (April 1925) 
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Concepti011 of St. Tropez. 

Fig. 3.59 

1 
·.·;~ 

.. J 
By BERTRAM HARTMAN 

Bertram Hartman, Conception of St. Trope-, 1924 
Watercolor, printed in This Quarter 1 (April 1925) 
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Ships at St. Tropez, wale; colour painting. 

Fig. 3.60 
Bertram Hartman, Ships of St. Tropez, 1924 

Watercolor, printed in This Quarter 1 (April 1925) 
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"New York" painting in oil. By 8!0RTRAM HARTMAN 

Fig. 3.61 
Bertram Hartman, New York, 1924 

Oil on canvas, printed in This Quarter 1 (April 1925) 
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338, RUE SAINT-HONORE 

PARIS 

Endoaed plense finJ our cl1ecL. for /:':._,.,. A'£> · J ~ . . . . Pf'·_, U '- Jn payment 

for Yoir 1t£(J9-rAA: & )A1 ] b I · J d ,,-- num er. t ts un erstoo that if 

an·· f 1 .flclms pa.id fo • is printed in n volume of yo1 r works, an 

nntl/ology, or ehewhere, Jue credit sbll be ruadc iu sucl1 publication 

to THIS QUARTER, Paris. 

Yours very truly, 

THE EDITORS. 

{ 
I ' 

1 • 

EDJfED IN PARIS BY 

rRNEST WALSH AND ETHEL MOORHEAD 

Fig. 3.62 
Ernest Walsh, Reimbursement for Bertram Hartman's Three Illustrations for This 

Quarter's First Edition, 1925 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 
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Fig. 3.63 
Bertram Hartman, Synchromist Rug, ca. 1924 

Hooked by Gusta Hartman, 22 112 x 36" 
Baker-Pisano Collection, Heckscher Museum of Art, Huntington, NY 
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Fig. 3.64 
Bertram Hartman, Program for Exhibition of Oil and Watercolor Paintings at the 

Montross Gallery, NY, January 1926 
Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 

363 
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"Friendly Winter"-Bertram Hartman 

Fig. 3.65 
Bertram Hartman, Friendly Winter, 1924-25 

Watercolor shown at Montross Gallery 1926, reproduced in the Chicago Evening Post 
Magazine of the Art World (January 12, 1926) 

Clipping from the Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, 
El Cajon, CA 
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- l Amcrit:111 1iai11l~ 1 ATIO"Jli L\lt OLD EKC:LTSJf. 

--...... --- the r•rCSCll L Sal• 

..:.:.;-----.!.,-C.:...-----~-------------------· ------; pt:ml:i 1H3, is iu 

I 
unce. H e has licen "'' 
lrscillc:i ~ml Ca;:,~i;; ·:rnr 

cks lie will return to h 
l~.;...l.-----------------------------'-+---------' 11.he ruo Bui;son:idc. 

l 
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1ectioa. of th.; international exhib ition of water colora at the Art inatitutc. 

ICOt:Jtivc 1howt11a 01 lilt l"'LIHLt ....... , r-·---
I!ERTRAM HARTMAN-Mo"T~ou GALLUY, 

:6 E. 56. Good water color• of :a con1ci-
cntiou1 p~in t cr who it coming :ilong rapidly. 

MINIATURISTS-M•C•lTll CALLUY, 1; E. 
57. Annu:il thow o.f an Amc~ic:rn 1ocicty, I a Hu " ' " uonc · mm:n w1tn 111msel r. 

Most of the show is water color. Two 
oils from the earlier St:rm ford period 

Fig. 3.66 
Bertram Hartman, Mountain Chapel, 1924-25 

) uclfoy )J ur!'hcy, wl10 
mbc r of e~pcri 1 11cntal 

l

ropo 011d .\111criea. am 
'n asoocialed with Re: 
ctions in 1''wncc. i:i le.a 

no.'\t week w rdul'n '' 
AnuJric:J. Duril1:; his r1 
urtc r he 111rulc :Jll iute 

I
nt in new film Lcchuir1t 
1 witl1 Lhc F rcnrh pain 
>lh er in a~~11vinl ion will 

•lst, Hikr lla:·zberg. . 

.loxundcr Hol,i1tso1i h 

.nbor of W1'l'k:~ :iL )[01 
s '!man tn I [ vCr"s for 
l i.~ rclurn i110 ·la. Li~ ia '.\1 
t..lio, in Li111•.: lo pr!.!par1 
s at tho Sahm des Tui l 
! ~:.·of the .i. 11 1c ri cans i 

I --

1 

rnrs~ Hc11iiugway :incl 
le uack lo the Qunrtcr 
monlhs siu1'1~ ('hrisl1111 

1

1s of :\uslrin. .\ col 
:ios · i~ ~0\111 Lo ha issue 
·cright. 

l
i;u -~mcri,·an pni11tcr 
rli11 Duer, arc now tr: 
\nm desert. Their p r• 
uy 111onl hs or journey 

1
\ :nn trih<'!i in sr:i.rch 
trrial. 111 n. leLlor \\ 
U in ll1n Q11:1rtct" thrv 
lb any ltig -~:11nr: ~ho.ol 
a,nv 1111l\111,w11 rin'.' rs 

I j11"t p:ii1il i11 ~ I.fie bcn• 
1f1r5e pr0plr." 

farold Lrwl1, lul'll~tli 
i rrlHl1H;1l In f'ari:; ;Jf( 
:ut ill .\r110l:ka. lJr: w~ 
ltu~int:!-I S i1l l"Ullll f"\,·t.io· 
Jtir111 11( ·a l11Juk of ITi!s 
icrl llii~ sprinb by Bon 

:d wll!'rl C. f.il'li:irli•. I 
Ll11.,.t;tlitorial !'faif of' 
·r :tSSIR'hLlC'd '"it.\! :&. n 
ry 111:1gnzit1C'!'\, !ms 1 

Watercolor shown at the International Exhibition of Watercolors at the Art Institute of 
Chicago, 1926; from the Chicago Evening Post (May 11, 1926) in clipping from the 

artist's scrapbook in Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 3.67 
Bertram Hartman, Trois Amis, 1924 

Watercolor, 14 112 x 22" 
Collection of Jack Lemann, M.D., New Orleans 
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Fig. 3.68 
Bertram Hartman, Christmas Card, 1924-25 

Block print, 4 x 5" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, NY 
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BUCHMAN & KAHN, Arcl11tccu BERTRAM HART!l.l.-\:-.1 , D<"~"" 

Silhouette Mosaic Ceiling 
Design in Mosaic, Embedded in a Background of Cement 

Plaster in Vestibule of Millinery Building 

39th St. and 6th Ave., New York 
(Square in center shows bottom view of lighting fixture. ) 

Executed by · 

RAVENNA MOSAICS, Inc. 

Fig. 3.69 
Bertram Hartman, Mosaic Ceiling, 1926 

Mosaic executed by Ravenna Mosaics, Inc. 

' 

For the Millinery Building, Thirty-ninth and Sixth A venue, New York 
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LEADED GLASS WINDOW BERTRAM HARTMAN 
Apartment of Adam Gimbel, Esq. 

Fig. 3.70 
Bertram Hartman, Leaded Glass Window (one of four), 1926 

For the apartment of Adam Gimbel, 33 West Fifty-fifth, New York, Photo from The Arts 
(March 1928): 165. 
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Fig. 3.71 
Bertram Hartman, Mosaic Panel, 1926 

For the Lowell, between Park and Madison on Sixty-third Street, New York 
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· Of Tod.17. 

B.,....,rn• Hnrttna-. 

Fig. 3.72 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing for Article by Ely J. Kahn, "Our Skyscrapers Take Simple 

Forms," New York Times Magazine (May 2, 1926): 11. 
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AT ROCKAWAY BEACH. BY BERTRAM HARTMAN 

Fig. 3.73 
Bertram Hartman, "At Rockaway Beach," ca. 1927 

Drawing, 4 112 x 6" 
For The Dial 82 (June 1927): between 451and461. 
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THE ISLAND. BY BERTRAM HARTMAN 

Fig. 3.74 
Bertram Hartman, "The Island," ca. 1927 

Drawing, 4 114 x 7 112" 
For The Dial 82 (June 1927): between 451 and 461. 
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Fig. 3.75 
Bertram Hartman, "A Lady Slipper," ca. 1928 

Drawing, 8 x 5" 
For The Dial 84 (May 1928): between 398 and 399. 
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Fig. 3.76 
Bertram Hartman, "Jack in the Pulpit," ca. 1928 

Drawincr 8 x 5" b' 
For The Dial 84 (May 1928): between 398 and 399. 
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Fig. 3.77 

. .. 

Invitation to Show of Silk Batiks by Bertram Hartman, ca. 1926 
Held at Western View Farm, New Milford, CT 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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1
t-\ECTOR. OF STONINGTON"· b~ BERTRAM . 

HARIMAN <z:f= M.ONIROS S 1.S. I 

. ·-:r-- I· 

Fig. 3.78 
Bertram Hartman, Hector of Stonington, ca. 1927 

Watercolor, shown at Montross Gallery, New York, December 1917; from the New York 
Evening Post (December 24, 1927); Clipping from the Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, 

Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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"Portrait of L. K. II," by 
Bertram Hartman. 

'xhibtion at the Mont1·oss Gallerie~. 

Fig. 3.79 
Bertram Hartman, Portrait of L.K. II, 1927 

.• 

Oil on canvas , shown at Montross Gallery, New York, 1927; from New York Times 
(December 25, 1927) 
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Painting by Bertram Hartman, Montross Galleries 

Fig. 3.80 
Bertram Hartman, Our Room Downstairs, 1927 

Oil on canvas, shown at Montross Gallery, New York, 1927; from an unidentified 
clipping in the Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El 

Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 3.81 
Bertram Hartman, Our Room Downstairs II, 1927 

Oil on canvas, 36 x 45" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 3.82 
Bertram Hartman, Sketch of a Model, 1928 

Pencil and crayon, 10 x 8" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 3.83 
Bertram Hartman, Sketch of Gusta Hartman with Model, ca. 1928 

Watercolor, 10 x 8" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 3.84 
Bertram Hartman, Sketch of Sunbathers, Long Beach, NY, 1927 

Watercolor and pencil, 10 x 8" 

Ju , 
.~ 

/ 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collecction of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 3.85 Edward Hopper, Manhattan Bridge Loop, 1928 Oil on canvas, 35 x 60" Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips Academy, Andover, MA 
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Fig. 3.86 
Bertram Hartman, City Block, early 1920s 

Charcoal on paper, 17 2/4 x 23 1/2" 
Sale number 1644 (May 5, 1995), Skinner Gallery, Boston 
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No Flatterer 

"Self Portrait," by Bertram Hartman. 

Fig. 3.87 
Bertram Hartman, Self Portrait, 1928 

Oil on canvas 
From Art Digest 3 (January 1929): 5. 
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"Long Beach.'' by i;tertram Hartman. 
01~ Exh~- at t1i!1 !1f on.tros., Gall~e•. 

Fig. 3.88 
Bertram Hartman, Long Beach, 1927 

Oil on canvas, location unknown 
From New York Times (January 20, 1929) 
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Fig. 4.1 
Bertram Hartman, WPA, ca. 1937 

Watercolor on paper, 15 x 20" 
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Robbins, West Newton, MA 
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Fig. 4.2 
A WPA Project in Warrensburg, NY 

Photo from Marlene Park and Gerald E. Markowitz, A New Deal for Art (Hamilton, NY: 
Gallery Association of New York State, 1977), 5. 
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Fig. 4.3 
Bertram Hartman, Trinity Church and Wall Street, 1929 

Oil on canvas, 50 x 30" 
Brooklyn Museum of Art, Brooklyn, NY 
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Fig. 4.4 
Bertram Hartman, Model, ca. 1930 

Watercolor, 24 314 x 18" 

Collection of Jack Lemann, M.D., New Orleans 
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Fig. 4.5 
Bertram Hartman, Sketch of a Canadian Cross 

From letter to Alfred Stieglitz, October 15, 1921 
Papers of Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia 0 'Kee!fe, Yale Collection of American Literature, 

Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, New Haven, CT 
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Fig. 4.6 
Bertram Hartman, Canadian Cross, 1931 

Oil on canvas, 36 x 27 112" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 4.7 
Georgia O'Keeffe, Cross with Red Heart, 1932 

Oil on canvas, 83 3/4 x 40 1/2" 
Curtis Galleries, Minneapolis, MN 
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Fig. 4.8 
Georgia O'Keeffe, Cross by the Sea, Canada, 1932 

Oil on canvas, 36 x 24" 
Currier Gallery of Art, Manchester, NH 
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Fig. 4.9 
Bertram Hartman, Mark Is land, 1928 

Oil on canvas, 20 x 30" 
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York 
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Fig. 4.10 
Bertram Hartman, Telephone Building, 1928 

Watercolor, 22 1/8 x 14 5/8" 
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York 
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Fig. 4.11 
Bertram Hartman, Frank Lloyd Wright, 1931 

Crayon or charcoal on paper 
Reproduced in the Chicago Tribune Books (April 3, 1932), from the Estate of Bertram 

Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 4.12 
Bertram Hartman, Maine Coastal Rocks (Deer Isle), 1933 

Watercolor, 21 114 x 29 112" 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Munnsville, NY 
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JOBLESS ARTIST'S FANTASIA OF OLD AND NEW SPAIN. 
The Mural Canvas by Bertram Hartmann Which Will Be Permanentl1 ln1talled ln the Spanish Departmen 

·of New York Unh·.crsity at Washington Square. 

Fig. 4.13 
Bertram Hartman, Fantasia of Old and New Spain, 1933 

Oil on canvas, 64 x 90" 
For the Spanish Department of New York University, New York. Reproduced in the 

New York Times (September 14, 1933) 
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Fig. 4.14 
Bertram Hartman, Midtown New York, early 1930s 

Oil on canvas, dimensions unknown 
Location unknown 
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Fig. 4.15 
John Sloan, Pigeons, 1910 

Oil on canvas, 26 x 32" 
The Hayden Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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B RTR f H RT 1 

Fig. 4.16 

An Erlzibition 

of 

OI LS and \\.A TERCOLOR 

Jan uan 22 th to 
February 4 th, 193.i 

FERARGIL 
63 Ea_t Fifty· ventl1 Street 

New Yo r k 

Bertram Hartman, Flier for an Exhibition of Oil and Watercolors, Ferargil Gallery, New 
York, 1934 

The Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 4.17 
Bertram Hartman, Jefferson Market Courthouse, 1930 

Watercolor, reproduced in the New York Times (January 27, 1934) 
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Fig. 4.18 
Bertram Hartman, Winter Self Portrait, early 1930s 

Oil on canvas, 44 x 33" 
Butler Institute of American Art, Youngstown, OH 
Reproduced in the New York Times (June 17, 1934) 
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Figs. 4.19 and 4.20 
Bertram Hartman, Imaginary Projections of the State of New York, 1936 

Two murals, oil on canvas, 6'2" x 8'2" (destroyed) 
Main Building, Outpatient Waiting Room, Homer Folks Tuberculosis Hospital, Oneonta, 

NY 
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Fig. 4.21 
Bertram Hartman in front of his mural, Spring, 1937 

Oil on canvas, 4'2" x 7'2" (destroyed) 
One of four murals for the Children's Building Lounge, Homer Folks Tuberculosis 

· Hospital, Oneonta, NY 
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Fig. 4.22 
Bertram Hartman, Tulip Trees, ca. 1938 

Medium and size unknown 
Micro.film Inventory to Federal Art Project Photographic Division Collection 1935-42, 

Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., Reel 1165. 
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Fig. 4.23 (a) and (b) 
Bertram Hartman, View from Johnson's Bluff, 1939 

Mural, oil on canvas, 4'5" x 11' 
Post Office, Dayton, TN 
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Fig. 4.24 
Bertram Hartman, Self Portrait, 1935 

Watercolor, 15 3/8 x 22 3/8" 
National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 
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Fig. 4.25 
Bertram Hartman, Clock Face, 1938 

Oil on aluminum, 12 x 10" 
Collection of Amy Hartman Stasium, Durango, CO 
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I • ._ Reviewed by . . 
MAY L{\MBERTON BECKER . 

ledge,. her profile dark' agains_t the 
pale sky of a London dawn, . watch- · 
ing the Sun rise, a huge plack .chow 
beside her, silent as a cloud. That 
dark guardian did. not like cats, and 
I never thought of Miss Warner as 
one of their devotees. ·Probably she me that if a cat condescended to any among us, and to have their own 
is not:. For all its .title, this is .bY no .. :speec.Q it. w·ould l;>e 'f'&.~!n;_ it is, 1nteJ;; ; ·way must-trace OU!' yeak:nesses, our 
means a book "ideal for. i;a.t:lo.verq." "national, like cats; and nothj.ng elSe peculiarities, our motiyes. "The 
It is !deal ,for those 'who-.reiy.ember says SI> mµch ' with. SQ little ef!prt. proper study ,. Of catkind· is man." a book by Miss W?-rner that ';o0cketed But ~he de~ca.t;.e pteclsion of. J1hii.t Their ta.Ifs have no .human illusior.s, 
over two continents and still. burns . these cats say loses nothing by being no -human ·rancors. Howevei:- often 
bright among the Penguins: "Lolly 1n English. A clll.!'ll's am~ng tP~ one o! ·~eir ~rles ma.Y .ha-ye been 

- Willowes." There was a. delicate . takln' notes. n$ young man has .:told·. be.fore, it becomes co~pletely . 
~· -{;- wiexpect!ld ';1'.hen ~Id in thiS w.ay, 

Illustrations by .Bertram ·Hartmdn . 
From "The Cat's C~~dle-Book" 

,,; 

Fig. 4.26 

· There is a ctiliouS crystal clearness 
When the fog Of human .feellng has 
been blown;away. :Aesop never dealt 
.wif;h a fable .after the manner of 
this one' of the ~wolf who sought 
popularity. Perrault · would have ,, 

· l!fted .a.ii· eyebrow at' this ca.reer of 
.. Blu~beard's ·,Daughter .. Sisley Hud-
: dleston, with· the frankness or an 

. ;"uncle·, onC;e ·said ' tha.t "Sylvia woul~ 
be handso!'De j! her 1 !ace hadn't 
grown lop;,lded , from keeping her 
tongue . in . her che~k." These ta.les 
~ave ' ttie ' s.ame 1!111;1r1ng tllt a_nd, 
!ram .the same reason, ' they do not 
take themselves or thifrr sUbjects. too 
~~_lOusly, ·· · · 

· But their art can be taken as 
•seriously as you wish: It stands ariy 
test. :t_trust -that nobody will believe ' 
the 'author-who clearly had no·in-
tenti~n whatever of hPinci i.~i: ---· • 

I. 

' ' 

~. 

Bertram Hartman, Illustrations for Sylvia Townsend Warner, The Cat's Cradle Book 
(New York: Viking Press, 1940), Clipping in Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, Collection 

of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 4.27 
Bertram Hartman, Flier for Exhibition in His Studio, 1943-44 

Block print, 6 1/8 x 3 3/4" 
From letter, Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (December 26, 1943 ), Papers of Gaston 

and Isabel Lachaise, Archives of American Art, Washington, D.C., Reel 325 T 2828. 
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Fig. 4.28 
Bertram Hartman, Connecticut Tree, 1943 

Watercolor on paper, 19 1/4 x 23" 
Collection of the author, Leawood, KS 
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l11etle Vereo lakes the pollern for 
her skyscraper print )troight from o 
Bertram Hortman canvas in the 
Brooklyn Museum. The dress of pure 
silk, woven in I his country of Bra -
z.ilion yarn, hos a draped top and 
soft, swinging skirt. At Bonwit Teller. 

Fig. 4.29 
Lisette Verea in silk dress, ca. 1946 

Pattern of silk derived from Bertram Hartman ' s Trinity Church and Wall Street 
(Brooklyn Museum of Art, Brooklyn), Clipping from Scrapbook of Bertram Hartman, 

Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 4.30 
Bertram Hartman, Letter to Isabel Lachaise, February 3, 1946 

Papers of Gaston and Isabel Lachaise, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C., Reel 325 T 2828. 
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Fig. 4.31 
Bertram Hartman, Sleeping Patient, March 1947 
Crayon and watercolor on paper, 4 3/8 x 6 112" 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 4.32 
Bertram Hartman, Oak Tree by the Levee, 1948 

Watercolor, 18 x 23 112" 
Collection of Jack Lemann, M.D., New Orleans 
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Fig. 4.33 
Bertram Hartman, Winter, Pound Ridge (NY), early 1940s 

Watercolor, 14 112 x 21" 
Collection of Jack Lemann, M.D., New Orleans 
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Fig. 4.34 
Bertram Hartman, Zinnias, date unknown 

Watercolor, 22 114 x 14 3/4" 
Collection of Jack Lemann, M.D., New Orleans 
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Fig. 4.35 
Bertram Hartman, Still Life with Fruit, date unknown 

Watercolor, 15 x 22" 
Collection of Jack Lemann, M.D., New Orleans 
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Fig. 4.36 
Bertram Hartman, New York, ca. 1949 

Watercolor, 14 1/2 x 11 112" 
Butler Institute of American Art, Youngstown, OH 
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Fig. 4.37 
Photo of Gusta and Bertram Hartman in their Apartment and Studio with their cat Kitsel, 

ca. 1949 
Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 
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Fig. 4.38 
Jo Hopper, Portrait of Bertram Hartman, 1949 

Watercolor, 21 x 14"'' 
From Gail Levin, Edward Hopper: An Intimate Biography (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1995/98), 414. 
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Fig. 5.1 
Bertram Hartman, New York Street, mid-1950s 

(The Horseshoe Bar is the green and pink building second from the right.) 
Watercolor on paper, 14 3/8 x 19" 

Collection of the author, Leawood, KS 
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Fig. 5.2 
Bertram Hartman, Advertisement Proposal for Improvisations 

Lithograph, 12 x 9" 
Published by Artists Equity Association, New York, 1950 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 
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Fig. 5.3 
Bertram Hartman, Beach Scene ( Southhampton, Long Island, NY), 1950 

Watercolor on paper, 25 x 33" 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 5.4 
Bertram Hartman, Aspidistra Plant, New York, ca. 1953 

Watercolor on paper, 28 x 21" 
Collection of Crellin Johnson, Madison, WI 
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Fig. 5.5 
Bertram Hartman, Driftwood, 1954 

Watercolor on paper, 9 x 12" 
Collection of Noble Endicott, M.D., New York 
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Fig. 5.6 
Bertram Hartman, "For Crying Out Loud," 1957 

Pen on paper, in a letter from Bertram Hartman to Isabel Lachaise (August 20, 1957); 
Papers of Gaston and Isabel Lachaise, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian 

Institution, Washington, D.C., Reel 1034 T 3527. 
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Fig. 5.7 
Bertram Hartman, Three Carved Figures ca. 1957 
Wood, top 6," middle 6," and lower 2 3/4" long 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Richard Castellane, Esq., Munnsville, NY 
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Fig. 5.8 
Bertram Hartman, Salad Fork and Spoon, ca. 1957 

Wood, 10" long each 
Collection of Melanie Griffith, Cedar Falls, IA 
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Fig. 5.9 
Bertram Hartman, Sketches alongside ad for the film and God Created Woman, 1958 

In letter from Bertram to John and Alice Hartman (April 6, 1958) 
Collection of Jack and Jill Hartman, El Cajon, CA 
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Fig. 5.10 
Bertram and Gusta Hartman, Dolls, ca. 1959 (left) and ca. 1920s (right) 

Wood carved by Bertram Hartman and costumes sewn by Gusta Hartman; mat made of 
cloth designed by Gusta Hartman; dolls, 9" and 14" long 

Estate of Bertram Hartman, Collection of Kurt Delbanco, New York 
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Fig. 5.11 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing, April 1959 

Ink and charcoal on paper, 12 x 9" 
Collection of Noble Endicott, M.D., New York 
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Fig. 5.12 
Bertram Hartman, Drawing, April 1959 

Ink and charcoal on paper, 12 x 9" 
Collection of Noble Endicott, M.D., New York 
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